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The Voynich manuscript is a visual treasure. It is rich in
hauntingly beautiful and strange illustrations. The illustrations
depict unidentifiable plants and cosmological drawings, and are
accompanied by thousands of words written in an unknown
alphabet and an unknow language. It is said to be most mysterious
manuscript in the world.
Over the past five years I have studied the Voynich manuscript.
This paper is written to show the process behind my proposed
decoding of the Voynich script and to explain how this decoding
led to the uncovering of 104 plant names closely related to
vernacular plant names used in medieval England.
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INTRODUCTION
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My study of the Voynich manuscript started as a part of my
ongoing sculpture project Humming. Humming refers to songs
without words, the sound of flying insects, or the dark and
unperceivable hum from the Big Bang. The project was meant
to explore how we experience reality without words.
To me, the Voynich manuscript felt to be wordless with its unreadable text. The strange illustrations extended the limits for
my imagination about how the world could be understood.
The first time I saw an illustration from the Voynich manuscript was when I researched plant illustrations for Humming.
The illustration showed a plant which was totally strange and
unidentifiable. At the same time, it was also familiar. I found it
to be highly original, drawn with a free hand, and shaped with
a lively and strong character. The text surrounding the plant
was like a beautiful hum.
I got caught by an intense and enduring curiosity about the
world view the Voynich artist possessed. What kind of relation
did the artist have to the plants? What knowledge of the plants
did she or he possess? And why were they drawn this way?
By time, the visual content of the manuscript got more and
more familiar to me. I learned the forms of the plants, and the
forms of the cipher, the shapes of the words, their spaces, their
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rhythms. After three years of visual studies, what started out
as an exploration of a wordless existence, backfired. I found
myself obsessed by and determined to find the meaning behind
the words.
This paper is part of the Humming project. It is a part of my
art. Cracking the Voynich cipher proposes a full decoding of
the Voynich script, and aims to test the decoding to find out if
it gives results. The goal is to get closer to the language it is
written in and where it originated. It is also a goal to map out
some of the manuscript´s content and look for explanations of
why the text looks so different from a natural language.
The most reliable way to test the decoded cipher is to use it in
the herbal section of the manuscript. If the deciphering works,
each herbal page should reveal a plant name in its text, a name
which leads to a plant that has the same characteristics as the
plant illustrated.
My study reveals 104 plant names which are consequently found as one of the first words on each herbal page. The
names are closely related to vernacular plant names used in
medieval England. Most of the plants grow uncultivated close
to the English Channel today. Words used in the manuscript
point in the same direction. They correspond to Middle
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English words used in the south of England. A mapping of the
pant names and a comparison of the named plant and the Voynich
illustration is found in the chapter A proposal for the botanical
glossaries in the Voynich manuscript

powers, the enlightenment, the justice, the law, the peace” is
mentioned. Even the astrological part, the cosmological
diagrams and the section with jars is centering around the
Divine and magical forces of Heaven.

In the chapter Reading the Voynich manuscript I show some attempts to translate text from different parts of the manuscript. My
knowledge of languages used in the Middle Ages is limited, and
the translations need to be looked into by professional. But from
what I have been able to sketch up, I believe that the main theme
of the manuscript is the magical powers of Heaven. The Heaven
is described metaphorically as a sea, a lake, a pool, and as a cliff,
a hill. The Heaven is connected to earth through what is described
as rivers, streams and channels, through which the truth, the law,
the enlightenment is endowed. The divine knowledge from
Heaven can be taught to the plants through these streams to give
them skills or capacities.

This can be traced even in the way the plant names are
written. They can all be read as vernacular plant names used
in medieval England. But, at the same time a double meaning
is consistently found. By playing with the letters, the writers
have managed to connect the real plant names to religious
aspects. The plant names are homographs, they have a double
meaning.

The large fold out in the manuscript, called the Rosette map, is a
description of Heaven both in words and drawings. The “balneological” section of the manuscript seems to be a description of the
streams. The herbal section is about what kind of skills the plants
get from the Heavenly streams. There are no recipes found, not
much about how to use the plants. In every part of the manuscript
the “the Heaven, that which rules and governs, the magical
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A starting study of the double meanings is included in this
paper as a sketch, because it might give hints about why the
text differs so much from a natural language. It might even
give hints about which purpose the cipher had, and why it
was created. This is explained in the chapter Reflections.
As I started to decode the manuscript it opened up and
revealed itself as a highly poetic piece of literature. It is rich
in wordplays made to allow the immaterial Divine force to
manifest itself in the material world.
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THE VOYNICH MANUSCRIPT
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The Voynich manuscript is made in velum. The size is 23,5x16 cm. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

The Voynich manuscript is filled with neatly written text. It
has illustrations showing unfamiliar plants, and what seems
to be jars, cosmological diagrams, a map, and a section with
naked people in tubs and baths connected with pipes. The
manuscript has several foldouts, one in which an elaborate
nine circle map is drawn.
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The manuscript´s origin, it´s alphabet and language, has so
far been unknown. Paleographer Lisa Fagin Davis writes in
her article How many Glyphs and How many scribes? Digital
Paleography and the Voynich manuscript (Manuscript studies,
Volume 5, Issue 1, Article 6, Spring 2020):
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“For centuries, bibliophiles, linguists, codiologists, art
historians, and cryptologists both professional and amateur
have pored over the manuscript and its images, examining
it from every angle, debating every pen- and brushstroke,
arguing over every wormhole, stain, and crease. Some of
the greatest cryptological minds and mathematicians of the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries have devoted years, even
decades, to the codex.* Enormous computing power has
been devoted to linguistic analysis, in efforts to
discern patterns that might point toward a particular encoded language. The lack of decryption success has led some to
believe it to be gibberish, an elaborate hoax.”
* William Romaine Newbold and Roland G. Kent, The Cipher of Roger Bacon (Philadelphia: University Press, 1928)

The Voynich manuscript´s official name is Beinecke MS
408, as the physical item is owned by Beinecke Rare Book
& Manuscript Library. It is said to be the most esoteric and
mysterious manuscript in the world. It´s velum is carbon
dated to between 1404 and 1438 (University of Arizona).
The Beinecke Rare Book & Manuscript Library states that
the place of its origin is thought to be central Europe. The
size of the binding is 23,5x16 cm and it is made of
approximately 14 calf hides. Beinecke Rare Book &
Manuscript Library notes about the illustrations:
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“Almost every page contains botanical and scientific
drawings, many full-page, of a provincial but lively character,
in ink with washes in various shades of green, brown, yellow,
blue and red. The binding is modern (18th-19th centuries). It
is written in an unidentified cipher.”
According to Raymond Clemens (The Voynich manuscript by
Beinecke Rare Book & Manuscript Library in association with
Yale University Press), the inks and pigments were traditional,
inexpensive and easily available. He writes:
“Unfortunately, much of the early history of the manuscript
probably was lost when it was rebound, which could have
taken place long after it was written.”
The manuscript lacks several leaves and two quires, the
missing folios are 12, 59 to 64, 74, 91, 92, 97, 98, 109 and
110.
Beinecke notes on their web page that the manuscript is
thought to be a scientific or magical text in an unidentified language, a cipher, apparently based on Roman minuscule characters; the text is believed by some scholars to be the work of
Roger Bacon (1219-1292) since the themes of the illustrations
seem to represent topics known to have interested Bacon.
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Although several scholars have claimed decipherments of the
manuscript, for the most part the text remains an
unsolved puzzle. The Roger Bacon theory was dismissed after
the carbon dating of the vellum.
Of the manuscript´s history we know that it can be tracked
back to the library of Emperor Rudolph II of Germany (15521620). Supporting the theory of Rudolph’s ownership is the
almost invisible name or signature by Jacobus Horcicky de
Tepenecz on the manuscripts first page. Tepenecz was the head
of Rudolph’s botanical gardens in Prague. The first confirmed
owner of the manuscript was an alchemist from Prague, Georg
Baresch (1585-1662). Upon Baresch’s death, the manuscript
passed to his friend Jan Marek Marci. After this there are
found no records of the book until it is sold from the Society
of Jesus (Collegio Romano) in 1912 to Wilfrid Voynich.

For more information I would recommend:
The web page of René Zandbergen: http://voynich.nu
The web page of Beinecke Rare Book and manuscript library:
https://beinecke.library.yale.edu/collections/highlights/voynich-manuscript
The book The Voynich manuscript by Beinecke Rare Book &
Manuscript Library in association with Yale University Press.

Voynich tried to interest scholars in deciphering the script and
worked to determine the origins of the manuscript. He did not
succeed. In 1930, the manuscript was inherited after Wilfrid’s
death by his widow Ethel Voynich. She died in 1960, leaving
the manuscript to her close friend Anne Nill. Nill sold the
book to antique book dealer Hans P. Kraus in 1961. Kraus was
unable to find a buyer and donated the manuscript to Yale
University where it was catalogued as “MS 408” in 1969.
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There has been many comprehensive studies done related to
the Voynich manuscript both by professionals and
amateurs. I have found help and inspiration especially in René
Zandbergen, and the studies and methods of late Stephen Bax
and late James R. Child. The Voynich-researchers like Nick
Pelling, Ellie Velinska and Edith Sherwood has also provided
valuable insights. The web page of Ellie Velinska, with
interesting observations on the manuscript´s illustrations, is
unfortunately gone.

if one starts working out minute details in one end. One will
end up with a picture which has wrong connections between
its parts.

As an artist I always try to understand visual expressions in
their wider context. In the same way I have tried to get a grip
on the Voynich authors´ world view through its illustrations.
My process started with three years of visual studies of the
manuscript, just looking, admiring an copying drawings from
the book with my own pencil. I did not intend to even try to
crack the cipher. I was satisfied to study the mysterious
drawings.

3. The letters are a cipher or a seldomly used alphabet.

It is hard to tell what basis the visual studies of the manuscript
gave me. I believe it resulted in an understanding, a wordless
knowledge, an intuitive connection that led to good reasoning
when I started the decoding process. There are methods I use
as an artist which was important in the cipher cracking. One of
them is to always work on the whole picture. It will go wrong

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Before I started my work on the cipher, I placed aside almost
all I had read about the Voynich manuscript. I started with a
blank sheet, only certain about three things:
1. It is not a hoax.
2. It is written in a natural language from the 15th century.

From this I worked with basic observations. The process I
used to crack the cipher can in short be explained as follows:
After mapping the characters, the first letters were identified
by their similarities to the Latin alphabet. When trying to read
the manuscript with these letters, it sounded like a meaningless mix of Norwegian, German and English. This led to the
idea that it could be a Germanic language. The language was
further specified by observing single letter words like the
frequently used o and d. It reminded of the English a and the.
The English language of the 15th century is called Middle
English (ME). Studying the Voynich words through ME gave
results in a high frequency of matches between Voynich words
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and the ME dictionaries.
I spent a year cracking the cipher and then another year to get
a grip on the meaning behind the words. I am now able to read
the text, very slowly. More studies are necessary from
linguists and historians to get better translations.

My seven keys to unlock the cipher
1) Mapping the alphabet: 19 letters are used regularly, in
addition, 2 letters rarely used.
2) Mapping the shape of the letters: The characters´ shape
seem related to the Latin alphabet.
3) Mapping how the letters are used: Some letters are repeated up to three times on a row.
4) Mapping one-letter words: Some letters stand alone
5) Mapping signs of grammar: y is the most frequently used
letter at the end of words
6) Mapping the oddities of the cipher: There are letters that
have specific placements in the words.
7) Testing the remaining letters for matches in the dictionary

1) Mapping the alphabet:
19 letters are used regularly, in addition, 2 letters rarely
used.
Because I believed the Voynich manuscript was written in a
cipher, I worked with the characters as an alphabet similar to
the Latin alphabet we use today. I started out by mapping the
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letters in the cipher, and found them to be 21, which is quite
few. In comparison the Norwegian alphabet has 29 letters. The
question was: If I was to shorten for example the Norwegian
alphabet, what letters could I do without, and still be able to
catch the sounds of my language?
The vowels: In Norwegian we have 9 vowels a, e, i, o, u, y,
æ ø, å. I could leave out y, as the i is close enough. I could
also leave out æ, ø, å, as the rest of the world do well without
them. I found that I really needed only 5 vowels a, e, i, o, u.
The consonants: In Norwegian we have 19 consonants: b, c, d,
f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, w, x, z. We almost never use c, q,
w, x, z. Leaving them out reduces the consonants to 14: b, d, f,
g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t.
From this reasoning I found that I needed about 14 consonants
and 5 vowels. A total of 19 letters could make a quite proper
but simplified and understandable writing system in Norwegian. This is very close to the number of letters used regularly
in the Voynich manuscript. Could this be transferable to other
languages than Norwegian?

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

The list of characters were like this:
Tall letters, 9: t, k, d, s, N, f, p, r, Sh
Small letters, 8: o, a, l, e, ee i, ch
Under the line letters, 2: y, q
Tall and under the line letters, 2: m, g
Combination letters, 6: CPh, cFh cKh, CTh, iiN, iN. Here m
and g could also be placed.
In addition, there are 7 more characters are present which all
can be found on f75v. A few of them are also used elsewhere
but so rarely that they seem to be symbols rather than letters.

2) Mapping the shape of the letters:
The characters´ shapes seem related to the Latin alphabet.
This observation was the most important. After putting
together my first alphabet based on resemblances in shape between the Voynich letters and the Latin letters, I tried to “read”
the manuscript or roughly make sounds based on it. Even
though the words made little sense, the “sound” of the reading
reminded of a mix of Germanic languages, like
Norwegian mixed with English and German. The reading did
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not remind me of for instance Italian, Spanish or French or
Polish, Russian, Romani, Hebrew or Arabic. This gave me a
direction, and the belief that with some adjustments I could
crack the cipher. From this very first stage I tested the deciphering trying to match words from the manuscript with several different dictionaries in Germanic Middle Age languages.
My first attempt looked like the array below. This deciphering
was wrong, but some of the letters turned out to be correct:

The vowels

The consonants

a=a
l, e = e
i = i (y, j)
o=o

p, f = b, p, f
k, t = k, t, h
q, y = g, y
d=d
N, iiN, iN = m, n
s =s
r=r
e =c
Sh =
ch =

Further, I found that in the Middle Ages k was usually a tall
letter written with two loops, which made me choose t for k
and k for t. The same way of thinking gave p for b and f for
f or p. Further, q is seldomly used and only at the beginning
of words, only in front of o, which made me choose g for this
letter. It could be q, but I had defined that q was not really
needed. Then y was moved over to the vowels as an y. e as c
got no matches in the dictionaries. i and N I found used separately, leading me to the conclusion that these are two separate
letters. If in was not n , then iin was not m. Could N be the
letter used for n or m. This gave me a new array:
The vowels

The consonants

a=a
l, e = e
i = i (y, j)
o=o
y=

p =b
f = p, f
k =t
t=k
q =g
d=d
N = m, n
s =s
r=r
e =c
ch =
Sh =

Lacking: h, l, u, v, w
ch and Sh is placed with the consonants as 5 vowels could be
enough to cover the basic sounds in a language.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Lacking: h, l, u, v, w,
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3) Mapping how the letters are used:
Some letters are repeated up to three times on a row.

4) Mapping one-letter words:
Some letters stand alone

In the manuscript the letter sequence Eee is found several
times, which made me think that e is one-letter and ee is
another letter. Eee could be a very long vowel, but not likely,
as the other vowels are not repeated, and a repetition of three
vowels would be strange. Based on the shape of Latin letters I
tested if e could be n and ee could be m, but it gave no good
matches in the dictionaries. The cipher i is also found repeated
up to 3 times, hinting that iii could be a combination of the
cipher i and the ii. From this I adjusted the array:

Observing that d, y, k, o, a, r and s frequently stood alone,
assumably representing a meaningful word, led to the study
of one-letter function words. This observation was og great
significance as the one-letter function words soon became key
words in my deciphering.

The vowels

The consonants

a=a
l, e = e
ee =
i = i (y, j)
ii =
o=o
y=

p =b
f = p, f
k =t
t=k
q =g
d=d
N = m, n
s =s
r=r
e =c
ch =
Sh =

For example, o is used frequently as a one-letter function word
throughout the manuscript. The natural question to ask was:
What languages are using a one-letter word a lot? The o could
represent the a in English. Could this really be an English text,
one of the most known languages in the world?
And if it was English, d could be the. s could be an abbreviation of is, and r and abbreviation for are. This turned out to be
right, only that o, s and r seem to be abbreviations for other
words with other meanings as well. This did not lead to any
changes in the array but when using a Middle English
dictionary for testing, the matches started to increase.

Lacking: h, l, u, v, w
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5) Mapping signs of grammar:
y is the most frequently used letter at the end of words
Since y is the most frequent letter at the end of words, I
suspected it was a grammatical ending, like a gender marker or case ending. Looking closer into the Middle English
language I found that it was full of e-endings. This led me to
believe y was an e. The vowels started to be clearer as I used
the dictionary to find matches. E was now taken by y, and l/e
was open. The adjusted array was like this:
The vowels

The consonants

a =a
y=e
l, e =
i = i (y, j)
ii =
o=o
ee =

p =b
f = p, f
k =t
t=k
q =g
d=d
N = n, m
s =s
r=r
e =c
ch =
Sh =
l=

6) Mapping the oddities of the cipher:
There are letters that have specific placements in the
words.
If the text was written in a Germanic language, like English,
the letters would be found in all parts of the word. This is not
the case in the Voynich manuscript. The ciphers have specific
placements in the words. Some are used only at the beginning,
some only at the end, and some at the beginning and middle of
words, and so on. For example, if R is r, no words in the
Voynich manuscript would start with r, which is not likely. But
r as r gave many good matches in the Middle English dictionary. Could some letters, like r have two different characters?
I looked into where letters were placed in the words:
Letters used only at beginning of words: Sh, q
Letters used only at end of words: y, N
Letters used only at middle of words: i, ii
Letters used only at beginning and the middle of words: a, ee,
Letters used only at the middle and the end of words: R
Letters used any place in words: k, t, f, p, Ch, s, l, d, o, e
There are exceptions. For example, at the very end of the first
section on the first page, f1r, we find aiShy. Here Sh is found
in the middle of a word. It dawned on me that aiShy is a

The array was still lacking: h, l, v, u, w.
Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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combination of the two words, ai and Shy.
From this I paired the letters:
1) Those used only at the beginning with the letters used only
at the middle and the end.
2) Those used at the beginning and middle with those only
used at the end. It resulted in these pairs:
r: Sh (beginning) – R (middle + end)
m/n: Ee (beginning + middle) – N (end)
e: a (beginning+ middle) – y (end)

desire or tradition to write ending letters with a tail upwards or
downwards might be a confirmation of, or an explanation to,
why some letters have two sets of characters.
Both a and y corresponded to e in the dictionary, but both are
found as single-letter words. This might imply that they are
not the same sound, but rather two different versions of e. a
seems to correspond to short e or even sometimes a short a.
y seemed to correspond to a long e or even an ai or ei sound.
Later I found that y could also be used at the beginning of a
very few words, representing the long sound of í.

So the scribes chose different letters for the same “sound”. It
was not unusual to have two different kinds of r in the Middle
Ages. I believe the function was to distinguish two almost
identical sounds, like long vowel and short vowel. Maybe the
two different sets of characters were a way to separate the
words from each other.
Another observation was that the ending letters tend to have a
tail upwards or downwards, like N and y. For example, m is a
seldomly used letter, seemingly used only at the end of words.
But at f67v, it is found in the upper left circle section, in the
middle of a word, and without a tail. Also, G is found without
a tail, on f36r in the 3rd line at the beginning of the word. This

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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After these observations the adjusted array loked like this:
The vowels

The consonants

a =e
y=e
l, e =
i = i (y, j)
ii =
o=o

p =b
f = p, f
k =t
t=k
q =g
d=d
ee, N = m, n
e=c
s =s
Sh, r = r
ch =

Lacking: h, l, u, v, w,

7) Testing the remaining letters for matches in the dictionary

If i was u, I had to move i to e, following the idea of similarities in shape. This gave spot on matches in the ME dictionary.
l was then released, so I moved l to the consonants. The
sound of c could be covered by s or k, so I removed the c from
the alphabet.
Still there were some important sounds or letters that was
needed, h and l. The ciphers I had left was l and ch. These
were sorted out by testing Voynich words for matches in the
dictionary.
The same for p which I linked to p together with b. They are
similar in sound.
Regarding the g and m, the shape reminded of combinations
of d and either s or r. I found that m represented r+d: rd/rth,
and g represented s+d or d+s: sd/ds or even a sound similar
to ch or sh.

My deciphering still lacked letters for h, l, u, v, w. Middle English mixes u and v. The ciphers i and ii reminded of u/v and
w in the Latin alphabet. And it gave good results when testing
for matches in the Middle English dictionary.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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This left me with a complete cipher:
The vowels

The consonants

a =e
y=e
e = i, y, j
i =u
ii = w
o = o, a

p = b, p
f =f
k =t
t=k
q =g
d=d
ee = m, n
N = m, n
s =s
Sh = r
r=r
ch = l
l =h
g = ds/ch/tch/sh
m = rd /rth

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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THE PROPOSED DECODING OF THE VOYNICH CIPHER

Single letters:
Cipher
Corresponding to
Latin letter(s)
Transliteration*

o

p

d

a/o

b/p

d/th

o

p

d

a
y
e

f

q

l

e

t

ch

f

g

h/g/ʒ

i/j/y

k/c/q/g

l

e
é

f

g

h

i

k

l

Ee
n
m/n

Sh
r
r

m
n

R
r

s

k

i

ii

s/c/z

t

s

t

u
v
u

w
v
w

Combination letters:
Cipher
Corresponding to
Latin letters
Transliteration*

m
Rd/rth/rt

g
?ds//ts/ch

cPh
p+l

cFh
f+l

cKh
t+l

cTh
k+l

(rd)

(ch)

(pl)

(fl)

(tl)

(kl)

* Transliteration means the letters chosen to represent different characters of the Voynich cipher. Transliteration is not the same as
transcription, which maps the sounds of one language into a writing system. Still, most systems of transliteration map the letters of the
source script to letters pronounced similarly in the target script, for some specific pair of source and target language. If the relations
between letters and sounds are similar in both languages, a transliteration may be very close to a transcription. My transliteration is
placed as close to the Latin alphabet as possible.
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THE CIPHER SPECIFIED
There are rules for how the letters in the cipher are used. The following arrays give an overview. For example, it is important to know
that the scribes often leave out the vowel(s e/i/ei/ai before or after a consonant. This is marked in the arrays as +e/i/ei/ai (after) or
e/i/ei/ai+(before).
For most of the consonants the e/i/ei/ai needs to be added after. An exception is for instance s. Used as a single letter word s represents
is of h)is. The two r´s are used as single letter words. Sh used only at the beginning of words should be read re, and r used at the
middle and end of words should be read er.
I believe there are rules for when the e/i/ei/ai is skipped. The e/i/ei/ai-sound following a consonant might function as a part of the
consonant, or maybe they did not pronounce it. It might have a connection with a construction of double meanings of the words.
The Middle English Compendium (MEC) is used to find the corresponding letters.
Explanation of the abbreviations used in the following arrays:
VMS: The cipher characters in the Voynich manuscript.
LL: The Latin letter(s), the letter(s) which a cipher character corresponds to.
Place: Some letters have certain places in words. B=Beginning, M=Middle, E=End, S=Single letter word.
Corr: How the decoding corresponds to three of the most interesting former interpretations of the Voynich cipher:
-

EVA: Created by René Zandbergen and Gabriel Landini in 1998: http://www.voynich.nu/index.html
JRC.: James R. Child,: http://voynichproject.org/staff/
S.B: Stephen Bax: https://stephenbax.net
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Vowels: 6
VMS
o

Tr.l.
o

LL
a/o/ao/oa
(u,w)

Place
B, M, E, S

Comments
Mostly o corresponds to a or o, and few times u. At the beginning of
words, it sometimes represents w,

Corr.
(S.B *+ EVA*)

a

e

e
(a)

B, M, S

Short e, and sometimes short æ or a. Seldomly used as single letter
word. Extremely rarely seen at the end of words.

S.B

y

é

e/ei/ai

B, E, S

e
i

Seems to be a long e-sound, or ei/ai. Not discovered in the midle of
words, but sometimes used as a wordstarter representing í- or ei/ai-

i
u

i/j/y
u

B, M, S
B, M, E

ii

w

w/v

B, M, E

J.R.C
Primarily found after a and before n, as ain.
ai most often corresponds to words written with eu or u, and sometimes o, and ou.
Usually written after a, and sometimes after o, and before n, as aiin or S.B
oiin. aii and oii corresponds to ew, ev, ow, ov, sometimes also eu, au,
ou

Consonants: 15
VMS

Tr.l

LL

Place

Comments

Corr.

f

f

B, M, S

Most often f represents f, but it can also correspond to v.

p

p

B, M, E, S

Represents both b and p.

S.B + EVA +
J.R.C
EVA

t

k

f/v
+ e/i/ei/ai
p/b
+ e/i/ei/ai
k/c/q/g
+ e/i/ei/ai

B, M, E, S

Can also represent g, and c before l, as in cThy=clé=claw.

S.B
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k

t

d

d

q

g

l

h

t
+ e/i/ei/ai
d/th
+ e/i/ei/ai
g
+ e/i/ei/ai
h/g/ʒ/gh/j/ch

B, M, E, S
B, M, E, S
B
(B), M,
E, S

?+e/i/ei/ai+
ch

l

ee

ee

N

m/n

r

r

Sh

R

r
+ e/i/ei/ai

s

s

s/z/sh
+ e/i/ei/ai

l
+ e/i/ei/ai
m/n/ng
+ e/i/ei/ai

B, M, E, S

m/n/ng
e/i/ei/ai +
r
e/i/ei/ai +

E

B, M

Used for both d and th.

(EVA+
J.R.C **)
Only used at the beginning of words and placed before o. G is other- J.R.C
wise represented by l (h) and sometimes t (k).
In the middle or end of the words it represents sounds written with
h/g/ʒ/gh/j/ch. l is extremely seldom written at the beginning of
words. It is uncertain if the vowel e/i could be placed after of before
the l.

J.R.C

m and n has the same cipher letters. At the beginning and middle of
words they are both written ee. Kan also represent kn-.

(J.R.C ***)

J.R.C

At the end of words m and n are both written N.
Kan also represent -rn and -ng.
R is sometimes a single letter word. This letter is never used at the
beginning of words so the single letter word r would be er or ir.

S.B + EVA?
J.R.C
S.B + EVA?
J.R.C

B, S

Are Sh and r the same sound or different ways to pronounce r?
As a single letter word Sh represents re or ri.

J.R.C

M, E, S

Can also represent c as in celi/séli (holy). As a single word s can be
read es or is.

S.B + EVA
J.R.C

M, E
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Combination letters, 6:
M

rth

rd/rth/rt
e/i/ei/ai +

M, E, S

g

ds

M, E,
B, S

cPh

pl/bl

B, M

cFh

fl

ds/ts
?tch/ch/sh
e/i/ei/ai +
pl/pel/pil
bl/ble/bil
fl/fel/fil

The letter is a combination of r and d.
On f67v1 it is used twice in the middle of a word without a tail, at the end
of the word with a tail. A proof of a wish to let the letter at the end of words
have a tail?
As a single letter word M represents erth or erd, meaning earth or
nature/character.
Assumably it is a combination of s and d
This is used so seldomly that exactly which sounds or letters it represents is
still left with a question mark.
Combination of p and ch

B, M

Combination of f and ch

cKh

tl

tl/tel/til

B, M

Combination of k and ch

cTh

kl

kl/cl/kel/kil

B, M

Combination of t and ch

J.R.C

S.B

* S.B + EVA proposed o as o, not as both a and o.
** EVA proposed d as d, J.R.C proposed d as th as in then.
*** J.R.C proposed ee as m, not as both n and m.
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PHONOLOGY

Bilabial Labio-dental

Plosive
Nasal
Trill/Flap
Affricative
Fricative
Lateral Fricative
Approximant
Latera Approximant

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

pb p
m ee/n

f v f

Den- Altal
veloar

Post-alveloar

Retroflex Velar

t d k d
n ee/n
r Sh/r
͡tʃ d͡ʒ
?g and/or ?l
θ  ð d

sz s

k g t q
ng ee/n

h l

ʃ
(ç) l

j el

l ch
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(x) l
w ii
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READING THE VOYNICH MANUSCRIPT
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The text in the Voynich manuscript is approached by using
the specified decoding and The Middle English Compendium
(MEC), an online dictionary in Middle English (ME). Before
giving examples of translation, there are a few things that that
needs to be mentioned.
Dialect and no standardization
In general, the writing was not standardized in the Middle
Ages. They wrote as they spoke, and there were many dialects.
Variations in spelling is expected, not only from manuscript
to manuscript, but also within one manuscript the same words
can be spelled in various ways.
To illustrate the many ways of spelling, in the Middle English
Compendium (MEC) the word high, which is spelled the same
way today, is found like this, (the most frequently found
spelling comes first):
Heigh adj. Also heighe, heiʒ(e, heiʒh, heih, hei(e, heij &
hē ̣gh(e, heg(e, heʒ(e, heʒhe, heh(e, hehʒe, egh, eʒe, he
& hīgh(e, hiʒ(e, hih(e, hiegh, hieʒ(e, iʒe, hi, hie, hij, (error) niʒe & (early) heah(e, heahʒæ, heaʒe, heaʒæ, hæh,
hæhʒe, hæge, hæʒe, hea- & (early) hāh, hage, haʒe, haihe, aʒe, haie & (error) ho- & (in place names) heich-, hech, hek-, hex-, ex-, hic-, ha-, hai-, hau-, a- & early inflected
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forms (gen. sg.) heʒes, hæʒes, hæʒes, hæhes, hahʒes, (dat.
sg.) heiʒen, heʒen, hehʒen, hæʒan, hæʒen, (?Chaucer) highen,
(acc. sg. masc.) hehne, heahne, hæhne, hahne, hahcne, (dat.
sg. fem.) heʒere, hehʒere, hehære, heahere, hæʒere, hæhere,
hæhʒere, haʒere, hahʒere, haiʒere, eʒere, (pl.) heʒen, hæʒen,
(gen. pl.) hæhre.
High seems to be written al in the Voynich manuscript.
al is transliterated to “eh”. But l corresponds to several related sounds of “h”, “gh”, “g” and “ʒ” , so al, “eh”, could be
translated to the ME word egh.
In the Voynich manuscript w and h, are not used at the beginning of words. I assume this is caused by a dialect. W is
written ii in the middle of words, and usually found between
a and n (as ain or aiin). W is sometimes written as o at the
beginning of words. An example is f55v, where the plant name
is oedain, transliterated to “oideun”, and translated to the ME
word withe, meaning Willow. MEC states that earlier (chiefly)
forms of withe are wiðen, witthene or within.
Dialect region
There are words used in the Voynich manuscript which are
pointing to a dialect from the southern middle part of England.
For instance in f22v, showing a lettuce, the word sewn is used
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for sleep. The lettuce was in medieval England called slepwort, meaning sleep-herb. The MEC states that sewn is found
used in the south middle of England. Other words and the
plants identified point in the same direction.
Spacing
There are no punctuation marks showing where sentences start
or end. But there is a system of spacing. It takes form of
variations in the size of the spaces between words. The large
spaces are easy to observe, but there are also smaller spaces,
subtle and easy to miss. In the same way as it is hard to
distinguish words you hear in a language you do not know it
is hard to catch the smaller spaces in the Voynich text. But as
one gets acquainted with the construction of the words and
their meaning, the spaces become quite clear. What at first
sight looks like one word, could actually be several words.
One-letter words like o (a, of), d (the) or k (to and sometimes
the or this), are most often written without a space to the next
word. They become a part of their noun or verb.
Letters starting the paragraphs
The Voynich text is filled with peculiarities. It makes the translation work difficult, but the peculiarities are consistent. An
observation is that the paragraphs, with few exceptions, starts
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with a tall letter, often p or k. They seem to be
function-words. In the plant section they often seem to signify
“be” or “this”. It is important to note this, because the plant
name is often the first word in the paragraph, so the p (p/b) or
k (t) is (most often) not a part of the plant name, even though
there are no spacing.
Starting letters and ending letters
Some letters, like Sh, “R” which is only found at the
beginning of words, and y which is mostly found at the end of
words, can disclose where a word starts or ends. These
starting and ending letters can also tell if two words are
combined to one. An example is the plant name on f14r
soShy, “soRé”. “soRé” can be separated to “so-Ré” as the
word is close to sour-wre used for sorrel and the illustration
clearly shows the features of a sorrel. This illustrates how
words are written as they were spoken, the two “r”s are
written as one.
Combination letters
The combinations letters cPh, cFh, cTh, Ckh, m and g can
disclose whether a cluster of letters are one word or several
words. For instance, on f5v the plant name
ytchey is made up of two words since “kl” is written
separately as tch and not cTh. ytchey, transliterated
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“éklié”, can then be translated to the ME word áche-leaf,
which means celery-leaf. Combination letters sometimes seem
to be skipped in the middle of words, to construct a double
meaning. In general, combination letters do not start
paragraphs.
Grammar
Plural nouns seem to end with both -e and -s.

TRANSLATIONS
The following translations are based on matches in the
Middle English Dictionary (MEC). I present these
translations here in all humbleness to demonstrate how the
Voynich cipher might be constructed.
The translations are not supposed to function as a validation
of my decoding. The uncovered plant names are more suitable for that, whereas one can compare the plant reveald by
name, with its Voynich illustration.
Those who are mainly searching for hard facts and to check
if the decoding works, can jump to the chapter A proposal
for the vernacular glossaries in the Voynich manuscript.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Example 1
F75v (left) is the first page where the streams are
illustrated. It is at the very start of what has been called
“the balneological” section. Streams are among the
reoccuring themes in the text and the drawings. The
illustration shows an umbrella-like shape at the uppermost
part. Under this umbrella is a green pool. From this pool a
blue channel is leading to yet another green pool. The text
to the left of the first pool says:

sal okeedy

daly ychey
sols daro
ychty
saino

saldy
dainy

If one uses the decoding and the Middle English
Compendium (MEC) it is possible to get close to a
meaningful text which fits with the illlustration:

F75v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.
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See the divine good fortune drains from the miraculous
power which distributes a harmony down the stream.
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There are several meanings of the words, but either way this
text describes a curing peace stream descending from Heaven
down to earth.
The following translations are set up in this way:
Voynich ciphers:.............................................sal
Transliteration:................................................Seh
Middle English (matches from the MEC):....Sei/sẹ̄ʒe
English (translations in the MEC):.................See

Specification of the translation (f75v):
sal ok eedy
Seh - ot mdé sei/sẹ̄ʒe at míthe See at miraculous power* daly y chey
dehé - é lié the eghe - h)elie the divine - good fortune/healthysols daro
sohs - dero soghs - théro(f drains - thereof ychty sain o
élké - seun o ílke - seun a very same - let distribute a saldy dainy
sehdé - dewn é
sethte - dóun é
harmony - down stream
* could also be the Almighty/Venus/knowledge
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The translation made me notice that the yellow and blue shape at
the very top of the illustration is similar to the wheel shapes in the
Rosette map, which is a map of Heaven. In this way the picture
seems to describe the same as the text, streams that descend from
Heaven.
The upper shape of the illustration at f75v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

F75v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.
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The upper middle circle of the Rosette map. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.
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Above, details of the upper left corner of the Rosette
map. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript
Library, Yale University.

Example 2
At the upper left corner, above
the sun, are two words which
could be translated to:
Bliss of God
Specification of translation:
sach 		
Sel 		
Sél 		
Bliss/		
good fortune/
prosperity

The Rosette map. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.
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o sar
o ser
o sér
of God
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Example 3
The text beneath the tube that flows out of the cloud shape at the
lower left circle of the Rosette map says:
Sh dain
			
otedy
R deun				
okidé
Ré doun//redund		
o kithe //ok h)íthe//ithe
River/stream down//		
from kingdom/knowledge//
overflow/of the sky: 		
and landing place on a river//
resound, echo back		
wave
				
A proposal for translation could be:
Resound from kingdom
The Rosette map. At the lower left cicle, a cloud shape is dravn and from the cloud a tube is pointg downwards. Photo
source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Example 4
The text in the lower left corner of the Rosette map starts like this:
op aShef chdy
op eRif ldé
op//h)op – e ríf – lithe
Up//raised dryer ground – in mighty/powerful– light/peace/hill
Proposal for translation:
Up in mighty light
The Rosette map. At the lower left corner is a circle with what might be an alchemical symbol of aqua vita, the water of
life. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.
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Specification of the translation of the text to the left of the upper left
circle in the Rosette map:
ofain ain ych
tais
ofeun eun él
keus
afón aun - h)eil - cause recieve one´s own - good fortune - causeway ydekam dar chedy
édite(rd) der lidé
é thit-érd - ?(chiefly SWM) þere - lithe
in solid ground - ?the/this - hill/peace/light
otochedy sy s o Ch? doy olal
okolidé sé s o l doé oheh
Ok o(f lithe sé - sol doe - ahigh Moreover in hill/peace/light sea - shall there - high up
The Rosette map, upper left circle. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Example 5
And there is more text which leads to the belief that the Rosette

d chor o r ar y s air o d a m
d lor o r er é
s eur
o d e (rd)
the lor arere(n - h)is eure o(f derth
the Lord (let) raise - his fortune of glory

map is a map of Heaven. The text at the side of the upper left circle
might be translated to:
Receive one´s own good fortune causeway in solid ground of the
hill.
And there, in the hill high up, shall the Lord raise his fortune of
glory.
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Example 6
In the manuscript there is a section with illustrated cosmological diagrams. Looking into f68r2 the text might be translated to:

op ol chShy (The p is connected to Sh)
op oh lRé
Op oh lei-ré // op ohl*-Ré (*a form of hóli?)
at the summit of hill Heaven/peace/light-river // above holy river
cheo r ol
lio r oh		
leo h)er ogh
Heaven/peace/
?lies her/its hill

odaiin		
odewn 		
o the hewn
in the Heaven

ochory
oloré
o lore//lorde
of knowledge/teaching//Lord

Shdar		
dchol		
t o dar aiily		
Rder 		
dloh 		
k o der ewhé		
rith-eir		
the lagh
k/kai/kei of the		
justice/		
the law/		
air weʒe		
rivulet air
lake/hill
K/quay/kei of the
				air way

ol cheesey
oh lmsié
oh linse
hill ridge of
land

okchor
oteool
otlor		
okiooh		
ot lor		
o ki-oh/wag
at Lord/		
a key/quayknowledge
hill/reward
				

okcheody
otliodé
at leode
at/to peace
relief from
pain/mercy

oy dchy
oé dlé
o é the lé
in stream the
peace/Heaven/
light/salvation

F68r2. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.
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chol ar		
loh er			
lagh//logh eir		
hill/law//lake/		
light/fire air		

dcheo l dy		
dlio h dé 		
the leo hi thé		
the Heaven in		
prosperity 		

otoeeo 		
ofcheody
okomo			
ofliodé 		
ok o náwe
af leode
and a hub (of a		
of/out of/have
cart wheel)		
peace/mercy/
			God		
					

oteee ar
okmi er
ok niu eir//nie eir
and new/fresh air//
nine air
otcheodar
ok lioder
ok leod eir
and habitation/
peace/mercy/
prophecy/God air

o dair chol
o deur loh
o deure//o(f the eure logh//lagh
an excellent/pleasing//of the destiny/fortune hill/law//lake/light/fire

op o cPhor
op o plor
h)op on pil-or
raised dryer
ground of
pool-ore

o toShol
chodar
o koRoh
loder
a K o(f Ruach
lader
K/quay/kei
ladder
of (?The holy)
Spirit			

Shchy
Rlé
Ré lé
River Heaven/
peace/
salvation

okeech o r 			
otml o r 						
at mi-lor//at miller			
at my lord//at miller			
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Example 7
F88r is the first page in the jar section of the manuscript. The
text between the plant parts seems to be a headline. A rough
translation of the second paragraph gives this result:

To gather leaves and flowers by meadows and hill, one should
say this saying:
Small, yet tough, be helpful!
Go educated, go educated!
Reach channel Virgin, her peace, her Heaven!
Receive her teaching!
Get a cure!
Gather lights knowledge!
K(ey)-hill has knowledge, of which it reveals prosperity.
It teaches.
Get possession of a peace cure!
Relieve!
Reach realm´s stream light!
Demonstrate law, learn, seize knowledge, law´s exaltedness!

*Can also mean: Come out of ground/be uprooted/change/remove/
flee

F88r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.
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Specification of the proposed translation of f88r second paragraph:
ko acPcey cPhol or chor
to e(pl)iè – (bl)oh – or – lor –
to aplie(n – blá(d (píl-ogh) - or - f)lor//lór –
to gather/use – leaf (pool hill) – and flower (teaching/God) –
p cheoly otchol oldy sal s aly
b – liohé – ok loh – ohdé – seh s ehé bi leohe//leagh – ok lagh/logh - auʒthe - (WM) seg (ch. SM) sæʒe
by/to Heaven/peace/light//meadow – and lake/hill/law – should –
say saying
dchey chokol daiin
dlié – lotoh – dewn –
delíe (the lie) – lo toh (lot ogh) – dóuen –
small (the Heaven/light/peace) – yet tough (fortune hill) – be helpful
qo ekol qo ekol
go itoh – go itoh
go itóhe (itache) – go itóhe (itache)go educated (teach) – go educated (teach)
qocKhol o k ol cheol
go(tl)oh – o to oh – lioh go til ogh – o te ogh – leoh go into cliff – on to cliff – enlightenment – the river hill -

chor o teor aiin chos als cheol chor
lor - o kior - ewn - los - ehs - lioh - lor
lar - o(f cuir– hewn/hawn – lós egh´s – leohe – lar
teaching - of cure – have – gather high´s – light –knowledge –
teol chor o lSheo dy qo keol
kioh – lor – o hRio – dé – go tioh Ki (ogh) oh – lor– o hi (WM) wreus thé – go teache
Key (hill) has – knowledge - of hi/it reveals prosperity - go teach
Sh o cKhy ol Sheeol
Ro (tl)é – oh – Rmoh –
ró tille – ogh – remui –
peace cure – possess/get possession of - come out of ground/be
uprooted/flee/change/relieve/remove
Sheol dg y chey
Rioh – d(sh) -é lié
reach – thédes – e lie –
reach – realms – in light/peace/Heaven –
o kaiin chol cheor ol chor cholsal
o tewn – loh – lior – oh – lor – lohseh
atewien – lah – lear - ogh – lor – loghs/laghs egh/?hiʒt
demonstrate law – learn – seize – knowledge – law´s/lake´s/hill´s
exaltedness

dSheol qokeey s chy s aiin
dRioh - gotmé - s -lé - s - ewn
the reach - got-mai – h)is – lei– h)is hewn –
you will reach - channel Virgin – her light/peace – her Heaven –
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Example 8
F9v shows a flower which clearly has the characteristics of a
wild pansy.
Proposal for translation of f9v, first paragraph:
The appearance of the herb wild pansy might have a lightcolored lower part which can go pale blue and particolored, with
sharp pointed splints along the flower. It is beautiful with light
even bright complexion with a livid color which also divides.
This edible flower stream let divide. It brings about the skill in
meeting, of which mistakenly endow brightness through Key,
K-light stream meeting, yet, it gains possession of good qualities
from the K-stream.

F9v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.
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Proposal for translation, f9v paragraph one, word by word:
f o chor oporody opy Shor daiiN qo pchy pcho
f o lor - oporodé- opé – Ror – dewn – go blé blo
Viol-wr - aparode (?of aparen) - abbe - rar - dóun - go blé - blu
Viola (?tricolor) herb – ?appearance – have – light colored – down – go pale – blue –
Qofol Shol cFhol daiiN dchor qo aiiN
gofoh – Roh – (fl)oh – dewn – dlor –– go ewn
go foh - rogh - blog - dóun - the f)lor - go wén go particolored – sharp pointed – splint – along – the flower – go beautiful –
chk aiiN CKhor chol chor cPhol dy
l t ewn – (kl)or – loh – lor – (bl)oh – dé
lit even - clar - luw - lower - blóhede - thé light even – bright – warm – complexion – livid color – which –
oty qo kaiin dy ykey chor y kaiin
oké – go tewn – dé– étié – lor – é tewn –
oke - go twein - thé - étie (of ét = food) - f)lor - é tweine
also go divide – this – edible – flower – stream let divide –
daiin cThy o taiin oky oeees daiin
dewn – (kl)é – o kewn – oté o mis – dewn –
theuen - s)kile - o keome - o té - amis - dóuen let teach – skill – in meeting – of which – mistakenly – let endow–
ytey t ch y t aiin cThor ot ol o t y
ékié – k l é – k ewn – (k)lor – ok oh o k é – koh dé

tol dy

é kie - K lé - é - keome - clar - ok agh - o(f K é - gohide
in/because of/through Key – Key light – stream – meeting – brightness – but possesses/gains possession – from Key stream – good qualities
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PLANT NAMES AND MULTIPLE MEANINGS
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It seems like the writers of the herbal texts have, with skill
and cleverness, implemented religious concepts into the plant
names. The vernacular plant names are written in specific
ways so that they can also be read as a description of heaven.
They are homographs.

For instance, on f4r, showing the Viola (?tricolor), the plant
name is the first word in the paragraph: fochor,
transliterated: “folor”. Taking into account that the sound of
e/i is often skipped after a consonant, this word could be read
“fiolor”.

I found it interesting to discover that a double meaning is
found consequently in all the plant names. They can be read as
vernacular plant names used in medieval England. At the same
time, they can be read as words connected to what is the
Voynich manuscripts main subject, the magical powers of
Heaven. They are homographs.

Several of the herbs have an -or ending. When separating the
-or ending from “fiolor” one gets fiol, a word quite similar to
Viole, a name used for wild pansy in medieval England.
In the Voynich manuscript w is found written o at the beginning of words, meaning or could be read wr. Wr is noted as a
misspelling for wort (herb) in the MEC. The -or ending as a
variation of wort fits with how it is used in the manuscript.

The writers of the herbal texts seem to have, with skill and
cleverness, implemented their religious concepts into the plant
names. There seems to be a will to connect nature with the
Divine. It makes me believe that they must have felt that their
writing was sacred, that their words and alphabet had a
connection to God.

Looking closer at the plant name in f4v it actually has smaller
spaces in it. It is written f o chor, ”f o lor”. This could be
translated:

Voynich script:
Transliteration:
Middle English:
English: 		

f 							
f 							
Fei
						
Place or person possessed of magical powers

Translation: 		

Place possessed of magical powers of Lord
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o 		chor
o 		lor
o 		
lór
of 		
teaching/knowledge/faith/behavior/Lord
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I have not found much information about how to use the herbs
in the text surrounding the plants. It seems to tell which plant
it is, how it looks, what skill it has, and how and from whom
it got its knowledge, its skill, its behavior. In f2r, showing a
Holy Rope, it is written that “in air the one learns that which
sets afire (inflames)”. In this way the herbal section of the
Voynich manuscript is a kind of theological botany or botanical theology.

historians and botanists, is needed to get closer to understand
how the words were ment to be understood. My tables give a
start, the mappings are done with translations from the online
Middle English Compendium.

The main part of the plant texts is about the key concepts of
the manuscript. These key concepts, listed in the following
tables, are like construction words, words that are used to
build up for example a plant name. Because of this, even
though the main focus of this paper is to test the cipher and
reveal the plant names, I include a starting study of the double
meanings of the plant names. I believe it is crucial to
investigate this to understand the aim of the Voynich
manuscript, and to understand the reason for the cipher and
why it is shaped as it is.
In the following tables as many meanings as possible are
mapped. This does not mean that the words are meant to
inherit all those things,
More translation, and the help of professional linguists,
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TABLE 1: Words used for plant parts
Ciphert
Shy and Shey

Transliteration
Ré / Rié

or

or

Chy and chey

lé / lié

Chor

lor

cThy

(kl)é

Shody

rodé

Botanical translation

Religious/alchemical/conceptual translation

Wre/wrie as variation of wort
meaning herb. W is skipped
at the beginning.
Another variation of wort
meaning herb. W is written o.
Lef/lief meaning leaf.
The f is “swallowed”.

Ré: River or a body of water
Rie: Coast of the sea, shore + river
Rai/Rei: King + fierce in battle + beam of light
Or: Mercy, safety, protection, compassion, favor, honor + gold + metallic ore, metal, ?also ore of any kind.
Lé: Place of shelter, also used for Heaven, peace, tranquility, ?salvation.
Lei: Law, religion, faith, the body of Gods commandment or teachings,
the Scripture + fire, light + poem, song, lyric +lake, pond + place of
shelter, peace, tranquility, Heaven.
Lié: Fire and light, also in the spiritual sense.
Flóur/flor meaning flower.
Lór: Teaching, education, that which is taught by a person or the
F is skipped at the beginning. personification of Reason, Prudence, Love, etc., spiritual or religious
teachings, knowledge, advice, science, craft, religious faith, language,
writing, conduct, practice, behavior.
Lor: error(?) for Lord, God, the Trinity, king, ruler, ? a creator, a pagan
deity, that which is principal, most excellent of its kind, a term of respectful or gracious address.
Klé meaning (?clawshaped) Kilé: (?error for skille) meaning intellectual faculty, reason, that which
root.
is correct, right, reasonable etc., a reason for an observed act, a cause, a
purpose, goal, plan, will, knowledge, divine wisdom, a type, kind.
Róde meaning straight shoot, Rade: Fast, willing + ?a voyage, a protected place at shore where ships
stick of wood, the stalk, ped- could lie at anchor + advice, teaching, command, judgement, permisicel, stem.
sion, agreement, course of action, plan, lot, fortune, something advisable or helpful, wisdom, prudence, skill, ingenuity, theol. One of the
seven gifts of the holy Ghost: counsel, a statement, speech.
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TABLE 2: Key concepts in the manuscript, the construction words
Cipher

Transliteration

Translation

o

o

t
and

k

ty
teo

ké

f
and

f

fy

fé/fei/fai

keo
y

tio
é

The most used character and word in the manuscript. It is mainly meaning “of” or “a”. O might also be
associated wih the alchemical symbol for the Sun and gold or used theologically for Three in one. Other meanings of o (a/o): One, on, upon, in, within, throughout, about, among, dependent on, founded in,
supported by, engaged in, occupied by, to (sb or sth), towards, against (sb or sth), from, out of, away from,
of, some of, on the part of, over, although, even though, only one, a single, the same, one and the same,
unchanging, a certain, oh!, zero, ever, repeatedly
One of the most important words in which many concepts might be placed:
Kei: Key, fig. that which opens the way or makes something possible, controller, protector, that which
explains and makes clear, mus. a tone, theol. the power of Jesus, fig. that which guides and governs. K is
also the 10th letter in the alphabet and could be associated with the number 10. In Tarot card 10 is the card
of Fortuna, which governs the destiny through the wheel of fortune. Tarot´s 10th card is also the card of
Jupiter. On the first page in the Voynich manuscript, a symbol similar to the alchemical sign for Jupiter is
drawn in red in the upper right corner.
As the cipher does not contain the letter “c”, “k” could also be an abbreviation for Christ.
Fei: Adj. and n. meaning possessed of magical powers or properties; enchanted, enchanting; as noun: a
person or place possessing such powers or characteristics + faith, religion, promise, sworn oath ? doomed
to death. Fei might be related to the English word fey/fairy, a form of spirit, often described as metaphysical, supernatural, or preternatural, found in the folklore of Europe. They are female air spirits which in
some degree can be like angels. Fei might be related to the woman/women in the pools, as a fairy or personification of Love, Reason or Will. The woman figure might even relate to Sophia, venus and/or Virgin
Mary. It was not unusual to depict the virgins naked, with small breasts and a pregnant stomach.
Theo: God?
É: A body of water, a stream + (Divine) law
Ai: all the time, always, ever, in every case, eternally, forever.

kio
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chdy

lidé

ledé

CThol

(kl)oh

chol

loh

CPh(y
Sho
cheey

(pl)(é
ro
limé

Líde: Sail, travel + hill, vault + person, prince, lord, God.
Líthe: Gently, quickly + gentle, quick, happy, obedient, pleasant + relief, peace + estate, landed property,
country + listen + hill + alleviate, ease the pain, act merciful + light, joyful + light, power, happiness, fig.
God, Christ, Virgin Mary or ?any supreme being, the faithful, the righteous, the divine light, salvation,
grace, insight, the capacity of understanding or judgement, guidance, inspiration, the divine light or presence, truth, spiritual enlightenment, righteousness, one who enlightens.
Léde: Law, system order, direction, guidance + song, poem, ?prophecy + the metal lead + Person, man,followers, God, sir, lady, land + meadow + to accompany, bring, lead + set, drop + grant, make, cause.
Lethe: To set free, save + relief from pain, peace +
Clogh: Cliff
S)kill-ogh: divine wisdom-hill, knowledge-hill, cause-hill, will-hill
Lah: Rule or set of rules prescribing or restraining conduct, a consistent principle controlling the action
of material things, law of nature, physical law, Moral law, connatural to man as having a rational soul, a
religious system, religion, faith; also, a tenet of belief, One of the three (or five) divine world orders into
which salvation history was divided, a dispensation; esp. the two dispensations of the Mosaic law and
the Christian dispensation, The Mosaic law, Jewish law, The body of laws in force in a kingdom or other
community, legal system, system of government, What is right, right, justice; the legal way; also, legal
grounds, a lawful claim, a territory or community ruled by one system of government, a kingdom, county,
city, etc., the system of administering and enforcing the law; the practical operation of the law, the law as
a body of knowledge; the learned profession of law, Individual behavior, practice, way of life, Authority,
power, a principle, force, authoritative instruction, magistral teaching; also, knowledge.
Lagh: hill
Logh: fire, flame, also fig., light, flash of light, also fig. + a lake, any body of water
Pil(e: Pool, pool in a stream
Ró: Peace, rest + The Wheel of Fortune
Líme: flame, fire, flash, light, ray, brightness, Fig. Christ, God, the Virgin Mary; the power of a monarchy;
(b) sg. & pl. spiritual or intellectual enlightenment; light of truth, faith, beatitude, etc.; light of the divine
nature, presence, or love.
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dy
ar

thé
er

al
aiin

eh
ewn

k and tey

t / tié

Shedy

Ridé

Sheey

Rmé

Thé: Prosperity, luck + the one, he, that. The particle the is written d
Air/Eir: Air seems to be a metaphor for Heaven, in the same way as Heaven is called a sea, a lake or a
pool in the manuscript. Other meanings: The gaseous substance surrounding the Earth; air, the atmosphere. Body of air, breath, vapor, fumes. Air as one of the four ‘elements’ of which all bodies, physical
and organic, were thought to be compounded. Pure air was said to exist in the upper stratum of the atmosphere, the caelum aetherium.
H)ér: Pleasant, noble, excellent.
H)eir: heir or heiress, fig. one who gains some knowledge, quality, or reward.
The single letter r seems to have another meaning: her, its + here.
Egh: High, tall, divine, exalted, powerful, strong, full, complete + eye.
Héven/hewn: Heaven, paradise, the abode of God, a place of bliss or glory; a Heaven on earth, a supremely blissful experience, a most glorious person, an abode of pagan gods, the natural and spiritual Heavens,
the expanse of the Heavens, vault of the sky, any of a number of regions or concentric spheres comprising
the Heavens, sometimes including the Heavenly paradise and earth; also fig., the upper part of the sky; the
region in which the sun, moon, stars, and planets appear, the lower part of the sky; the region of clouds,
winds, flying birds, etc., Alch. A quintessence produced by man.
Tie/tei: rope, chain. Fig. connection, relationship. Also Thea?: Goddess
T: Seems to be used for this, to and sometimes the.
Ríthe: A small stream a rivulet + That which is morally right, righteousness, justice, a rule of conduct, a
law; also, the law of a land, a judgment, verdict, sentence, a just claim, an entitlement, rightful possessions, a duty, an obligation, truth, accuracy, correctness.
Ríde: Room, space + quiet, soft + The coast of the sea + a small rivulet + straight + red + read + journey.
Reme: a rim, an edge, a border, surface of the water + Kingdom, realm, sovereignty, royal favor, God´s
kingdom, the church, the body of followers of God or Chris; also, the effect of God´s power seen on them;
also, Christ and the angelic host at a second coming, the individual soul as subject to God, God’s control
and governance of the world, the kingdom of Antichrist or Satan. + Wide, broad, spacious, roomy + To
run + To retreat, depart + To stretch.
Ríme: Number.
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The Plant names
The aim of this study was to test the decoded cipher on the
herbal section of the manuscript. In 104 of the 128 herbal
pages a plant name was found in the text, and it led to the
identification of the plants illustrated. Even though it would be
unwise to claim that these are 100% certain, these plants have
a striking match in both name and illustration.
The large number of identifications makes me certain that my
decoding of the cipher is giving results. This is strengthened
by how the plant names consequently appear as one of the first
words in the text, a few times besides the illustration or in a
“headline” below the text.
The study shows that the manuscript manly contains
vernacular plant names used in medieval England. A few have
a name that matches Latin names used in England at the time,
like in f41v, where Milefoil is called Miro. Mir is found in the
Latin name used at the time, Mirefilon. Some plants are named
with both their vernacular and Latin name like on f14r where
common sorell is called both Chopol and soShy which could
be read lapoh and so(r)-(w)re, close to the names for common
sorell in Medieval England; Lapacia and Sour-wort. A few
other plants have reasonable names which can be translated to
Middle English like the water lily on f2v which is called
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laie-bell, meaning lake-bell. The plant Clyll, noted as
unknown by Tony Hunt, might have been identified in f42r,
where Arum is called both Clel and Arum.
The Flora
The study verifies that the plants illustrated are real plants. The
Voynich drawings clearly show recognizable
characteristics when compared with their real-life counterparts. The plant forms are partially abstracted. It seems like the
roots, stems and flowers hide symbols in the same way as the
plant names hides “Divine words” in their double meaning.
In f40v the flower of Sempervivum tectorum is drawn with
a similar shape as found in the upper left circle in the rosette
map, the map of Heaven (depicted on the last page, 316). The
symbols in the plant illustrations needs to be further studied!
The plants are all found at the very south of England. It
suggests a flora which can be found by the shores on either of
the sides of English Channel. The exceptions are a few plants,
which could have been imported from the Mediterranean area,
and grown in gardens or sold as medicine, dyestuff or food
and spices to the markets. The flora and the language seem to
match in place of origin.
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The language
Even though the decoding can be used to identify plants, and
the plant names are closely related to Middle English
vernacular names, the Voynich text does not really seem to
fold out as other Middle English texts. Middle English is quite
close to Modern English. You can, with a little effort, read a
late Middle English text if you know some basic words. But
the Voynich text is not easy to read. This does not only seem
to be caused by expected oddities like a dialect or the time´s
unstandardized writing. It seems like the text in the Voynich
manuscript have other peculiarities that make it difficult to
interpret.
The linguist Claire Bowern, who has used her statistical
methods on the text, states that on the word level, the text
differs from a natural language. The character sequences are
more predictable than they are in other languages. But,
Bowern states, when one looks above the word level, at the
level of pages and sections, there is an internal structure that
looks pretty similar to other natural languages. And, the
Voynich manuscript shows a sort of topic distribution where
words differ in the plant section and in the astrological section.
Lisa Fagin Davis, paleographer and guest researcher at Yale,
states that there are several scribes behind the text in the
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Voynich manuscript, at least 5. This fits with Claire
Bowern´s statistical analysis. Bowern states that it appears
as if the scribes uses terms and spellings differently. But the
scribes share a substantial common vocabulary.
These findings fit well with my study. The strange
predictability of the character sequences in the Voynich words
might be explained. The study of the plant names and their
double meaning leads to a suggestion that the Voynich writers are operating with their own vocabulary based on certain
ways of adjusting words. They adjust the spelling of words
so that the words can function as homographs. Homographs
are words which have the same spelling but are pronounced
differently and mean different things. An example from
modern English is “lead”. As a noun it refers to a metal, but as
a verb it means to guide the way for others. Every plant name
in the Voynich manuscript seem to be a homograph. They can
be read as a vernacular plant name, and they can be read as a
descritpion of Heaven and it´s magical powers.
The predictability of the text might be caused by the use of a
set of words made to function as building stones.
Building stones which are used to construct for instance the
plant names, and make them function as homographs with a
double meaning. These building stones are the key concepts
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of the manuscript, like aiin (Heaven), chy (Heaven, peace,
lake, light, fire, law), Shy (river, ray), y (stream, law) al
(high), o (one, three in one, forever, eternal), chor (teaching,
knowledge, Lord) , ar (air, breath, Heaven), chol ( law, hill,
fire, lake), ol (hill) and so on.
For instance, the Voynich name of Ilex aquifolium is on f53r,
written dol dain, transliterated “doh deun”. Knowing that d
is also representing th, and the sound of -rn is written n, the
word can be read thoh theurn, not far from the vernacular ME
plant name for Ilex aquifolium Theve-thorn. Other readings
of dol dain is Thogh-dun, meaning The Divnine mind hill, or
even The ogh dum, meaning The hill justice.
Using a set of Divine words to construct the text will make it
predictable in how the letters are sequenced, and result in a
relatively small vocabulary.
Concept words are found throughout the manuscript. It seems
like the scribes not only use these words to construct other
words, they also reduce words towards them. It is a kind of
careful abstraction of words, which reminds of abstractions
in visual art, like the abstraction of the shape of the Voynich
plants.
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The use of homographs leads to the conclusion that the scribes
are the authors. It is not likely that there was a single author
who told the scribes how to spell the words. Further, this
suggests that we are witnessing a writing tradition, not a
single person´s idea. This tradition of wordplay might have
been developed and practiced for ages. There are many
examples of words that can be associated with “old” words,
from the early Middle English period.
The change of scribe also follows a change in the drawings.
You can see the similarities in the penmanship and the
drawing. A stiff hand writing the text on the same page as a
stiff hand draws the plants. It seems like the scribes also drew
the illustrations.

The cipher
The cipher seems to have been created to allow an explicit
ambiguity of the words, to allow the words to function as
homographs. For example, for p one can choose between b
and p, and ee can be read both as n and m. In this way, for instance, cheey can be read both lin(g)e (ling) and lime (flame/
light of the Divine nature) in f20r. This indicates a looseness
in spelling. Not only is the writing at the time unstandardized, the Voynich alphabet also has “lacking” and “sharing”
letters. This is a text on the verge of what, to my knowledge,
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is readable, or at least translatable. The cipher and the set of
concept words allows almost every word to be written with a
double meaning. The word play would not be possible without
the lack of rigidness in the cipher. Even my own name can be
written in this tradition:
Siv 		
Bugge 			
Vatne
sf 		
p ol y 		
fok eey
séf		be-ogh-é		fát/vat mai
pleasant
good-hill-stream
tub maidservant/virgin
* Associated with the drawn maids in the tubs and pools.
That so many words can be read both as a describing word
and a religious word indicates that this is a sacred or magic
cipher. It might not be made to hide secret content. It seems to
be made for a spiritual practice, maybe with the aim to study
the nature in relation to the Divine, or to study how words get
their meaning and how knowledge are related to the Divine.
In the Voynich manuscript´s illustrations one finds some of
the science of those days; herbs, the zodiac and cosmological
diagrams. These are all treated with the Divine concept words.
The homographs
The homographs connect the immaterial to the material,
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possibly to demonstrate how Heaven and earth is connected.
The same kind of thinking is found in the symbolic abstraction
of the plant shapes. The words and the illustrations might be
a way to seek unity with magical powers of Heaven, to get in
contact with the divine intellect. This kind of contact was not
achieved through rationality, it was achieved through
mysticism.
There seem to be less homographs in other parts of the manuscript. The section of the map, the cosmological diagrams and
the “balneological” section is easier to translate. These texts
seem more straight forward. They are directly describing the
Heaven, the lake, and the rivers connecting Heaven and earth.
Double meanings might not be needed.
The context
The Voynich manuscript
seems to be deeply grounded
in religion, but it is not
clear to me which religion.
It might be Christianity, as
there is a Christian symbol
in the manuscript. On f79v
the uppermost Queen,
Goddess or Virgin is holding a
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Rare Book and Manuscript
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cross high. The abbreviation K is used as a central agent in the
manuscript, might be an abbreviation for Christ.
There are also aspects of the manuscript that hints of alchemical influences. Jennifer M. Rampling states in her essay
Alchemical Traditions in the book The Voynich manuscript
(Beinecke Rare Books and manuscripts in association with
Yale University Press):

of the first page is a sign very close to the symbol for of
Jupiter, Tin, written in red. This symbol is also connected to
Tarot. In Tarot the10th card belongings to Jupiter, Tin, Fortuna
and her Wheel of fortune. In this context the central agent K
could be 10, symbolizing the Wheel of Fortune and Fortuna.
When Fortuna turns her wheel, it can go up or down. But,
when she is influenced by Jupiter, luck and
prosperity will come.
Left: f1r, the symbol at the
upper right corner. Photo
source: Beinecke Rare Book
and Manuscript Library, Yale
University.

“Although the content of this manuscript is certainly not
alchemical in nature, there are some superficial correspondences. Alchemy is characterized by a tradition of secrecy and
encipherment and by its use of metaphor and riddling language.”
The Voynich manuscript´s mystical practice of magical words
and riddles fits with alchemy. In alchemy every word could
have a double meaning. The alchemist´s goal could be to
transform, to make any kind of matter into gold or to make
a weak soul into a stronger one, to make a sick person into a
healthy. Alphabets with magical and healing properties was
not unusual.

Right: The alchemical symbol
for Jupiter and Tin.

There are other symbols in the manuscript related to alchemy.
By the lower left corner in the Rosette map is a small circle
with a symbol inside of it. It reminds of a compass, but the
symbol is also similar to the aqua vita, the water of life. It
makes sense seen in relation to the Heaven described with
metaphors of water. The symbol of aqua vita, or spirit of wine,
might also be found at the very first page of the manuscript in
the shape of the red letter V with a snake-like shape above it.

There are symbols in the manuscript though, which might be
associated with alchemical symbols. At the upper right corner
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Rosette map,
lower left corner.
Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book
and Manuscript
Library, Yale
University.

The alchemical
symbol of aqua
vita, the water
of life. Also
called the burning water by its
inventor John
of Rupescissa
(1310-1366-70)

f1r, the symbol
at the upper right
corner. Photo
source: Beinecke
Rare Book and
Manuscript
Library, Yale
University.

Aqua vita, Spirit
of wine. Engraving by A. Bell.
Wellcome collection.

I experience the word play as brilliant and the drawings as
mesmerizing. The slight adjustment of the words towards
homographs is abstracting them in the same way as the shapes
of the plants are abstracted in the illustrations. For example,
the flower on f40v have a similar form to the shape found
in the upper left corner of the Rosette map (pictures on next
page). In this way “the Heaven, the force, the law, the light,
the lake of knowledge” reveals itself both in the plant names
and in the plant shapes.

More studies are needed to find the right meanings of both
the symbols and the words in the Voynich manuscript. With
the knowledge I have now, I believe that the manuscript has
many influences, it seems to blend Christianity, folk traditions
and alchemy. Further studies are needed to reveal more of the
content.
A masterpiece of wordplay
The ambiguity of the cipher and the words do not transfer
information efficiently. To transfer information might not be
the purpose either. The goal might rather have been to give
a mystical experience of the Divine force through words and
illustrations and to manifest its existence.
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Detail of f40v. The flower of House-leek, Sempervivum tectorum, which used to be
planted on roofs to protect against fire and lightening.
Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Detail of f85v-86r, the Rosette map depicting a vision of the Heaven. The
picture shows the inner shape of the upper left circle.
Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

chet ar
lik er
leek ere		
or
houe leek/ear-wort		

okchdar ar
otlder er
ot leder eir
at ladder** air

líke eir
pleasure air* / like air

* Air seems to be a word for Heaven, in the same way as it is called a sea, a lake or a pool.
** ladder might be used as a symbol of the communication between Heaven and earth, God (or Christ) and man, also: a step or stage in the soul’s ascent to everlasting life
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A PROPOSAL FOR THE BOTANICAL GLOSSARIES IN THE VOYNICH MANUSCRIPT
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It has been unknown if the botanical drawings in the Voynich
manuscript are realistic representations of plants or fantasies.
Numeral attempts have been attempted by botanists and
amateurs to match the Voynich plant drawings with known
herbs. But the plants in the Voynich manuscript have not with
certainty been possible to identify solemnly based on the
illustrations. The few exceptions are the water lily (f2v), the
herb-paris (f 5r) and the wild pansy (f9v). In this study the
plants are identified through plant names found in the text,
in addition to a comparison of the visual characteristic of the
plant named and its Voynich illustration.
About the working tables
Following section is a collection of information about the
words and the plants. In the first column it is specified where
in the text the plant name is found, which paragraph, line and
word number. The words, when counted, are defined as the
clusters of letters separated by large spaces.
In the second column is the plant name written as the cipher,
in column three as a transliteration. In the fourth column, is a
mapping of how the Voynich word corresponds to Middle
English (ME) plant names and/or ME words. In this column
are only those plants mentioned by MEC and TH which have
any of the characteristics of the Voynich illustration written.
This means that there might be several other plants related to

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

the same vernacular Middle English name, but as they do not
have any similarities with the plant illustrated they are
omitted. In this column you will also find the double meaning
of the plant name written in cursive.
The fifth column shows the English, Latin and the Norwegian
names of the plant, and what areas they are native to. There
is also a map over Great Britain and Ireland showing where
the plant is found in the wild, from 1930-2019. It is not really
comparable to where one would find the plants in the Middle
Ages. Both climate, and other factors like farming, that
influence growth conditions have changed. But it indicates
where the flora of the manuscript could have been found.
In the sixth column, are my notes on how the illustrations
match the plant I have suggested it to be. And to the far right
in the tables are some information about the plant, mostly
quoted from Wikipedia, in addition to some sketches of partial
translations of some of the text surrounding the plant.
Abbreviations
In this chapter the abbreviation TH refers to the book Plant
Names of Medieval England by Tony Hunt, D.S. Brewer,
Cambridge 1989. The Abbreviation MEC refers to the online
Middle English dictionary at Middle English Compendium.
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F1v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Ranunculus Sceleratus. Billeder af Nordens flora, Carl AxelMagnus Lindman (1917).

Photo source: Ranunculus Sceleratus. Enrico Blasutto - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0v

Identification word: “lodewn”. The first part of the word is similar to the ME word lóde, associated to Rununculus aquatilis. The bulb in the middle of the flower and the upper leaves are characteristic for Ranunculus scleratis.
Cipher: 			ceodaiiN
Transliteration: 			lodewn
Middle English:			
Lóde-wen
Translation: 			
Crawfoot-?misfortune. MEC: Lóde = Ranunculus Aquatilis (Water crawfoot)
English/botanical name:
Cursed crawfot/ Ranunculus Sceleratus

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

1v
//
p1 l1 w1-2

Chsy ceodaiiN

p2 l1 w1

to

p2 l6 w1

toor
See f5v:
word 6 in the text
is ceodaiiN
also depicting a
Ranunculus.

Transliter- Middle English
ation

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Norwegian
//
Native to

Cursed crawfoot
lsé lodewn Lése lóde-wen
Celery-leaved
Liar/damned Crawfoot-misfortune
(see f5v, also a Ranunculus, called a liar) buttercup, Cursed
buttercup, Poisonous
buttercup
Lisse lo the h)ewn
//
Peace/delight/cure indeed the Heaven
Ranunculus
Sceleratus
//
Ko
Ko
Tiggersoleie
Crow
//
ko-wr
Koor
Temperate and boreal
crow-wort
North America and
MEC: lóde-wort = Water Crawfoot; Ranun- Eurasia.
culus aquatilis.
Wáne: woeful or miserable state, misfortune.
Wen: lump, blemish / joyful, fair, misfortune, woeful state.
Ko: Jackdaw (craw family)
Lése: wrinkle + pasture land, grass and herbage used for food + untruthful, mendacious,
false/lying, liar + smaller, lower regarded
or valued + peace, delight + to damn, be
damned, cause the death of, kill.

Illustration
L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Similarity is
good. Characteristic lump in
the middle of
the flower. The
lower leaves
are missing.
Color: D
Petals: L
Style: Receptacle: Leaves: L/D
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Root: S.
?Claws/fire

About the
herb
//
Description in
the Beinecke
MS 408 text

When picking it, the
skin can get
severe blisters
from crushed
leaves.
//
“To be
damned
Crawfoot-misfortune. Be
fearful! In it K
place harmful deceiver
disposition in
kind”
“Skin eruptions, Ruach/
mighty, pool
of the high
there place”

TH: lodewort = ?Ranunculus acris/aquatilis.
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F2r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Eupatorium Cannabinum. Billeder af Nordens flora, Carl Axel
Magnus Lindman (1917).

Photo source: Eupatorium Cannabinum. Alex Lomas, CC BY 2.0. Picture is croped.

Identification word: Identified through “eiko euhl“ which could be read heiko heul close to hock holly, two words found in the ME plant name for

Holy rope: Hollyhock.

Cipher: 			yto ailCh (the word might miss an y at the end of the word as the word ends at the outer paper edge)
Transliteration:			éko euhl
Middle English:			
Hock hoeli /hic holy
Translation: 			
Hook holy / high holy. TH: Hollyhock = Eupatorium Cannabinum
English botanical name:
Holy rope / Eupatorium Cannabinum
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
2r
//
p1 l1 w1
p2 l1 w1

Cipher

kydain

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name

tédeun

Tei-dóun
Rope-down
Te é-dóun
This water-down
(Down as in feather down)

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

Te é-doun
The stream-hill
Te idon é
This (let) bring foth stream
By illustration

yto ailCh

éko euhl

Hock euel / hic hoeli
Hook holy / high holy

p2 l1 w9

Shaeey

remé

Réme
Creme (As the modern English
name)

Holy rope / crème
Wild hemp, hemp-agrimony, water hemp,
oregano marsh grass,
water maudlin, gravel
root, St. Johns herb,
sweet-smelling
//
Eupatorium Cannabinum
//
Hjortetrøst
//
Europe

MEC: hali-wort = some medicinal
plant, 1450 Agnus Castus.
TH: Hollyhock = Eupatorium Cannabinum (alo called wyld hemp,
holy rope, don-netyll, gallice caunnvre, henyp, ?waterwort, ?feterwert.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in
D = Difference the Beinecke MS
S = Symbolic 408 text

Similarity is
good.
The flower
clusters are
simplified.
Receptacles
are drawn.
Color: L when
old
Petals: L when
old
Style: Receptacle: D
Leaves: shape
is alike, missing jaggs
Pedicel: L, red
Stem: L
Root: S =
Hook for
Ropemaking?

The flower
heads are tiny,
fluffy and can be
pale dusty pink
or whitish. Holy
rope is used in
the European
traditional medicine
as anti-inflammatory agent for
respiratory tract
diseases.
//
“in air the one
will learn that
which sets afire/
inflames”
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Photo source: Nymphea alba. Hedwig Storch - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0v

F2v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo: Nymphea alba. Botanical Magazine 33: 1359, John Sims, (1811).

Photo source:Nymphea alba. SJ STRAND

Identification word: Identifiable through illustration. The plant name might be “liobelor” which could be read as laie-bell-wr meaning lake bell
herb, or even laie-bel-lor meaning lake-bell-flower.
Cipher: 			cheopchor				?
Transliteration:			
Lioblor					
Middle English:			
Laie-bel-wr				
Translation: 			
Lake bell herb				
English/botanical name:
Water lily/ Nymphaea alba		

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

chokoiShe
lotouRi
Lotus-wre
Lotus herb
Water lily/ Nymphaea alba
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
2v
//
p1 l1 w2

Cipher

Cheopchor

Transliteration

Middle English

Lioblor

Laie bel(?er)
Lake bell
Leo be-lor
Heaven god Lord
Leop lór
gush forth/enter/pass
teaching/knowledge/
wisdom

p2 l1 w4

or?
chokoiShe

or?
LotouRi

p2 l3 w4

chekoy

Litoé

p2 l4 w1

Chokeos

lotios

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

MEC:
Laie: lake
Bel: bell

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Water lilly
European white water lily
white water rose
white nenuphar
//
Nymphaea alba
//
Nøkkerose
vannlilje
//
Europe, Middle East and
North America.

Similarity is
good. The style
looks like that
of a real lily, not
that of a water
liliy.

or?
lotus?-wre/wort
Lotus herb

Color: L
Flower/Petals:
L/D
Style: D
Receptacle: D
Leaves: L
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Sedative and an aphrodisiac/anaphrodisiac
depending on sources.
The flowers of
Nymphea Alba open in
the morning and close in
the evening at dark.
//
“to lie in wait, lake bell.
From K Heaven in dark,
will learn to extend
beautiful to light”….”flower let raise from
swoon” ….”lotus herb
flower will lie in concealment, sunken/humble, every day at dawn”

The word lotus where
not used before late
15th century, denoting
a type of clover or
trefoil, described by
Homer as food for
horses.
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F3r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Polypodium Vulgare. Billeder af nordens flora; Carl Axel
Lindmann, (1917).

Photo source: Common Polypody (Polypodium vulgare) in Nesodden, Norway
By Ryan Hodnett - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: “K” which could be read ke(i as in ME wóde-ke(i used for Polupodium vulgare. “Rios” could be ME reas meaning crowd,
poly in Polypodium means “many”.
Cipher: 			t Sheos		
Transliteration:			
k Rios			
Middle English:			Ke(i-reas		
Translation: 			
Fern crowd. MEC: wóde-ke(i is used for Fern, prob. Common polypody
English/botanical name:
Common Polypody/ Polypodium vulgare

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
3r
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

t Sheos

Transliteration

Middle English

k rios

Kei reas
Fern crowd

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Common polypody
//
Polypodium Vulgare
Part of the Latin name is poly, //
meaning “many”.
Sisslerot
//
K-reas
Western Europe and
K-action/deed
North Africa.
K reos
K (will) descend

Similarity is quite
good. The spores
are drawn.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: Style: Receptacle: Leaves: L
Pedicel: Stem: L
Root: D

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

It has a sweet taste
and can be used
in cooking, and in
herbal medicine as
a laxative and agent
that destroys parasitic
worms
//
“Fern crowd (Common Polypody)
lumpy, law cliff
visits”

MEC: wóde-ke(i
is used for Fern, prob. Common polypody (Polypodium
vulgare) or oak fern
(Thelypteris dryopteris).
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F3v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Aconitum napellus. E. Fortescue Brickdale Plate 10 of Beautiful flowers and
how to grow them Edinburgh,T.C. & E.C. Jack, ltd.,(1922).

Photo source: Aconitum napellus. Bernd Haynold - Own work, CC
BY-SA 2.5

Identification word: “oewen” could be read hoewn, close to ME hóuven. Hóuven has the same meaning as “hooded” as in monkshood.
Cipher: 			oaiiN cPhor
Transliteration:			oewn (bl)or
Middle English:			
Hóuven bell-wr
Translation: 			
Coifed bell herb
English/botanical name:
Monkshood/ Aconitum napellus
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
3v
//
p1 l1 w1-2

Cipher

oaiiN cPhor

Transliteration

Middle English

oewn (bl)or

Hóuven bell-wr
Coifed bell herb

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Monkshood
Aconite, Wolf’s-bane, Leopard’s bane, Dogs bane, Mousebane, Women’s bane, Devil’s
O hewn piló-or
helmet, Devils Hood, Soldiers
A Heaven poolhelmet, Queen of poisons or
ore/mercy/gold
Blue rocket.
//
Hóuve: headdress, Aconitum (?)napellus
asp a close-fitting //
Storhjelm
cap or coif
//
Bel: bell
Native to UK is only the AconiTH: ?Aconitum
tum Napellus, probably a very
Anglicum = celer- local plant of SW England and
ata, gallice devee, South Wales.
foxglove, darnell + Map shows all subsp.:
Aconitum Anglicum = napellus,
anglice male herb

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

Strongly simplified
flower. The size of
the flower is too
big. The leaves
look like Aconitum
Napellus.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L,
simplified
Style: Receptacle: Leaves: L. Looks
only like Aconitum
Napellus
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the
Beinecke MS 408
text

The plant is extremely poisonous in both
ingestion and body
contact.
During the Middle
Ages Monkshood
was associated with
witchcraft, and later
in the 1600’s it was
used medicinally despite it highly toxic
nature.
//
“The coifed bell goes
evil/full of danger”
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F4r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Reseda luteola. Flora Batava, Volume 4, Jan kops, Illustrator: Christiaan
Sepp (1822).

Photo source: Reseda luteola. By Stefan.lefnaer - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “ode” could be read wode which is used for Reseda luteola and Isatis tinctoria, giving yellow or blue dyestuff.
Cipher: 			odalchy		
Transliteration:			
odehlé
Middle English:			
Wóde-yele // Wóde-welde
Translation: 			
Dye(stuff)-yellow // Dye(stuff)-weld. TH: Wode = Reseda luteola or Isatis tinctoria
English/botanical name		
Dyer’s rocket / Reseda luteola

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
4r
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

odalchy

Transliteration

Middle English

odehlé

Wóde-yele
Dye(stuff)-yellow
Wóde-welde
Dye(stuff)-weld
O the egh lé/lei
Of the high/divine peace/Heaven/
light/fire
MEC:
Yelwe/yele/ʒel(e)we: yellow

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Dyer’s rocket
dyer’s weed,
weld, woold, and yellow weed
//
Reseda luteola
//
Fargereseda
//
Europe and Western
Asia

It could be any
of the plants
used for making
dyestuff. The
illustration is
most similar to
Reseda luteola.
Rubia tinctorium
is found on f31r
with it´s long red
root.

?
MEC: Wélde= weld (Reseda lute- or
ola) or or woad (Isatis tinctoria).
Isatis tinctoria
wód(e = The plant woad (Isatis
Rubia tinctorium
tinctoria) or the blue dyestuff prepared from the leaves of this plant;
?Reseda luteola or the yellow dyestuff prepared from this plant.
TH: Reseda luteola or Isatis
tinctoria = wolde, wode, waulde,
welde
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Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Receptacle: Leaves: L, larger
in reality
Pedicel: Stem: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Reseda luteola: Yellow
Isatis tinctoria: Blue
Rubia tinctorium: Red
I choose Reseda
luteola as a part of the
Voynich plant name
could be interpreted as
“yellow”.
This species was the
most widely used
source of the natural
dye known as weld.
The plant is rich
in luteolin, a flavonoid which produces a
bright yellow dye
The yellow could be
mixed with the blue
from woad (Isatis
tinctoria) to produce
greens such as Lincoln
green.
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F4v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University.

Photo source: Pulsatilla Vulgaris. Billeder af nordens flora; Carl Axel Lindmann,
(1917).

Photo source: Pulsatilla vulgaris, Marco Schmidt - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “bloown” could be read as the ME words bel-o-win, meaning bell of wind, quite similar to windflower.
Cipher: 			pchooiiN		
Transliteration:			bloown		
Middle English:			
Bel o win
Translation: 			
Bell of wind
English/botanical name:		
Windflower/ Pulsatilla Vulgaris
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
4v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

pchooiiN

Transliteration

Middle English

bloown

Bel o win
Bell of wind

Be lóven
Be love
Pil of win
Pool of Heavenly bliss

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Windflower
European pasqueflower, common pasqueflower, windflower,
and purple cowbell.
//
Pulsatilla Vulgaris
//
Kubjelle
//
Europe

Similarity is very
good. The style and
upper leaves are
drawn like stars.
The two different
kind of leaves are
drawn.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: L
Receptacle: Leaves: L
Pedicel: Stem: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS
408 text

Pulsatilla is a toxic plant, which
has been popular as a medicine for
calming coughs, enteritis, various
infections and nervosity. Extracts
of Pulsatilla have been used to
treat reproductive problems such
as premenstrual syndrome and epididymitis. Additional applications
of plant extracts include uses as
a sedative.
//
“Bell of wind, to reveal to reduce
inflammation/fire in the body´s
cavity (breast/female pudendum”
“indeed judgement/medical opinion, supported by K, will reduce
enteritis fire.”
“…Heaven Goddess let give
pleasure of prosperity.”
“…rich Heaven go cough teach”

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F5r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo scource: Paris quadrifolia, plate 109 in: Otto Wilhelm Thomé: Flora von
Deutschland, Österreich u.d. Schweiz, Gera (1885).

Photo source: Paris quadrifolia, George Chernilevsky - Own work, Public Domain.

Identification word: Identified through the drawing which shows the characteristics of the plant very well.
Cipher: 			fchoy
Transliteration:			Floé
Middle English:			
Folia
Translation: 			Folia. MEC: Folia = Paris quadrefolia
English/botanical name:
Herb Paris / Paris quadrifolia
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

5r
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

Shody

Transliteration

Middle English

rodé

Rade
Straight shoot/purple
Róde
Journey/ a protected place
near shore where ships
could lay at anchor
Advice/fortune/help/wisdom

p1 l1 w2

p1 l1 w3

fchoy

chkoy

filoé

ltoé

Filoe
Folia

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Norwegian
//
Native to

Illustration

Herb-paris
True lover´s knot
One berry
//
Paris quadrifolia
//
Firblad
Vargbær
//
Temperate and cool areas throughout Eurasia.

Similarity is very
good. Identifiable
by the illustration.

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: L
Receptacle: L
Pedicel: Stem: L
Root: L?

About the herb
//
Description in the
Beinecke MS 408
text

Poisonous.
The poison from
the berries has been
used in Wolf hunting.

F-loe
Enchanted/fairy peace/
Heaven
Le-toe
Sickle toe
MEC: Folia:
quadrefolia
TH: fetrewurt = quartifolium = ?Paris quadrifolia
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F5v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Ranunculus asiaticus, gouache on vellum, in: Gottorfer Codex, (between 1649 and 1659).

Photo source: Ranunculus Asiaticus, Hanay - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.

Identification word: Similar plant name as f1v, “lodewen” is used for a Rununculus. Also “áchelie” meaning celery-leaf is used for Ranunculus.
The plant is described as red both in illustration and text. The illustration looks like a red Ranunculus asiaticus or a Anemone coronaria.

and
yt o iiin
Cipher: 			chodaiin		 +		 ytchey
Transliteration:			
lodewn					
éklié
		
ék o wun
Middle English:			
Lode-wen				
Áche-lief		
Àche o wín
Translation: 			Crawfot misfortune			Celery-leaf		Celery of wind
English/botanical name:		
Persian buttercup / Ranunculus asiaticus
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

5v
//
p1 l1 w4

ytchey

?éklié

Persian buttercup
Áche-lie
Celery (Apium)-lief(ed //
Ranunculus asiaticus
//
É k-lie
In/with K-light/Heaven Kronsymre

p1 l1 w6

Chodaiin

lodewn

Lode-wen:
crawfoot ?misfortune

p1 l1 w7

yt o iiin

ék o wun

Áche of wín
Celery of wind

Red Ranunculus asiaticus:
Eastern Mediterranean region in
southwestern Asia, southeastern Europe(Crete, Karpathos and Rhodes), and northMEC: clof-wórt = either eastern Africa
Ranunculus acris
Anemone Coronaria (a Ranunculaceae):
or Ranunculus bulbosus. Grows in Eastern Mediterranean and southwestern Asia. Looks the same as
TH: ache = apium =
Anemone coronaria. Was introduced into
Horse parsley, wild
England prior to 1596, being described
celery (smallage),
in Thomas Johnson’s edition of John
sanicle, wild chervil,
Lovage, var. Buttercup or Gerard’s Herball, first published in 1597
and was popular during the time of Queen
Crowfoot, Alexanders,
Elizabeth I. coronaria, which grows in the
Celeryleaved crowfoot,
Mediterranean.
lesser spearwort.
Klíe: Claw
and
Wík: wicked, evil

See f1v,
Ranunculus
scleratus
ceodaiiN

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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or
Poppy anemone / Windflower
//
Anemone coronaria
//
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Similarity is
quite good,
but the flowers
look too small.
in the illustration.
Color: L
Flower/Petals:
L, but small.
Style: Receptacle: Leaves: L.
Simplified
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the
Beinecke MS 408
text

Ranunculus asiaticus:
Growing to 45 cm
tall, with simple or
branched stems. One
to several flowers on
each stem.
Anemone coronaria:
Borne singly on
a tall stem with
a whorl of small
leaves just below the
flower; the flower is
3–8 cm diameter.

//
The first sentence
says:
“This, a liar
flower, celery-leaf,
be red, indeed is
crawfoot misfortune, celery (Apium) of wind”
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F6r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo scource: Vicia sativa, plate 449 in: Otto Wilhelm Thomé: Flora von
Deutschland, Österreich u.d. Schweiz, Gera (1885).

Photo source: Vicia sativa. By Stefan.lefnaer - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: “foer”could be related to ME Fuerse-benes, associated with wild beans. Fabaceae is commonly known as legume, pea or
bean family.
Cipher: 			foar			
Transliteration:			foer
Middle English:			
Fuerse(-benes)
Translation: 			
Wild beans. MEC: Fuerse-beans = Wild beans
English/botanical name:
? Fabaceae: (?common) Vetch / Vica (?sativa)

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
6r
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher Transliteration

Middle English

foar

Fuerse
Wild beans

foer

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Native to

Fei-wér
Enchanted/Fay pool
Fair
Bright/light/ pure/splendid
MEC:
Fuerse-beans= wild beans 1425)
TH: Furz = ruscus = Ruscus aculeatus, ulex europaeus.Vicia sativa is not
specified, Vica: Centinodium = gallice
ternue, swyncrasse, contnod, sentinodie, quichene, gosgrasse, stichegresse,
sparawtong, hoggsgrass, onfertrede,
Erbus = tar-vecche, fech, mouseher,
ervus dictur harmel. Lentes = fichez.
Lenticulum = tille, wodebynde. Lentos
= anglice tylles. Orobus = fisches,
veches, mispese, musepose, muspipe,
mousere. Vicia faba = beene, bene.
Vicia Hirsuta = horstothe, lytel snailwort, sulfarat, pekkokystatyl, wild
pese, ciperi, tyntare.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

?
Common vetch
garden vetch
tare
vetch
//
Vicia sativa
//
Fórvikke
//
Cultivated fodder plant. Origin
unknown.

? Some kind of Fabaceae:
known as legume, pea or bean
family?Some kind of Vicia or
Lens?

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in
D = Differthe Beinecke MS
ence
408 text
S = Symbolic

The illustration has no
tendrils and
the bulbs
are hard to
interpret as
flowers.

Common vetch
has long been
part of the human diet.
Although
considered
a weed when
found growing
Color: L
in a cultivated
Flower/Petgrainfield,
als: D
this hardy plant
Style: is often grown
Receptacle: L
as green maLeaves: L,
nure or liveSimplified
stock fodder.
Pedicel: D
Stem: L
Root: L

81

F6v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University.

Photo source: Ricinus communis. Köhlers Medizinal-Pflanzen in naturgetreuen Abbildungen mit kurz erläuterndem Texte” (1887).

Photo source: Ricinus communis. By H. Zell - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: Identified by searching pictures for sharp fruit or seed and palmately lobed seeds.
Cipher: 			ary sar cheekar		
Transliteration:			
ere ser lmter
Middle English:			
Ére sher lent(il)
Translation: 			
Fruit-cluster sharp lentil
English/botanical name:		
The castor bean / Ricinus communis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

6v
//
p1 l1 w1

?
ary sar cheekar

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Transliteration

ere ser lmter

Middle English

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Native to

?
Ére sher lent(il)
fruit-cluster sharp lentil

?
The castor bean
castor oil plant, palm of
Christ
//
Ere/yar/h)ér ser lent-eir Ricinus communis
her/pond/pleasant safe/ //
strong given-air
Southeastern Mediterranean Basin, Eastern
Sher: sharp, scissors.
Africa, and India, but is
Sheren_to cut with a
widespread throughout
sharp instrument.
tropical regions (and
widely grown elsewhere
Lent: lentil: Ervum lens as an ornamental plant).
Ére: the grain-bearing
it can grow well outhead of a cereal plant,
doors in cooler climates,
or a fruit-cluster, as of
at least in southern
England, and the leaves
olives.
do not appear to suffer
TH: Ricinus communis: frost damage in sheltered spots, where it
moderwort or anglice
remains evergreen
raggede moderwert
(Middle age latin =
Custos Ortorium/Orti or
Palma Christi.

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in the
D = Difference Beinecke MS 408
S = Symbolic text

Similarity is
good.
Color: L
Flower/Petals:
Style: Receptacle: Leaves: L.
Simplified
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Root: L

Castor seed is the
source of castor oil,
which has a wide
variety of uses.
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F7r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Plantago lanceolata, plate 42 in: Flora Batava vol. 1 (1800).

Photo source: Plantago lanceolata. Forest & Kim Starr, CC BY 3.0

Identification word: “Rob”. MEC: In cpds. rob- is also used for Ribwort.
Cipher: 			Shopchey				
Transliteration:			Roblié
Middle English:			Roblief
Translation: 			
Rib leaf. MEC: Rib (in cpds.) rob = ribwort
English/botanical name:		
Ribwoert / Plantago lancelota

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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//
Paragraph
Line
Word
7r
//
P1 l1 w1

P1 l1 w2

Cipher

TransMiddle English
literation

fchodaiin flodewn

Flé-thung
flea-tongue
Fei lé o the h)ewn
Fairy lake of the Heaven
Flód-hewn
River/sea-Heaven

Shopchey

Roblie

Roblief
rib leaf
MEC: rib(be (in cpds rob-)=
ribwort (Plantago lancelota)
); hound’s-tongue (Cynoglossum officinale); ?also,
costmary

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Habitat

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Ribwoert,
ribwort plantain, narrowleaf
plantain, English plantain ribleaf,
lamb’s tongue and buckhorn
//
Plantago lanceolata
//
Smalkjempe
//
Native to Eurasia.
Common on cultivated or disturbed land.

Good similarity, but lacks
the “flower”.
It is common
near roadsides
where other
plants cannot
flourish; it
grows tall if it
can do so, but
in frequently
mowed areas
it adopts a flat
growth habit
instead.
Color: L
Flower/Petals:
L
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: L
Root: L

Rib: ribwort
Lief: leaf
The plant has “fleas” similar
to the psyllium plant found
in f65v. F65v has similar
words in the herb name
fchcFhy: Fliflé,
See also 11r: Flé for Vervain

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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About the herb
//
Description in the
Beinecke MS 408
text

Plantago lanceolata is used
frequently
in herbal teas and
other herbal remedies. A tea from
the leaves is used
as a cough medicine. In the traditional Austrian
medicine Plantago
lanceolata leaves
have been used
internally (as
syrup or tea) or
externally (fresh
leaves) for treatment of disorders
of the respiratory
tract, skin, insect
bites, and infections. The leaves
can be eaten when
very young.
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F7v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Hieracium pilosella (syn. Pilosella officinarum), vol. 14 - plate 56 in:
Jacob Sturm: Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Pilosella officinarum, Bernd Haynold - Self-photographed, CC BY 2.5

Identification word: “héRé” which could be read whei-hre, close to weyhore used for Hieracium pilosella + Illustration: The hairy rosette leaves.
Cipher: 			lyShy Shey
Transliteration:			
héRé Rié
Middle English:			
Wei-hore wrie
Translation: 			
Mous-ear hawkweed herb. TH: wei-hore = mouse-ear hawkweed
English/botanical name:		
Mouse-ear hawkweed / Pilosella

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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//
Paragraph
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Word
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//
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Cipher

lyShy Shey

Transliteration

Middle English

héRé Rié

Wei-hore wrie/worte
mouse-ear hawkweed
TH:
Hei-wort: acanton =
Melissa officinalis,
onopordon acanthium,
acanthus mollis/spinosus, meum athamanticum
Weyhore: filago = Hieracium pilosella, filago germanica, Gnaphalium uliginosum
or flammula = mercurialis perennis, Chenopodium bonus-henricus

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

(?Mouse-ear) hawkweed
//
Pilosella ?officinarum
(syn. Hieracium pilosella)
?peleteriana
?praealta
//
Hårsveve
//
Europe and northern Asia.
?officinarum: all over UK (map)
?peleteriana: South
?praealta: South

The flowers are
missing. The hairy
leaves are characteristic.

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

About the herb
//
Description in
the Beinecke
MS 408 text

Color: D
Flower/Petals: D
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: L
Root: L
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F8r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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//
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Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

8r
//

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F8v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Primula veris. Prof. Dr. Otto Wilhelm Thomé, Flora von
Deutschland, Österreich und der Schweiz (1885).

Photo source: Prmula veris. Rasbak - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “sookel” is close to ME sókel , also found in cóu-sókel used for cowslip.
Cipher: 			cKhod soocKh 					
Transliteration:			(kl)od soo(kl)
Middle English:			
Clod sókel
Translation: 			
(Lump of) clay - suckle. MEC: cóu-sókel = cowslip
English/botanical name:		
Cow suckle / Primula veris

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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//
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Word
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//
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Cipher

Transliteration

cThod soocTh (kl)od soo(kl)
These two words
are sharing the
“k”

Middle English

Clod sókel
Clay suckle
or
Glod suckle
Gold suckle
Clod só o s)kil
Cliff vat of knowledge
MEC: cóu-sókel =
cowslip. Sókel is
also used for clover,
?water dock, honeysuckle.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Habitat

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Cowslip
//
Primula veris
//
Maria nøkleblom
//
Native throughout
most of temperate
Europe and western
Asia.

Similarity is
good, but the
leaves in the
illustration is not
a rosette at the
ground.

TH: Primula veris
= cuslope, gallice
primerole, anglice
couslop, anglice
oxlippe, anglice
primerose, herbe
Petre.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke
MS 408 text

The common name cowslip may derive from the
old English for cow dung,
probably because the plant
was often found growing
amongst the manure in cow
pastures. An alternative
Color: L
derivation simply refers to
Flower/Petals: L. slippery or boggy ground;
the Cowslip has again, a typical habitat for
red dots on each
this plant.
flower leaf.
Style: Cowslip leaves have been
Pedicel: L
traditionally used in Spanish
Receptacle: L
cooking as a salad green.
Leaves: L, but
Uses in English cookery
drawn on the
include using the flowers
pedicel which is
to flavor country wine and
no right.
vinegars; sugaring to be a
Root: L
sweet or eaten as part of a
composed salad while the
juice of the cowslip is used
to prepare tansy for frying.
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F9r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Crambe maritima. Svensk botanik, (1802).

Photo source: Crambe maritima. Peganum from Small Dole, England - CC BY-SA 2.0

Identification word: “kl” which is close to ME kól and Modern English “kale”. The strange form of the leaves in the illustration might be curly
leaves. Some kales have red pedicels.
Cipher: 			cThor					ytchar				
Transliteration:			(kl)or						ékeler			
Middle English: 		Kel-wr						Ai-kóler or é-kóler
Translation: 			Kale-wort					Ever-kale or water-kale
English/botanical name:		
Kale/Brassica 					
?Sea-kale/Crambe maritima

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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//
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Word
9r
//
p1 l2 w3

Cipher

cThor

Transliteration

Middle English

(kl)or

Kel-wr
kól-wr

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Habitat

Klare
brightness
S)kil-or
Knowledge-ore
Under text
w1

ytchar

ékler

Ai-kóler
ever-kale
or
É-kóler
Water-kale
É k lere(d
In/stream/divine law K learn(ed
MEC: cól = kale, cabbage,
colewort, rape, mustard or some
other plant of the genus Brassica. Also, any cultivated leafy
vegetable, garden greens, potherbs.
Kól: kale
Ai: all the time, always, ever, in
every case

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Some kind of
Kale
?Sea-kale
//
Brassica
?Crambe maritima
? Brassica oleracea convar.
acephala var. sabellica
//
Kål
?Strandkål ?Grønnkål
//
Kale originated in the eastern
Mediterranean and Asia Minor, where it was cultivated
for food beginning by 2000
BCE at the latest.

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in the BeD = Difference inecke MS 408 text
S = Symbolic

Similarity is
quite good.
Some kind of
Kale or Brassica with curly
leaves.
Color: L
Flower/Petals:
Shows the
fruit?
Style: Pedicel: L.
Can be red
Receptacle: Leaves: L,
simplified
curly form?
Root: L. A
large carrot
like root, seakale: the root
is white

The earliest record of cabbages
in western Europe
is of hard-heading
cabbage in the 13th
century.Records in
14th-century England
distinguish between
hard-heading cabbage
and loose-leaf kale
Kale is usually
an annual plant grown
from seed with a wide
range of germination
temperatures. It
is hardy and grows
all season, it thrives
in wintertime, and
can survive in temperatures as low as
–15.0° Celsius. Kale
can become sweeter
in taste after a heavy
frost.
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F9v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Viola tricoor. Billeder af nordens flora; Carl Axel Lindmann (1917).

Photo source: Viola tricolor. Jörg Hempel, CC BY-SA 2.0

Identification word: Identifiable by the illustration +”folor” which might be read fiol-wr which means fiol herb, and is close to the ME Viole or
the Latin name Viola. The sound of e/i is often skipped after a consonant.
Cipher: 			fochor					
Transliteration:			folor		
Middle English:			
Viol-wr
Translation: 			
Viol herb. Wild pansy. TH: Viole = Wild Pansy
English/botanical name:		
Wild Pansy/ Viola tricolor

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Word
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//
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Cipher

fochor

Transliteration

Middle English

Folor

Viol-wr
Viola wort

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Habitat

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Wild Pansy
Johnny Jump up,
heartsease, heart’s
Fei of lor
ease, heart’s deEnchanted by Lord/ light, tickle-my-fanknowledge
cy, Jack-jump-up-andkiss-me, come-andcuddle-me, three faces
in a hood, or love-inidleness.
MEC:
//
Violet = Wild
Viola tricolor
Pansy
//
Stemorsblomst
TH: Viole = Viola
Natt og dag, Fiol
//
Europe

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

Similarity is very
good. Identifiable
through illustration.
Flower shape is
upside down
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: L, but
drawn wider than
expected.
Root: D. Symbolic?

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Edible. Flowers can be
purple, blue
//
“Wild Pansies have a
purple top, light colored
down. Go bright dark.
Go particolored. Sharp
pointed splints down the
flower”
“This edible flower
stream let divide”
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F10r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Centaurea cyanus. Prof. Dr. Thomé’s Flora von Deutschland, Österreich und der Schweiz. 4. Band. Gera. Tafel 595 (1905).

Photo source: Centaurea cyanus. Stefan.lefnaer - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: “blo” as in bló-wort, ME for cornflower. The Swedish name for Cornflower is blåklint, where klint comes from cliff.
Cipher: 			pchocThy			
Transliteration:			blo(kl)é
Middle English:			
Blu-cleif or blu-kile
Translation: 			
Blue-cliff or blue-skill. MEC: Blówort = Cornflower
English/botanical name:		
Cornflower/ Centaurea cyanus

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
10r
//
P1 l1 w1

Cipher

pchocThy

Transliteration

Middle English

Blo(kl)é

Blo – clé//?cleif
Blue- claw//?cliff
Blo–kile
Blue-skill
Pil of s)kille
Pool of divine wisdom
MEC: cornflower is blówort)
TH: Blowor= Centaurea
cyanus L.
Also called blue boiel,
blue buckhorn, blueWeed, blue popy, blei
floure and more.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Habitat

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Cornflower
//
Centaurea cyanus
//
Kornblom
//
Native to temperate
Europe. It has been
present in the British
Isles as an archaeophyte (ancient introduction) since the Iron
Age.

Similarity is
very good.

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

Color: L
Flower/Petals:
L
Style: L
Pedicel: L
Receptacle: L
Leaves: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke
MS 408 text

Can be helpful for red, tired
eyes, eye infections, for a
better healing of wounds.
Can be eaten raw, dried,
cooked. Contains a wide
range of pharmacologically active compounds, such
as flavonoids, anthocyanins
and aromatic acids. Especially the flower head finds
application in herbal medicine, but leaves and seeds
are also used for pharmacological purposes, albeit to a
lesser extent. In particular,
extracts from the flower
heads have anti-inflammatory properties used in the
treatment of minor ocular inflammations.
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F10v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University.

Photo source: Symphytum officinale. Figure 9 from Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen
(1796).

Photo source: Symphytum officinale. H. Zell - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “bun” which is close to bón as in bón-wort. a ME varnacular name thought to have been used for comfrey.
Cipher: 			pain daiin				
Transliteration:			pewn dewn
Middle English:			
Bón-thung // bóuen dóun
Translation: 			
Comfrey // bow down. MEC: bón-wort = ?comfrey. Many plants have thung in their names.
English/botanical name:		
Comfrey / Symphytum ?officinale

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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//
Paragraph
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Word
10v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

pain daiin

Transliteration

Middle English

pewn dewn

Bón thung
Bon tongue
Bóuen dóun
Bow down
Pun dóun
Pool hill

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Habitat

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Comfrey
//
Symphytum ?officinale
//
Valurt
//
It is native to Europe.

Similarity is very
Good

MEC:
Bon-wort = ?comfrey.
Thung: associated
with kinds of hellebore, buttercup and
cuckoopint.
TH: Bonwort = acantum = scrophularia
nodosa

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: L
Pedicel: L
Receptacle: L
Leaves: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

In folklore, Symphytum officinale roots
were used in traditional
medicine internally (as
an herbal tea or tincture) or externally (as
ointment, compresses,
or alcoholic digestion)
for treatment of various
disorders, including
commonly as a treatment
for reducing the pain
of osteoarthritis. Including John Gerard an
English herbalist
(1545–1612), mentions
“the slimie substance of
the roote made in a osset
of ale” would help back
pains. The leaves were
also thought to be able to
be eaten as a vegetable,
similar to spinach.
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F11r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Verbena officinalis vol. Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Verbena officinalis. vI, Konrad Lackerbeck, CC BY-SA 2.5

Identification word: “flé” as in fle-wort, a ME varnacular name for vervain.
Cipher: 			cFhy				
Transliteration:			
flé
Middle English:			
Fle
Translation: 			
Fle-wort. MEC: fle-wort = Verbean officinalis
English/botanical name:		
Vervain/ Verbena officinalis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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//
Paragraph
Line
Word
11r
//
p1 l1 w3

Cipher

cFhy

Transliteration

Middle English

(fl)é

Flé
Vervain
Flei
fly

MEC: Flegh/fle-wort
= vervain
TH: Verbena officinalis
= herba veneris/orton
/verbena/vervena/
yperisticon = verveyne. Hierobotane
= iyenharde, peristerion, hisene3erde.
Peristerion = dowesbell, cheverefoile

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

English
//
Latin
//
Habitat

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Vervain
//
Verbena officinalis
//
Jernurt
//
Native to Europe.

Similarity is not so good. Drawn Description in text:
as 3 plants intertwined makes it //
look like a bush. Symbolic?
“K mighty/Ruach his
praise/midsummer
Color: L
Vervain plentiful let
Flower/Petals: L
grow”
Style: Receptacle: Leaves: L, simplified
Pedicel: -

Stem: L
Root: L

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne
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F11v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University.

Photo source: Ajuga reptans, plate 16 in: Flora Batava vol. 1 (1800).

Photo source: Ajuga reptans. I, Jörg Hempel, CC BY-SA 2.0

Identification word: “buhdl-ode” is close to bugle-wode, ME for Ajuga Reptans.
Cipher: 			poldchody
Transliteration:			pohdlode
Middle English:			
Bugil-wode
Translation: 			
Bugle-wood/stalk/straight shoot. TH: woode-bugle = Ajuga Reptans
English/botanical name:		
Bugle / Ajuga reptans

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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//
Paragraph
Line
Word

11v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

poldchody

?
ShCPhy

Transliteration

Middle English

pohdlode

Bugil-wode
Bugle-wood/weed
Be a hídel-wode
Be a hollow stalk-wood/tree/shoot
Be ogh the lade
By hill the female ruler

Ri(pl)é

Rai-belle
Stripe/king-bell
Re-pile
River-pool
TH: Plants named woode with similarities to the illustration:Woodbeard/wood-wind: Lonicera periclymenum,
Convolvulus arvensis. Wood-Bind/gallice corigile: Lonicera periclymenum/caprifolium, Convolvulus arvensis,
Glechoma headrace, Clematis vitalba, Calystegia sepiumWoobind-Ivy: Glechoma headrace. Wood-Broom/bugile/
bugle/bugil/freyne/aysse/asse/hertwort/
wood-Brown: Ajuga reptans, Prunella vulgaris, Wood-clot
= Aristolochia
Wood-Ruff = Betonica officinalis, Hyosynamus niger,
Asphodelus ramosus

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

About the
herb
//
Description
in the Beinecke MS
408 text

Similarity is
there but the
shape seems
ornamented.
The top flower
looks like one,
but might be
several.

Useful
Bugle
groundcover.
blue bugle
Used in tradibugleherb
tional Austribugleweed
an medicine
carpetweed
internally as
common bugle
a tea for the
//
treatment
Ajuga reptans
of disorders
//
Color: L
related to the
Krypjonsokkoll Flower/Petals: respiratory
//
L
tract.
Europe
Style: Receptacle: Leaves: L
Pedicel: D

Stem: L, but
leaves and
flowers are
placed differently.
Root: L
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F13r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Petasites hybridus (as syn. Petasites officinalis) vol. 13 - plate 53 in:
Jacob Sturm: Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Petasites hybridus. Stefan.lefnaer - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: Identified by illustration and a search on large orbicular leaves. The name has similarities to the modern English vernacular
name.
Cipher: 			pchy		
Transliteration:			
blé
Middle English:			
Bur-léf or Butter-léf
Translation: 			
Common butterbur
English/botanical name:		
Common butterbur / Petasites hybridus
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

13r
//
p1 l1 w1

?
pchy

TransMiddle English
literation

blé

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Common butterbur
bog rhubarb, Devil’s hat,
pestilence wort. Butterbur,
Butterburr, Purple butterbur,
The name is assumed by
Pestilence wort, Blatterdock,
the modern English name
Wild rhubarb, Bog rhubarb,
butterbur
Bogshorn, Thunder-dock,
Sweet coltsfoot, FlapperBí lé
dock, Flapper dog, BlatterNear/by Heaven/peace
dock, Butter-dock, CapdockBe-lé
in, Langwort, Plague flower.
God-Heaven
//
Petasites hybridus
TH: Burr and Buter-be//
some are used as vernacular Legepestrot
names on plants, but no one //
has the characteristics of the Europe, northern Asia.
illustration. Petasites hybridus is not found in the book.
B´-lef
? Bur-leaf
? Butter-léf

MEC: Petasites hybridus is
not found
First time mentioned in a
British herbal?

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Similarity is very
good. Flower, leaf
and root show a
strong resemblance.
Also showing several leaf shoots from
the same root. The
small leaves on the
stem are lacking.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: L
Pedicel: L
Receptacle: L
Leaves: L but
squared edges are
exaggerated.
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Petasites hybridus leaves have been
used in the traditional
Austrian and Czech
medicine internally (as tea or cold
maceration in ethanol) and externally
(as compresses or
maceration in vinegar) for treatment of
infections, fever, flu,
colds, hay-fever, and
allergies. Currently,
butterbur extracts are
used for migraine
prevention, as well
as alleviate allergic
rhinitis.
//
First words:
“Cure raise of burleaf”
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F13v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Honckenya peploides. Otto van Wilhelm Thomé, Flora
von Deutschland (1885).

Photo source: Honckenya peploides. Kristian Peters Self-photographed, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: Identified by illustration and searching for succulents and shore-plants.
Cipher: 			oair cht o iin		
Transliteration:			
oeur lk o wn
Middle English:			
Óver/hóuer like o wain
Translation: 			
Shore/swelling pleasure of dearth.
English/botanical name:		
?Sea-beach sandwort / Honckenya peploides
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
13v
//
p1 l1 1-2

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

oair

oeur

Óver
shore
Hóuer
swelling/hump

cht o iin

lk o wn

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
sea-beach sandwort
sea sandwort
sea chickweed
sea pimpernel
sea purslane
Like//lik//lek o wen//
//
wain
Honckenya peploides
pleasure//like/shape/
//
appearance/leek of/a
Strandarve
lump/misfortune//need//
iness/dearth
circumboreal
distribution.
A eure lik o win
A destiny like an eternal
joy/Heavenly bliss
?
Name:
“shore pleasure of
dearth”

Similarity is quite
good. The “flower
is not alike. But it
looks a bit like the
seed.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: D
Style: Receptacle: L
Pedicel: L
Leaves: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke
MS 408 text

Both the leaves and the
seeds of H. peploides
are used as food.
The shoots and leaves are
rich in vitamin A and vitamin C and can be used
as a green leafy vegetable either raw or cooked.
They can also be fermented
to prepare a sauerkraut-like
preserve, and in Iceland are
fermented in whey to produce a drink. The seeds are
small in size and time-consuming to gather; they can
be ground up and added to
flour or used as a garnish.

First mention in British
herbal?
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F14r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Rumex acetosa vol. 4 - plate 59 in: Jacob Sturm: Deutschlands Flora in
Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Rumex acetosa. Donald Hobern. CC BY 2.0

Identification word: “lopoh” and “soRé” which is close to Lapacia and sour-wre , leading to the dock -and sorrel plants, which are the same
genus, Rumex. The leaves look like common sorrel. The stem can be red.
Cipher: 			Chopol / soShy		
Transliteration:			
lopoh / soRé
Middle English:			
Lapacia /sour-wre
Translation: 			
ommon sorell. MEC: Lapacia = any of certain dock or dock-like plants / sorrel
English/botanical name:		
Common sorell / Rumex acetosa
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

14r
//
p1 l1 w2

Chopol

lopoh

Lapacia
Dock-like plants

p2 l1 w1

soShy

soRé

Sóur-wre
Sour herb
Só-ré
Vat-river
MEC: Lapacia=
Any of certain
docks or docklike plants
TH: wodesoure,
sourdocke. Latin
name found in
ME manuscripts:
Lapillus

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Habitat

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Common sorrel
Garden sorrel
spinach dock
Narrow-leaved dock
Sheep sorrel
//
Rumex acetosa
or
Rumex acetosella
//
Engsyre
//
Native to Eurasia and the
British Isles

Rumex acetosella is
the most similar to the
illustration with its
green arrowhead-shaped leaves
and red-tinted deeply
ridged stems
Color: L
Flower/Petals: D
Style: Receptacle: D
Leaves: L
Pedicel: D

Stem: L
Root: L

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS
408 text

Common sorrel has been cultivated for centuries. The leaves
are edible when young but
toughen with age; they may be
puréed in soups and sauces
or added to salad. The plant has
a distinct sharp, sour taste. It
contains oxalic acid, which can
be poisonous in high quantities.
Sheep sorrel:
The leaves can be eaten raw or
cooked. The oxalic acid they
contain lend them a somewhat
bitter taste. There are several
uses of sheep sorrel in the
preparation of food including a
garnish, a tart flavoring agent,
a salad green, and a curdling
agent for milk in cheesemaking.The leaves have a lemony, tangy or rhubarb-like tart
flavor. It is also known as sheep
shower in parts of the country.
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F14v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University.

Photo source: Levisiticum officinale. Icones plantarum, Ferdinand Bernhard Vietz, (1800-1822).

Photo source: Levisiticum officinale. Mikrolit&#039; - Own work, FALv

Identification word: “lown” which is closee to loveache used for Levisticum officinale + “okéRé” close to áche-wort used for celery-like plants.
Cipher: 			choiin					otyShy					
Transliteration:			lown					okéRé
Middle English:			
Lóven					
Áche-wre
Translation: 			Love TH: loveache = Lovage		
Ache-wort MEC: Áche = Any celery-like plant
English/botanical name:		
Lovage / Levisticum officinale
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

14v
//
p1 l1 w 1

choiin

lown

Lóven/?loving
Love/love

p1 l1 w3

otyShy

okéRé

Áche-wre/wort
Lo win
Indeed Heavenly bliss
Lóving
Love (of God)/praise/glory
MEC: Áche:
Any of a group of celery-like
plants (Apium), as smallage,
parsley, etc

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Habitat

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Lovage
//
Levisticum officinale
//
Løpstikke
//
Europe and southwestern Asia.
Long cultivated in
Europe

Similarity is
quite good if
the shapes are
simplified.

?
?Parsley
?anis

TH: ache = apium =
Merche: Pium graveolens:
Wild celery/smallage, Wodemerche: Sanicula europeae:
Sanicle, Anthriscu sylvestris:
Wild celery, Apium graveolens: Wild celery/smallage,
Loveache: Levistum officinale: Lovage

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Color: L
Flower/Petals:
L, simplified
Style: Receptacle: Pedicel: D
Stem: L
Leaves: L, simplified
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

The leaves being used
as an herb, the roots
as a vegetable, and
the seeds as a spice,
especially in southern
European cuisine.
//
First words:
“offer love in food”
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F15r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Carlina vulgaris, plate 5 in: C.A.M Lindman: Bilder ur
Nordens Flora first edition: (1901-1905) supp. edition (1917-1926).

Photo source: Carlina vulgaris. Philipp Weigell, CC BY 3.0

Identification word: Identified by the illustration + “ohs” in “lkohs” wich is close to fows/wows.
Cipher: 			Chtols Shey
Transliteration:			
lkohs Rié
Middle English:			
Like-fows or leche-fows wrie
Translation: 			
Pleasure-sow-thistle herb or medicinal thistle herb
English/botanical name:		
Carline thistle / Carlina vulgaris
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

15r
//
p1 l1 w3-4

?
Chaly Shy

Lehé Ré

p1 l1 w5-6

Chtols Shey

lkohs Rié

Middle English

?
Leche wre
Medicinal herb
Like//leche-fows wrie
Pleasure/lake//medicinalsawthistle
herb
Like oghs rie
Pleasure/will hill´s river
MEC: fou/holi-thistel = ?Cnicus
benedictus
TH: Cnicus benedictus = renningwort, thistil, mugwort, fowtistyl,
qwite-tistyll, sowethistel, groundesuelie, foghtystel, vowethistil, vouthestel, thowthistil, sencion, swython.
Carlina vulgaris = Efortrode /
rennynwort, remingwort, fowthistyll,
qwite-thistyll, crispmalowe, titemawe,
rede mugwort / efodrote. Fow-thistle
see sow-thistle: Sonchus oleraceus,
Carlina vulgaris, Cnicus benedictus,
Sonchus, Senecio vulgaris, Lactuca
serriola, Also wow-, vowe-, fou-,
ffow-, faw-,thou-,vou-, sou-, soughe-,
sug-, swyn-,souue-,thow-, swynis-.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Carline thistle
//
Carlina vulgaris
//
Sjernetistel
//
Europe, North Africa and
Asia
or:
Blessed thistle (Cnicus benedictus)
or:
Sonchus oleraceus, Carlina
vulgaris, Sonchus, Senecio
vulgaris, Lactuca serriola

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

About the
herb
//
Description
in the Beinecke MS
408 text

Carlina
is used
for gallbladder disease,
indigestion (dyspepsia),
wound healing, toothache, and
many other
conditions,
but there
is no good
scientific
Color: L
evidence to
Flower/Petals: L support these
Style: L
uses
Receptacle: L
Leaves: L,
except form the
yellow tips.
Pedicel: D
Stem: L
Root: L
Similarity is
good. The
yellow shapes
at the end of
the leaves
are probably
symbolic. They
looks like some
of the shapes at
the end of the
waves in the rosette map, upper
right circle.
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F15v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University.

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
15v
//
p1 l1 w1-2

Cipher

Transliteration

oror orShy

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Or-or or-ré
mercy-ore mercy-river
Arar or-ré
Raise mercy/gold/
ore-river
or
gold-ore mercy-river

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Leaves:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Root:

MEC:
Hór-wort: ?cudweed,
Filago germanica
Háre: hares thistel,
some plant of the genus
Sonchus; prob. the
spiny sow thistle (S.
asper) ~ wort, prob. the
garden cress (Lepidium
sativum).
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F16r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Artemisa Vulgaris. Vogtherr, M. Köhler’s Medizinal-Pflanzen 3.
Band. Fr. Eugen Köhler, Gera-Untermhaus. Tafel 12 (1898).

Photo source: Artemisa Vulgaris. Rudolphous - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: “od” and “ode” could be read wod and wode, pointing to a plant with wóde in its name.
Cipher: 			Cheody		
Transliteration:			
liodé
Middle English:			
Lif-wóde
Translation: 			
Life/leaf-wóde. TH: Wodebine = Artemisa vulgaris
English/botanical name:		
Common Mugwort /Artemisa Vulgaris
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

16r
//
p1 l1 w 1

Cheody

liodé

p1 u.t. w1

dainod

deunod

p1 u.t. w2

chealody

liehodé

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Common mugwort
Riverside wormwood, felon
herb, chrysanthemum weed
Lie of thé
wild wormwood , old Uncle
Heaven/peace/light/fire of prosHenry, sailor’s tobacco,
perity
naughty man, old man, St.
John’s plant
Deun-wóde
//
Hill-woóde
Artemisia vulgaris
Leche-wóde
//
medicinal-wode
Burot
//
Lio: as in laie=lake
Temperate Europe, Asia,
Dón: brownish-gay, dun, dark/jill, northern Africa and Alaska,
grss-grown upland, open country naturalized in North America
MEC: many plants have wode in
its name. No one looks like the
illustration.
TH: Wodewort/wode-Hache/
Wood-March = No similarity
Woderowe/Wode-Hove: Asperola
odorata.
Wood-Bine: Artemisa vulgaris
Wood-Bind: No similarity to the
illustration.
?
Lif-wóde
Life/leaf-wóde

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

About the herb
//
Description in the
Beinecke MS 408
text

Similarity is
good, but the
leaves are too
starlike. Symbolic?

Traditionally, it
has been used as
one of the flavoring and bittering
agents of gruit ales, a type
of non-hopped,
Color: L
fermented grain
Flower/Petals: L beverage. In
Style: Vietnam, mugwort
Receptacle: is used in cooking
Leaves: L. S?
as an aromatic
Pedicel: herb.
Stem: L
The dried leaves
Root: L
are often smoked
or drunk as a tea
to promote lucid
dreaming.
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F16v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Eryngium maritimum. Illustrator, Christiaan Sepp, Flora Batava,
Volume 2, Jan Kops (1807).

Photo source: Eryngium maritimum. Gzzz - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: Illustration + “lib” as in lib-corn, ME used for the purgative seeds of any of various plants including Carthamus tinctorius.
C. tinctorius has no similarities to the illustration, which lead to a search for other kinds of thistles. Sea holly is most similar to the illustration.
Cipher: 			Chp (chey)		
Transliteration:			lib-(lié)
Middle English:			
Lib-(lief)
Translation: 			Lib-leaf. Lib-corn = The purgative seed of any of various plants including safflower Carthamus tinctorius.
English/botanical name:		
?Sea holly / Eryngium maritimum
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
16v
//
p1 l1 w4

Cipher

Chp chey

Transliteration

Middle English

lib-lié

Lib-lief
Thistle-leaf
Lib-lie
Live/?life Heaven/peace/fire/
light

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Habitat

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Sea holly
seaside eryngo
//
Eryngium maritimum
//
Strandtistel
//
Native to Europe, Africa
and some parts of Asia

MEC: lib-corn= The purgative seed of any of various plants including caper
spurge Euphorbia lathyris and
the safflower Carthamus
tinctorius.

Similarity is
good, but the
leaves are red.
Symbolic?

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

In Elizabethan times in
England, these plants
were believed to be a
strong aphrodisiac.

Color: L/D.
//
Flower/Petals: L “Lib-lie is blueStyle: L
white”
Receptacle: Leaves: L, different color.
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Root: L

TH: Eryngium maritimum
= warercretan, pety cretan,
seevisc, watervisc, seehulfur,
crete marine, wylde tesyl,
see-holinem yringis, seholin,
aglice thistil beneit, setacul.
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F17r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Cichorium intybus (as syn. 30) vol. 14 - plate [1] in: Jacob Sturm:Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Cichorium intybus. 4028mdk09 - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “rode” similar to ME rode, associated with chicory.
Cipher: 			f Shody				
Transliteration:			f Rode
Middle English:			
Fei róde / fé róde
Translation: 			
Enchanted chicory / livestock chicory. MEC: Róde is associated with chicory.
English/botanical name:		
Chicory / Cichorium intybus
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
17r
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

f Shody

Transliteration

Middle English

f Rode

Fei róde
Enchanted chicory
Fé-róde
livestock chicory

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Chicory

Similarity is
good

blue daisy, blue dandelion, blue
sailors, blue weed, bunk, coffeeweed, cornflower, hendibeh,
horseweed, ragged sailors, succoFei rode
ry, wild bachelor’s buttons, and
Enchanted wisdom/
wild endive.
cure/advice/fortune
MEC: róde is associated with chicory)
Fei: liver + doomed
to death + livestock,
enchanted + possessed with magical
powers
Fé: livestock
Róde: Chicory

//
Cichorium intybus
//
Sikori
//
Western Asia, North Africa, and
Europe.

TH: rodewort = Cicorium intibus (also
called anglice roddys,
roddyn).
Rode-flower: no
similarity.
Rodelet: no similarity.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Receptacle: L
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Root: D. Symbolic? The Chicory root looks
more like a white
carrot.

About the herb
//
Description in the
Beinecke MS 408
text

In traditional medicine, chicory has
been listed as one of
the 38 plants used to
prepare Bach flower
remedies.
Chicory roots are an
“excellent substitute
for oats” for horses
due to their protein
and fat content.
//
“Enchanted chicory that raises in to
dear Lord, oh pray a
prayer: Let be in K
Heaven kindness from
he that let cure.”
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F17v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Smilax aspera. Mattioli, P.A., New Kreüterbuch (1563)

Photo source: Smilax aspera. CC BY-SA 3.0.

Identification word: Identified(?) by illustration and search for: Hastate shaped leaves.
Cipher: 			pchodol			
Transliteration:			blodoh
Middle English:			
?Blod-dog / Blad-hog. Hog is found in several ME plant names. No one similar to the illustration.
Translation: 			
?blod dog / leaf - “hog”
Common smilax / Smilax aspera
English/botanical name:
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
17v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

pchodol

Transliteration

blodoh

Middle English

?
Blod dog
Blod-dog
?
Be Lath-hog
Pil o the ogh
Pool of the hill
TH: Dog´s-Ballock =
Arum maculatum. Not
alike.
Dog´s-Fennel =non
alike.
TH: No plant called
blood, blede or similar
has similarity.
Hoggspuntyl = Orchis,
Arum maculatum,
?Endymion non-scriptus.
Lathwort = Unknown
plant. (L.n. Amariscus)

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Common smilax
rough bindweed, sarsaparille, Mediterranean smilax
//
Smilax aspera
//
Central Africa, Mediterranean Europe (Cyprus,
Albania, Croatia, Greece,
Italy, Malta, Montenegro,
France, Portugal, Spain),
temperate Asia, tropical
Asia

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Similarity is
Smilax aspera is a
good. Red berries perennial, evergreen
climber with a flexible and delicate stem,
Color: L
with sharp thorns.
Flower/Petals: Style: Leaves and root are
Receptacle: edible. The root is
Pedicel: L
alterative, demulcent,
Stem: L
depurative, diaphoretRoot: L
ic, diuretic, stimulant
and tonic.

Smilax aspera is not
found in TH.
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F18r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Anagallis arvensis f. azurea. Flora Batava of Afbeelding en Beschrijving van Nederlandsche Gevassen, XVI. Deel. (1881).

Photo source: Anagallis arvensis f. azurea. H. Zell - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “eioer” which is close yworte or wei-wort used for Scarlet pimpernel which is also found as blue.
Cipher: 			yoar
Transliteration:			
éoer
Middle English:			
Yworte /wei-wort
Translation: 			
Scarlet pimpernel. MEC: wei-wort is used for Anagallis arvensis (Scarlet pimpernel)
English/botanical name:		
Scarlet pimpernel (blue) / Anagallis arvensis f. azurea.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
18r
//
p1 l1 w3

Cipher

yoar

Transliteration

Middle English

éoer

Yworte
Scarlet pimpernel
É of eir
Stream/law of air

MEC: Wei-wort =Anagallis arvensis = scarlet
pimpernel. Blue pimpernel = Lysimachia
foemina).

TH: Lysimachia foem-

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Scarlet pimpernel
(blue)
//
Anagallis arvensis
f. azurea. or subsp.
foemina
(Lysimachia arvensis)
//
Nonsblom
//
Europe and Western Asia and North
Africa.

Similarity is
good , though
the petals are
too many, and
the flower too
big.
Color: L
Flower/Petals:
L
Style: Receptacle: L
Pedicel: Stem: L
Root: L

ina (Anagallis arvensis)

=
herbe Christofre or
jaunnez / heywort,
wheywort, eyewort,
waywort, weywort,
yworte.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408
text

Scarlet pimpernel has a wide variety of flower colours. The petals
of the type arvensis are bright red
to minium-coloured; carnea is deep
peach, lilacina is lilac; pallida is
white; and azurea is blue. The blue
form can be difficult to distinguish
from A. foemina, but the petal margins
are diagnostic: whereas foemina has
clearly irregular petal margins with
only 5 to 15 glandular hairs, A. arvensisf. azurea has 50 to 70 hairs on only
slightly irregular margins.
The previous genus name Anagallis derives from the Greek words ana
meaning “again” and agallein meaning
“to delight in”, possibly referring to the
fact that these plants produce flowers
twice in a year and the flowers open
whenever the sun strikes them.
//
“Noble, thereof taste Blue pimpernel horrible, which/these of nature
small…...”
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F18v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Apium graveolens. Illustrator, Christiaan Sepp, Flora Batava, Volume
4, Jan Kops (1822).

Photo source: Apium graveolens. Rasbak - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: Illustration + “ék” which is close to ME ache as in áche-wort used for any celery-like plants.
Cipher: 			ytShy		
Transliteration:			
ékRé
Middle English:			
Ache-wre (wort)
Translation: 			
Wild celery. MEC: Ache-wort = Any of a group of celery-like plants (Apium), as smallage, parsley, etc
English/botanical name:		
Wild celery / Apium Graveolens

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

18v
//
p1 l1 w3

?
ytShy

Transliteration

Middle English

ékRé

Ache-wre
Celery leaved herb

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Celery
(?celeriac)
//
Apium graveolens
É k lé
In/with k peace/Heaven (?var. rapaceum)
//
Selleri (?rot)
//
Cultivated as a vegetaMEC: Ache-wort: Any ble since antiquity.
of a group of celery-like
plants (Apium), as
smallage, parsley, etc
TH: apium graveolens = wilde merche,
wodemerche, piment,
beowort, gallica
ache, ache, smalache,
elstong, cerfoile,
chervyle, lovahe,
crowfooteluvesuche,
cofunge, kerwell.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Similarity is good,
except the flower,
which is simplified
the same way as for
instance f40v.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: D,
simplified?
Style: D
Receptacle: D
Pedicel: D
Stem: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Celery seeds have
been used widely in
Eastern herbal traditions such as Ayurveda.[28] Aulus Cornelius Celsus wrote that
celery seeds could
relieve pain in around
AD 30
//
“Coght//cuggled
reare acke-wre “
“Urged/rushed/received/
obtained /conceived(skill)//cugdeled raise wild
celery”
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F19r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Cardamine pratensis. Otto W. Thomé: Flora von Deutschland,
Österreich und der Schweiz (1885).

Photo source: Cardamine pratensis. Rasbak - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “gok” as in ME gók-flour which is thought to be Cardamine pratensis.
Cipher: 			qotShy					
Transliteration:			gokRé		
Middle English:			
Gók-Ré
Translation: 			
Cuckoo-herb. MEC: gók-flour = Cardamine pratensis
English/botanical name:		
Cuckoo flower / Cardamine pratensis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
19r
//
p1 l1 w3

Cipher

qotShy

Transliteration

Middle English

gokRé

Gók-wre
Cuckoo-herb
Gok-ré
God-river

MEC: gók = (a) The
European cuckoo (Cuculus canorus); ?any bird
of the family Cuculidae;
(b) ~ pintel, cuckoopint, ~
sures, wood sorrel, ~
flour, ?cuckoo flower
(Cadamine pratensis).

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Habitat

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Cuckoo flower
//
Cardamine pratensis
//
Engkarse
//
Europe and western
Asia. The species
is commonly found
throughout the British
Isles.

Similarity is not so
good. The flower is
too big, yellow and
blue, and wrong
color. Symbolic?
The blue lumps are
strange, the seed
pod? The leaves
seem exaggerated,
but the two different
kinds are drawn.

TH: Non of the plants
named something with
cuckoo show similarity
with the illustration.
Cardamine pratensis is not
mentioned.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Color: D
Flower/Petals: D
Style: Pedicel: D
Receptacle: L
Leaves: Shape is
OK, Size is wrong.
There are both kind
of leaves at the root
and on the pedicel.
Root: ?

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

An alternative 16th
century dated tale
refers to ‘cuckoo
spit’, which the plant
is sometimes covered
in. Which is due to a
bug called the froghopper and not the
cuckoo.
In folklore it was
said to be sacred to
the fairies, and so was
unlucky if brought
indoors. It was not
included in May Daygarlands for the same
reason.
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F19v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University.

Photo source: Valeriana officinalis, . Johann Georg Sturm (Painter: Jacob Sturm) - Fig.
from Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: H. Zell - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “leove” which is close to love as in Love-wort used for valerian.
Cipher: 			Chaiin				
Transliteration:			lewn
Middle English:			
Leove
Translation: 			
Love. MEC: Love-wort = valerian
English/botanical name:		
Valerian / Valeriana officinalis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
19v
//
1+
undertext
2nd

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

Chaiin

Lewn

Cheaiin

Liewen

Lóve/leove
Love
Lóve/leove
Love
Sg. dat/acc. forms of
lóve: lóven. Early for:
luven

MEC: love-wort =
valerian

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Valerian
Common valerian, Garden valerian, Fragrant
valerian, Europea valerian, Belgian valerian,
Baldrian, Garden-heliotrope, Setwell, All
heal, Baker’s hartshorn,
Tobacco root, Phu.
//
Valeriana officinalis
//
Legevendelrot
//
Europe and Asia

Similarity is good,
but flowers and
leaves seems simplified.

TH: lovewort = Fu =
Valeriana officinalis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Color: D, pink or
white.
Flower/Petals: D/L.
Simplified
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: Simpllified
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Crude extract of
Valerian root
may have sedative and anxiolytic effects, and is
commonly sold in dietary supplement capsules to promote
sleep.
The name of the herb
is derived from the
personal name Valeria and the Latin
verb valere (to be
strong, healthy.
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F20r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Calluna vulgaris. Anton Hartinger - Atlas der Alenflora (1882).

Photo source: Calluna vulgaris. By Aqwis (Aqwis) - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “line” which is close to ME linge, meaning ling / heather. The “ng”-sound id written as “n”.
Cipher: 			cheey				
Transliteration:			lné
Middle English:			
Linge
Translation: 			Ling
English/botanical name:		
(?Common) Ling/Heather / Calluna ?(vulgaris)

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
20r
//
p1 l1 w3

Cipher

Cheey

Transliteration

Middle English

lné

Linge
Ling
Lime
Light of divine nature/fire/light

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Habitat

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Ling, heather
Common European
heather?
//
Calluna
?vulgaris
//
Lyng
//
Europe and Asia Minor

Similarity is good
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: L
Root: ?

MEC: ling = European ling
TH: Ling = Sorothamnus scoparius,
Calluna vulgaris.
Aslo called geneste,
brom or bruer.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke
MS 408 text

Heather is an important food
source for various sheep and
deer which can graze the tips
of the plants when snow covers low-growing vegetation.
Formerly heather was used to
dye wool yellow and to tan
leather.
With malt, heather is an ingredient in gruit, a mixture of
flavourings used in the brewing of heather-beer during
the Middle Ages before the
use of hops
White heather is regarded in
Scotland as being lucky,[35] a
tradition brought from Balmoral to England by Queen
Victoria and sprigs of it are
often sold as a charm and
worked into bridal bouquets.
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F20v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Gentian Amarella. Greatpatton, Public domain.

Photo source: Gentian amarella. Amada44, CC BY 2.0

Identification word: “Fews” and “fo” in “fo-lie” is close to ME fan as in Fan-wort used for a native species of gentian.
Cipher: 			faiis				
Transliteration:			fews
Middle English:			
Fan
Translation: 			
Gentian. MEC: Fan-wort = A native species of gentian
English/botanical name:
(?autumn/?chiltern) Gentian / Gentianella amarela or Gentiana germanica

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

20v
//
p1 l1 w1

faiis

fews

Fan
Gentian

p1 l1 w5

fochey

folié

Fan-lief
Gentian-leaf
Fei of lie
(place or person) possessing
magical powers of light/peace/
Heaven

MEC: Fan-wort = a native species of gentian. Also used for
the narrow leaved plantain.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Gentian
?Autumn gentian
?Chiltern gentian
//
?Gentianella amarella?
?Gentiana germanica?
//
Søterot
//
Alpine habitats in temperate regions of
Asia, Europe and the
Americas.

Similarity is good.
The receptacle is very
characteristic to Gentian.The leaves placed
in pairs.

TH: Fane =
Aureum monile / Ireos Saponaria officinalis.
Gentiana = genciane, cenciana,
gentyanblademoyn, blademune,
baldemoyne, allium gallicum,
bladewyne, fyldeworte.
G. amarella: also karyswhete.
carsuet, bishopworte,

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Receptacle: Leaves: L
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Root: ?

About the herb
//
Description in
the Beinecke
MS 408 text

This flower is
only found at
specific places in
England. Can be
used to specify
origin of the
manuscript?
Chiltern gentian: grasslands,
mostly grows on
the chalk downs
of Buckinghamshire and
Hertfordshire
Many beverages
are made with
gentian root.
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F21r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Polygonum aviculare, British Entomology by John Curtis
(1823-1840).

Photo source: Polygonum aviculare. Dalgial - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “notlé”, the beginning of the word could be read knot as in knotte-wort, ME for Polygonum aviculare. The sound of “kn”
seems to be pronounced “n”, like in modern English.
Cipher: 			eeocKhy			
Transliteration:			no(tl)é
Middle English:			
Knotte-(?lef/?li)
Translation: 			
Knot leaf / knottely. TH: Knotte-grass = knotgrass
English/botanical name:		
Knotgras / Polygonum aviculare

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
21r
//
p1 l1 w2

Cipher

eeocKhy

Transliteration

Middle English

mo(tl)é /
no(tl)é

Knotte-?léf / knotteli
Knot-leaf

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Knotgrass
prostrate knotweed,
birdweed,
Matele
pigweed,
Metal
lowgrass
//
Polygonum aviculare
//
MEC:
Tungras
Knotte-wort = knotgrass //
Eurasia and North
America.
TH:
Knot(ted)-grass = Polyg- Common on roadsides
and arable ground in the
onum aviculare.
British Isles.
Knot-wort = No plant
with likness.

Similarity is very
good.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L,
the small flowers
are drawn as knots
or simplified.
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: L
Root: ?

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

It formed a traditional
ingredient in porridge consumed by
Germanic peoples of
western Europe, and
has been found in numerous autopsies of
peat bodies, including
the Tollund Man.

Knotte: a knot tied in a
rope + verb: Of a vine: to
grow or develop sections
between nodes or joints.
Knottel: a little knot
Metale: metal

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F21v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University.

Photo source: Sedum anglicum. Billeder af nordens flora; Carl Axel Lindmann
(1917).

Photo source: Sedum anglicum. I, Ekko, CC BY 2.5

Identification word: The word “kohd” might be coged meaning cobblestoned or cuggeled meaning cudgeled. English name is stonecrop.
Cipher: 			toldShy			
Transliteration:			
kohdRé
Middle English:			
Cog(ged)-wre
Translation: 			
Cobblestone(d)-herb
English/botanical name:		
English stonecrop / Sedum anglicum

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

21v
//
p1 l1 w1

?
toldShy

TransMiddle English
literation

kohdRé

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Native to

?
English stonecrop
Small housleek
culpepper
Cuggel-wre (wort) //
Club/cudgel- herb Sedum ?anglicum
//
K ogh the ré
Kystbergknapp
K hill the river
//
Western Europe, including Norway,
Gohid: good (for- Sweden, Ireland, Great Britain, France,
tune), prosperity
Portugal and Spain.
Kag: small barrel
The White Stonecrop is said to be
Cog(ge: rounded
stone, cobblestone indigenous in the Malvern Hills and
+ tooth in on mill Somerset. S. Anglicum is abundant
on the bank of a hedge close to Poole
wheel
Cuhðe: Homeland/ Harbour.
county
/kinship/knowledge/
custom?
Cogged-wre
Cobblestone-herb

TH: Sedum
(anglicum) is not
mentioned.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in the BeD = Difference inecke MS 408 text
S = Symbolic

Similarity is
good.
Stubby succulent leaves.
Color: L
Flower/Petals:
L
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: L
Root: L

The older herbalists considered the White Stonecrop to possess all the
virtues of the Houseleek.
The leaves and stalks were
recommended and used
for all kinds of inflammation, being especially applied as a cooling plaster
to painful hemorrhoids.
Culpepper tells us: ‘it is so
harmless an herb you can
scarce use it amiss.’ It was
the custom, too, to prepare
and eat it as a pickle, in
the same way as the juicy
Samphire.
//
Cogged-wre lofli gaf
rie....
English Stonecrop
praiseworthy/friendly/
amorous/?inspired by love
gave river….
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F22r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
22r
//
p1 l1 w2

Cipher

olShy

Transliteration

ohRé

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Amaranthus?
?
Hagh-thorn= hawthorn

Crataegus oxyacanth
Crataegus coccinea,

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F22v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Lactusa sativa. Fuchs, L., New Kreüterbuch, t. 167 (1543).

Photo source: Lactusa sativa, AnRo0002 - Own work, CC0

Identification word: “sewn” close to swene, the word for sleep used in South Middle England. Slep-wort = Lettuce.
Cipher:
Transliteration:
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:

saiinor					
seewn-or		
Swene-wr
Swene (SM) = sleep. MEC: Sleep-wort = Lettuce
Lettuce / Lactuca sativa

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
22v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

saiinor

Transliteration

Middle English

Swen-or

Swene-wr
Sleep-wort /
lettuce
His hewn or
His Heaven mercy/gold/ore

under-text w1

saiin chy

Swen-le

Swene-lef
Sleep-leaf /
lettuce

MEC: Swene
= SM word for
sleep. The ME
registered name
for lettuce is
Slep-wort or
slepinge-wort)
TH: Slep(ing)
wort = dormonilla = ?lactuca
sativa

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Lettuce
//
Lactuca sativa
//
(Blad)salat
//
Cultivated lettuce (Lactuca sativa) has been
around for thousands
of years, but is apparently derived
from prickly lettuce
(Lactuca serriola),
native to Eurasia and
itself a common
weed in North America.

Similarity is not
so good, but the
many leaves are
notable, and maybe even the salad
looking head.

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS
408 text

All lettuces possess some of
this narcotic juice, Lactuca
virosa having the most, and
the others in the following
order: L. scariola, or Prickly Lettuce, L. altissima, L.
Canadensis, or Wild Lettuce
Color: L, but not
of America, and L. sativa, or
the blue.
Flower/Petals: ?
Garden Lettuce. Cultivation
Style: has lessened the narcotic
Pedicel: ?
properties of the last, but it is
Receptacle: still used for making a lotion
Leaves: L, many.
Curly edge simpli- for the skin useful in sunburn
and roughness. The Ancients
fied.
Root: L, lumps on held the lettuce in high
the roots.
esteem for its cooling and
refreshing properties. The
Emperor Augustus attributed
his recovery from a dangerous illness to it; built an altar
to it, and erected a statue in
its honour

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne
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F23r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Jan Kops, Flora Batava. Afbeelding en Beschrijving der Nederlandsche
Gewassen. XVIII. Deel. (1889).

Photo source: Willow - Own work, CC BY 2.5

Identification word: “ldo(rd)” which is close to lithwort, specified as Dwarf elder by MEC and TH.
Cipher: 			chdom			
Transliteration:			ldo(rd)
Middle English:			
Lith-wort
Translation: 			
Dwarf elder. MEC and TH specifies lithwort as Dwarf elder.
English/botanical name:		
Dwarf elder / Sambucus ebulus

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
23r
//
p1 l1 w1/-2

Cipher

Chdom

Transliteration

Middle English

ldo(rd)

Lith-wort
Dwarf elder
Lith-ard
Light-earth/abode

MEC: Líth-wort =
?the dwarf elder

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Danewort
Dwarf elder, dane weed ,
danesblood , dwarf elder,
European dwarf elder,
walewort, dwarf elderberry, elderwort, blood hilder
//
Sambucus ebulus
//
Sommerhyll
//
Southern and central Europe and southwest Asia.

Similarity quite good, the
many leaves are notable.
Is it illustrated how the
herb multiplies by root.
Color: D, white not blue.
Flower/Petals: L
Style: L
Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: L, simplified
Root: D?

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

“Dwarf elder (Sambucus ebulus L) is one of
the best known medicinal herbs since ancient
times.
Dwarf elder has been
used for different ailments including: joint
pains, cold, wounds,
and infections.

TH: Lithwort =
cameactus= Sambucus ebulus
Líth-wort

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F23v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Aquilegia vulgaris .Illustration in: C.A.M Lindman:
“Bilder ur Nordens Flora” (1917-1927).

Photo source: Aquilegia vulgaris. Krzysztof Golik - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: “Deuwhé” which is close to ME douve, the flower of the illustration has the characteristics of douve-wort.
Cipher: 			daiiily			
Transliteration:			deuwhé
Middle English:			
Douve
Translation: 			
Dove / Aquilegia vulgaris. MEC and TH speciefies douve-wort as Aquilegia vulgaris.
English/botanical name:		
European Columbine / Aquilegia vulgaris
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
23v
//
p1 l1 w2

Cipher

Daiiily

Transliteration

Middle English

deuwhé

Douve
Dove
Douve
Dove
The eu-wege
The divine lawroad/path/space

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

European columbine
Common columbine
granny’s nightcap
granny’s bonnet
//
Aquilegia vulgaris

Similarity is
very good, but
the flower Is not
hanging in the
illustration.

//
Akeleie
//

Most of Europe.
Widespread throughout Britain, especially in the west and
south of England and Wales
MEC:
douve-wort = ?columbine, Aquilegia
vulgaris

In traditional herbalism
columbine was considered sacred to Venus;
carrying a posy of it
was said to arouse the
affections of a loved
one. Nicholas Culpeper recommended the
seeds taken in wine to
speed the process of
childbirth. In modern
herbal medicine it is used
as an astringent and diuretic.
The plant is a member of
the poisonous Ranunculus family and all parts
of the plant, including
the seeds, are poisonous
if ingested.

TH:
Dove´s Foot/Dovewort = aquilegia
vulgaris

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: L, a bit
less curly
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text
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F24r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Hieracium umbellatum vol. 14 - plate 64 in: Jacob Sturm: Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Hieracium umbellatum. Anneli Salo - Self-photographed, CC
BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “Or” which could be hore assumed used for Hieracium pilosella. It is not this plant, maby Hieracium umbellatum.
Cipher: 			or ory		
Transliteration:			
or oré
Middle English:			
Hare-wre
Translation: 			
Hare herb. TH: Hare´s-wort = Hieracium pilosella, but looks like narrowleaf hawkweed Hieracium umbellatum.
English/botanical name:		
? narrowleaf hawkweed / Hieracium umbellatum.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
24r
//
p1 li w1

Cipher

por ory

Transliteration

Middle English

por oré

Be hor-wre (wort)
Be hare´s-wort / Hieracium pilosella
(It looks more like another Hieracium, like Hieracium umbellatum)
Be ór hóre
be gold Hieracium/hawkweed
Par ore
By mercy/gold/ore
MEC: wei-hóre = A plant, perh.
cudweed (Filago vulgaris or
Gnaphalium uliginosum); ?also,
mouse-ear hawkweed (Hieracium
pilosella); also, a part of one of these
plants used medicinally; (b) ?yellow flag (Iris pseudacorus); ?lesser
spearwort (Ranunculus flammula).
Háre-felx= Cynoglossum officinale

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
narrowleaf hawkweed
northern hawkweed,
Canadian hawkweed,
Canada hawkweed
//
Hieracium umbellatum
//
Skjermsveve
//
Hieracium species are
native to Africa, Asia,
Europe, North America,
Central America
and South America.

About the herb
//
Description in
the Beinecke MS
408 text

The leaves do not
look like Hieracium pilosella,
more like Hieracium umbellatum.
Hieracium umbellatum has hairy
stem like the
illustration.
Color: L/D
Flower/Petals: L
Style: L
Receptacle: L
Leaves: L?
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Root:

TH: hor(e)wort= ?hieracium pilosella (also called Hare´s-wort
Hares mint = mentha, esp. mentha
longifolia.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F24v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

24v
//
p1 l1 w2

Cipher

?
Shod chcPhy

Transliteration

Rod l(bl)é

Middle English

English
//
Latin
//
Native to
?
Rod le-belle
Straight shoot
little/lily-bell
Rod lé-pile
Wisdom/fortune
Heaven/peacepool

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

?
clustered bellflower or Dane’s blood
//
Campanula glomerata
?
Canterbury bells
//
Campanula medium
//
Naturalized in most of European countries
?
Campanula pyramidalis, the chimney
bellflower
?
Campanula trachelium, the nettle-leaved
bellflower
?
bristly bellflower
//
Campanula cervicaria
//
Stavklokke
//
Not in England: Scandinavia and Central Europe
?
Fritilla persica

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

Illustration

About the
herb
L = Similar- //
ity
Description
D = Differin the Beence
inecke MS
S = Symbolic 408 text
Leaves?
Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:
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F25r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Cinnamom verum, Carson, J., Colen, J.H., Illustrations of medical
botany, t.75 vol.2. (1847).

Photo source: Cinnamom verum Stevanopuasa - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: ??? Olives?, cinnaomon?, cofee? The text says: ité rode, which could be “edible” or “white wooden stick/stalk”.
Cipher: 			f choldy			
Transliteration:			
f lohdé				
Middle English:							
Translation: 							
English/botanical name:		
?

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

s oShy			
s oRé
Sour-wre // sarre-wre // sór-wre
Sour/tart/bitter tart // tasteful // reddish-brown
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

25r
//
p1 l1 w1

?
f choldy

F lohdé

p1 l1 w2

s oShy

soRé

Middle English

?
Fei lahede
Sour-wre
sour/tart/bitter
herb
Sarre-wre
Tasteful/excellent/delightful
herb
Sór-wre
Reddish/brown
herb
Sau-wre
Salt-herb
Sow-wre
Sow-herb
TH:
Rodelet = Marrubium vulgare,
Ballota nigra
Hardwort = fraxinus excelsior
Seu = sambucus
nigrus

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Chinese cinnamon
//
Cinnamomum
?cassia
?
Coffee
//
coffea
//
native to tropical and southern Africa and
tropical Asia

Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:

?
Olive
//
Olea europaea

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

¨Cassia buds, although rare, are also occasionally used as a
spice. They resemble cloves in appearance and have a mild,
flowery cinnamon flavor. Cassia buds are primarily used in
old-fashioned pickling recipes, marinades, and teas.
Cassia cinnamon was brought to Egypt around 500 B.C.
where it became a valued additive to their embalming mixtures. The Greeks, Romans and ancient Hebrews were the
first to use cassia bark as a cooking spice. They also made
perfumes with it, and used it for medicinal purposes. The Judeo-Christian bible suggests that it was part of the anointing
oil used by Moses. Cinnamon migrated with the Romans.
It was established for culinary use by the 17th century in
Europe.
The word “coffee” entered the English language in 1582 via
the Dutch koffie, borrowed from the Ottoman Turkish kahve,
in turn borrowed from the Arabic qahwah (ةوهق)
Semitic languages had the root qhh, “dark color”, which
became a natural designation for the beverage. According to
this analysis, the feminine form qahwah (also meaning “dark
in color, dull(ing), dry, sour”)
The earliest credible evidence of either coffee drinking or
knowledge of the coffee tree appears in the late 15th century,
by Sufi Imam Muhammad Ibn Said Al Dhabhani who is
known to have imported goods from Ethiopia to Yemen.
//
Enchanted (Fai) loved so-herb that have white straight shoot
(stalk)
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F25v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Asplenium scolopendrium. Plantes des Alpes et des Pyrénées,
gravées et enluminées , 1. 10, vol 2 (1792).

Photo source: Asplenium scolopendrium. H. Zell - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0,

Identification word: Identified by illustration and the text explain that the leaves have lumps + the word “k-lie” which could mean fern-leaf.
Cipher: 			tchey			
Transliteration:			
klié
Middle English:			Kei-lief
Translation: 			
Fern-leaf. MEC: Wode-kei = fern, prob. Common polypody
English/botanical name:
Hart´s tongue / Asplenium scolopendrium

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

25v
//
p1 l1 w1

?
Eeaiin

mewn

p1 l1 w9

o t chey

o k lié

Middle English

?
Món
Evil, evil personified, the
Devil
A kei-lief
A fern leaf
A k lie
A k light/fire/peace/Heaven
MEC:
Kei as in Wode-kei = fern,
prob. Common polypody
Newin: preacus stone, ?a
clasp or ornament
Món: Evil, evil personified,
the Devil

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Hart´s tongue
Hart’s-tongue fern, Hind’s
tounge, Horse tounge, Foxtounge, Cow’s-tounge (Irland), Buttonhole, God’s-hair.
//
Asplenium
Scolopendrium
(syn. Phyllitis scolopendrium)
//
Hjortetunge
//
Common in Europe, rare in
North America.

Similarity is
good.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: Style: Receptacle: Pedicel: Stem: D
Leaves: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the
Beinecke MS 408
text

This fern was
used in the
1800s as a medicinal plant in
folk medicine as
a spleen tonic and
for other uses.
Scolopendrium
means millepede
or centipede.
//
«be a moon , go
this herb that have
lump-leaves, a fern
leaf.

TH:
Asplenium / Phyllitis scolopendrium) = saxifrage,
(Middle age latin Colopendrya)

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F26r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Allgemaines teutsches Garten-Magazin [Gartenmagazin] (1804-1811).

Photo source: KENPEI - KENPEI&#039;s photo, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “ofRod”, where the last part of the word, “of”, coud be wolf. Searching plant names for wolf in TH added Be(r)-wort.
or
preeoky 		
Cipher: 			pSheoky
Transliteration:			
periote
or
prmoté 		
Middle English:			
B(ér)-rute
or
Ber-móte 		
Translation: 			
Bear-assembly or
Bear-group 		
English/botanical name:		
Bear’s breeches / Acanthus mollis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

and
and
and
and

ofShod
ofRod
Wolf-Rod
Wolf-stem.TH: Wolf-Dock/Bewort/Beerwort = A.mollis
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
26r
//
p1 l1 w1

p1 l1 w1

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

p Sheoky
?or
preeoky

pRioté
?or
permote

B(ér)-rute
Bear/beer-group/crowd
or
Ber-móte
Bear-assembly/hill

ofShod

ofRod

Wolf-Rod
Wolf-stalk/stem
Woof-Rod
Weave-stalk/stem

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Bear’s breeches,
sea dock, bear’s foot,
plant, sea holly
oyster plant
//
Acanthus mollis
//
Akantus
//
Mediterranean region

O fei rod
Of/an enchanted wisdom
Rute/Róute: assemble, herd
together, be riotous + plant
of the genus Ruta + root +
group, company, crowd.
Móte: Hill + meeting/discussion
TH: Wolf-Dock = Acanthus
mollis, also called beerwort,
berefot, bewort.
Wolf´s-Tooth = ?

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Similarity of
leaves are not
good. But see
the same simplification of a
painstakingly
toothed leaf at
f45r.
Color: L
Flower/Petals:
L, strongly simplified
Style: Receptacle: Pedicel: L, but
parted in two.
Stem: L
Leaves: strongly simplified
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Has been cultivated in
Great Britain since at
least 1548. It was first
recorded in the wild in
1820, and is increasingly
found naturalized near
gardens and where garden
refuse is tipped.
Tend to form large, localized clumps which can
survive for several decades and look statuesque
when well-grown.
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F26v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Veronica beccabunga, vol. 10 - plate 36 in: Jacob Sturm: Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Veronica beccabunga. Stefan.lefnaer - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: “lmké”, which could be read lemke, a ME plant name associated with Brooklime.
Cipher: 			fcheety		
Transliteration:			
flmké
Middle English:			
Fei-lemke
Translation: 			
Livestock/possessed with magical powers/death-Brooklime. MEC/TH: lemke = Veronica beccabunga
English/botanical name:		
Brooklime / Veronica beccabunga

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
26v
//
p1 l1 w4

Cipher

fcheety

Transliteration

Middle English

flmké

Fei-lemke
Enchanted-brooklime

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Native to

Brooklime
Eurpopean speedwell,
Mouth smart, Neckweed,
Fei-linke
Speed-well, Water pimperpossessed with magical
nel, Water purslane.
powers-link
//
Veronica beccabunga
Fei: Possessed with mag- //
ical powers/
Bekkeveronika
enchanted/livestock/
//
liver/death/doomed/
Europe, North Africa, and
unlucky/fatal –
north and western Asia.
MEC: Lemke = A plant of
the genus Veronica, used
medicinally; the European brooklime (Veronica
beccabunga); ?also,
the lesser water parsnip
(Sium angustifolium)= S.
latifolium?
TH: Lemke (More-,
Middle- ) = Veronica
beccabunga

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in the Beinecke
D = Difference MS 408 text
S = Symbolic

Similarity is
good

Color: L
Flower/Petals:
L
Style: Receptacle:
Pedicel: D
Stem: L
Leaves: L
Root: L

Brooklime was one of
three traditional antiscorbutic herbs (alongside scurvy grass and watercress),
used in purported remedies
for scurvy.
The rootstock is acrid and
poisonous, but the leaves
have been cooked and eaten
as a vegetable in Italy and
the ripe seeds - which are
aromatic due to their limonene content - have been
used (in small quantities)
as a spice or seasoning in
Scandinavian cuisine
//
Be wicked/deceitful/
deadly/dangerous, go
harm, the rough textured
death-brooklime.
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F27r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Eruca sativa. Johann Georg Sturm (Painter: Jacob Sturm) - Figure 35 from
Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Eruca sativa. Leo Michels - Own work, Public Domain

Identification word: “Rokio” which is close to rukel, ME for rocket.
Cipher: 			Shokeo		
Transliteration:			
Rokio
Middle English:			
Rukel
Translation: 			
Rucola/rocket. Both MEC and TH mentions rúkel as Eruca.
English/botanical name:		
Rocket / Eruca ?vesicaria

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

27r
//
p1 l1 w 1-2 sor Shey

Transliteration

Middle English

Sor Rié

Sóur-wrie
Bitter/sour herb
Sóure rie
Safe/free from danger
or sickness/right path
to salvation/strong
river

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Rocket
arucola, ruchetta, rucola, rucoli,
rugula, colewort, roquette
//
Eruca ?vesicaria
?sativa

The similarity
is not so good,
but the leaves of
Eruka are, when
young, growing
at the ground,
quite similar to the
lower leaves in the
illustration. The
root is most similar
to Eruca sativa.

//
Rukkola
Sóur: Sour to the taste, //

p1 l1 w 3

Shokeo

Rokio

tart, bitter + unpleasant The Mediterranean
region, from Morocco and Portugal in the west to Syria, Lebanon, Color: D, white
Rukel
Egypt and Turkey in the east
Flower/Petals: L
Rocket
Style: Receptacle: L
MEC: Rúkel: A catPedicel: L
erpillar, cankerworm;
Stem: L
?a cabbageworm; (b)
Leaves: Look like
one of several plants
young leaves. The
of the mustard family;
Rocket leaf, as we
?garden rocket (Eruca
eat it, might be
sativa)
drawn on the top
of the plant.
TH: Rukel = Eruca saRoot: L
tiva, Siem, Raphanus

About the herb
//
Description in the
Beinecke MS 408
text

A leaf vegetable
grown in gardens
since 1200.
In its uncultivated form, it
is called wild
cabbage, and is
native to coastal southern and
western Europe.
Typically restricted natural occurrence to limestone sea cliffs,
like the chalk
cliffs on both
sides of the English Channel, and
the windswept
coast on the
western side of
the Isle of Wight.

raphanistrum.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F27v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Ligusticum scoticum. Billeder af Nordens flora, Carl Axel Magnus
Lindman (1901).

Photo source: Ligusticum scoticum. Peganum, CC BY-SA 2.0

Identification word: “lof” which could be love-wort, Valeriana officinalis, or lovage which could be Ligusticum scoticum or Levisticum officinale.
Cipher: 			chof
Transliteration:			lof
Middle English:			
Lof
Translation: 			
Love. Love is found in the vernacular names of Valeriana officinalis, Ligusticum scoticum, Levisticum officinale.
English/botanical name:		
?Scots lovage / Ligusticum scoticum

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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164

Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
27v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

fochof

Transliteration

lof

Middle English

?
Fo-lof
Hostile leaf

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?

Fei o lóf
Place or person possessed with magical
power
a beloved
p1 l1 w2

chof

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Lóf
Praise/beloved

Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:

(?Fo) Lof: praise, glory/a beloved/darling/spiritual beloved of God/leaf

TH:
lovage or luvestiche = ?Ligusticum
scoticum, ?Levisticum officinale
Fu = (Middle age latin) Valerian.
MEC:
Lovage = Levisticum officinale or a similar plant
love-wort = Valeriana officinalis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F28r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Heletropium europaeum. l. Boraginaceae. V. Martin de Argenta,
Album Fl. Méd.-Farm. Vol. 3 : t. 9 (1863).

Photo source: Heletropium europaeum. Stefan.lefnaer - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: “Rod” which is close to ME rode associated with Helitropium europæum + illustration.
Cipher: 			Shod		
Transliteration:			rod
Middle English:			Rode
Translation: 			
Rode is associated with Helitropium europæum
English/botanical name:
European Helitrope / Helitropium europæum

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

28r
//
p1 l1 w1

?
Chodar Shod

Transliteration

Middle English

loder Rod

Lother rode
Eviler helitrope
Lader rode
Ladder helitrope
Lader rade
Ladder helpful/wisdom/
fortune/?road

MEC: Rode = Pot marigold, also associated
with helitrope, Helitropium europæum and
Chicorium intibus

Botanical name

Illustration

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

European heliotrope
European turn-sole
//
Heliotropium europaeum
//
Ugrashelitrop
//
Europe, Asia, and North
Africa

Similarity is good if Poisonous
the herb is simplified and stylized.
The plant is traditionally used in European
herbal medicine to
Color: L/D
treat urinary inflamFlower/Petals: L/D mation.
Style: Receptacle: Leaves: L/D
Pedicel: L
Stem: L/D
Root: ?

No map:
Not found as a wild
plant growing in Great
Britain or Irland.
Garden flower?

TH: Heitrope is not
found

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F28v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Osmunda regalis. Bilder ur Nordens Flora, Carla Acxel Magnus
Lindmann (between 1917 and 1926).

Photo source: Osmunda regalis. Krzysztof Ziarnek, Kenraiz - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: “roh” which is close to rayge, ME vernacular name for Osmunda regalis. The text describe it as “full of waves”.
Cipher: 			Shol
Transliteration:			roh
Middle English:			Rayge
Translation: 			
Royal fern. Rayge is associated with Osmunda regalis, Royal fern
English/botanical name:		
Royal fern / Osmunda regalis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
28v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

?
Shol

Transliteration

Roh

Middle English

?
Rayge
Royal fern

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Royal fern
flowering fern
//
Osmunda regalis
//
Kongsbregne
//
Europe, Africa and Asia

Ruach
(The holy) spirit

?
Aspeleium scolopendrium
TH: Rayge: Osmunda regalis
Ragwort: No plants with similarity to illustration.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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About the herb
//
Description in the
Beinecke MS 408
text

It could be the fern
if it is simplified.
The small bottom
leaves could illustrate it as a flower
fern.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: Style: Receptacle:
Leaves:
Pedicel: Stem: L/D
Root: L
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F29r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Anacyclus pyrethrum. Album delle flora Pl. [69] Argenta, Vicente
Martin de.

Photo source: Anacyclus pyrethrum. Krzysztof Ziarnek, Kenraiz - Own work, CC
BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: “p os ewn Ri” close to poseire used for Enecyclus pyrethrum, which hvae leaves that are alternate smooth and pinnate.
Search akarkara for a more similar picture to the illustration. “wen” is used for European daisy which flower is similar to the pellitory.
Cipher: 			p os aiin She		
Transliteration:			
p os ewn Ri
Middle English:			
Pos) wen-wri
Translation: 			
Be as)/ Pos)eire - daisy herb. MEC: wen-wurt = Eurpean daisy, TH Poseire = Anacyclus pyrethrum
English/botanical name:		
Pellitory / Anacyclus pyrethrum

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
29r
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

p os aiin She

Transliteration

Middle English

p os ewn Ri

Pos-wen wri
Pos-daisy herb
Be os wen wri
Be as European
daisy herb
Poseire
Anacyclus pyrethrum
Bí as hewn rie
Be as Heaven
river

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Pellitory,
Spanish chamomile, Mount Atlas
daisy, or Akarkara
//
Anacyclus pyrethrum
//
Mediterranean Europe
and parts of North
Africa, but also naturalized in other parts
of Europe, India and
Pakistan

The leaves
are alternate
smooth and
pinnate. The
similarity is
very good to
what is depictured as Akarkara, which is
also a name for
Anacyclus
pyrethrum.

Hewn: Heaven
Bás: low, low-lying,
MEC: Wen-wurt
= the European
daisy (Bellis
perennis)
TH: Poseire = ?
Anacyclus pyrethrum

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

No map:
Not found as a wild
plant growing in Great
Britain or Ireland.
Garden flower?
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Color: L
Flower/Petals:
L
Style: Receptacle:
Leaves: L, not
the pinnate
leaves
Pedicel: D
Stem: L
Root: D

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS
408 text

Both pyrethrum and “pellitory”
derive ultimately from the ancient Greek for “fire” (πῦρ).
Ayurveda (the ancient Indian
medicine system) and Siddha (the medical system
from Tamil Nadu, a southern
state of India) have uses for this
plant root and it has been used
for centuries as a medicine.
The plant is used as sex stimulant, antidiabetic, antioxidant,
treating asthama, cardiac diseases, and throat problems, remove
laziness, nerves weakness,
carminative, stomache, arthritis, sciatica, diuretic, tooth and
gum problems, aphrodisiacs,
hiccoughs, epilepsy, headache,
pains, muscle relaxant, worm
infestation, anti-rheumatism,
anticonvulsant, brain tonic,
common cold and other human
related disorders.
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F29v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Cynoglossum officinale, vol. 11 - plate 03 in: Jacob Sturm:
Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Cynoglossum officinale. Stefan.lefnaer - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “own” which is close to hound. Many plants are called Hound. Identified by the combination of plant name, illustration and
text.
Cipher: 			oiin			
Transliteration:			
own
Middle English:			
Hóund
Translation: 			Hound. TH: Hound´s Tind is used for Cynoglossum officinale
English/botanical name:
Houndstongue / Cynoglossum officinale

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

29v
//
p1 l1 w1

?
oiin

Transliteration

Middle English

own

Hóund
Hound

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Houndstongue
houndstooth
dog’s tongue
gypsy flower
rats and mice
//
Cynoglossum
officinale
//
Hundetunge
//
Most parts of Europe

O win
Of/a Heavenly bliss

Houn: masthead, dog, ~ bane, ~ ben(e,
?horehound (Marubium vulgare); hound(esberi(e, q.v.; houndes hed, ?snapdragon
of genus Antirrhinum; ?a related plant
with similar flowers, such as toadflax of
genus Linaria; houndes oinion, the sea
onion, squill Urginea maritima; houndes
rose, the dogrose Rosa canina; ?also, rose
gall; houndes thorn, ?the dogrose; houndes- ?Borage
tonge, q.v.; houndes toth, a plant resembling ?Buglss
the common dandelion, ?a plant of the
? Horse-heal
genus Crepis or Leontodon;
houndes wed, ?black horehound, stinking
horehound Ballota nigra; ~ fenel, stinking
camomile Anthemis cotula; ~ fenkel, ?giant
fennel Ferula communis.
TH: Hound´s-Tind=cynoglossum officinale,
Hound´s tongue. Aunée: Inula helenium

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Herbalism
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Similarity is
not so good.
Houndstongue
is the most
similar to the illustration of the
plants associated with “houn”.
Horse-heal has
receptacles
more like the
drawing but is
yellow.

Part of a cure for madness
(Dictionaire oeconomique
1725)

Color: L
Flower/Petals:
L/D
Style: Receptacle:
smaller in
reality
Leaves: D
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Root: L

Herbalists use the plant in
healing processes in the
body, leaves and the root
are soothing pains. Used
for piles, lung diseases,
persistent coughs, baldness, sores, and ulcers but the effectiveness
of all these uses is
not supported by any
scientific evidence.

daily use in inflammatory diseases, especially
of the urinary organs.
(France 1830s)
Antiaphrodisiac to
combat venereal excesses. (England 1830s)
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F30r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Staphisagria macrospermat. Jacques Le Moyne de Morgues (circa
1575)

Photo source: Staphisagria macrospermat. H. Zell - Own work, CC BY-SA
3.0

Identification word: “lise” which could mean lise as in Lous-wort (Lice-bane, Staphisagria macrosperma).
Cipher: 			chesy			
Transliteration:			lise
Middle English:			
Lise (pl. for louse)
Translation: 			
Lice. MEC: Louse-wort = Lice-bane
English/botanical name:		
Lice-bane / Staphisagria macrosperma

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

30r
//
p1 l1 w1

?
Chesy

Transliteration

Middle English

lise

Lise
Lice
Lís
peace

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Lice-bane
staveacre
//
Staphysagria macrosperma
(formely S. Delphinium)
//
Stefansurt
//
Native to Asia Minor
and southern Europe.

Similarity is not so
good. The flower
seems simplified,
the leaves are divided in three not five.

MEC: louse-wort = stavesacre, Delphinium staphysagria
Lóuse: pl. lís
TH: Lis = no plant alike.
Louse-herb = Staphisagria

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

No map:
Not found as a wild
plant growing in Great
Britain or Irland.
Garden flower?
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Color: L
Flower/Petals: L/D
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: D
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

It grows throughout
the Mediterranean.
All parts of this plant
are highly toxic and
should not be ingested in any quantity.
Ancient Greek also
called the plant
phthiroctonon, “louse
killer”. This meaning
is retained in many of
the plant’s common
names in different
languages, such
as lice-bane in
English.
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F30v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Pastinaca sativa, vol. 12 - plate 28 in: Jacob Sturm: Deutschlands Flora
in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Pastinaca sativa. Pfc598, CC BY 3.0

Identification word: Found by searching for poisonous plants with edible root.
Cipher: 			cThscThain				
Transliteration:			
(kl)s(kl)eun
Middle English:			Glis-glauen
Translation: 			
Glitter-glow
English/botanical name:
? Wild parsnip / Pastinaca sativa

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
30v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

cThscThain

Transliteration

Middle English

(kl)s(kl)eun

Glis-glauen
Glitter-glow

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Wild parsnip
//
Pastinaca sativa
//
Pastinakk
//
Eurasia

Killes clum/glauen
Skill´s silence/rejoice

Glisen/clisen: glitter
Glauen: delight/rejoice
+ glow
Clum: silence, silent
Clám: plaster, poultice/
climbed
Clomme: ?climb

Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Weed with edible root
but toxic leaves and
stems
//
Glis-glouen rós hawn
lo killieth.
Glis-glauen
pride/vainglory/fame
have but kills

TH: Glewort = Juniperus sabina L.Glovewort
convallaria majalis L.,
Digitalis purpurea L.,
Mandragora officinarum.
L., Solanum nigrum L.
Glaunde:? Silene vulgaris.
Pastinaca sativa =
skyrwyrt, siler, skyrewit,

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F31r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Rubia peregrina. Flore coloriée de poche du littoral méditerranéen de Gênes à Barcelone y compris la Corse; texte par O. Penzig. Pl. 48
(1902).

Photo source: Rubia peregrina. By Isidre blanc - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0.

Identification word:“tmdié” which could be read tindie, close to tinte meaning dye/pigment + Illustration: the long root.
Cipher: 			keedey		
Transliteration: 		
Timdié
Middle English:			Tinte
Translation: 			
Dye, pigment
English/botanical name:
Rose madder / Rubia peregrina

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
31r
//
p1 l1 w1
undertext

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

keedey

tmdié

Tint(i)e
Dye

oteor
aiicThy

okior

//
Symbol

ew(kl)é

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

(?Wild) madder
(? Rose) madder
//
O cuir hew-clé Rubia ?peregrina
A cure dye-root ?tinctorium
//
O ki-or æw-kile Mediterranean
A/of K-ore/mer- Europe, Great
cy/gold divene Britain, North
law skill/divine Africa
wisdom

The root looks
both like Rubia
tinctorium and R.
peregrina.
R. tinctorium´s
root can become
up to a meter
long. The leaves
are most similar
to R. peregrina as
they have spikes.
Only R. peregrina
grows wild in the
UK.

Hew: color,
dye, pigment
Cuir: medicine,
cure, health,
Tint(e: dye,
pigment

Color: L
Flower/Petals: D
Style: D
Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: D
Root: L

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

R. peregrina is native to Great Britain. The
roots produce a bright pink pigment and was
one of the many plants used by the Anglo
Saxons for dyeing textiles
R. tinctorium:
The roots can be over a meter long,
up to 12 mm thick and the source of
red dyes known as rose madder and Turkey
red. It has been used since ancient times as
a vegetable red dye for leather, wool, cotton
and silk.
According to Culpeper’s herbal, the plant
is “an herb of Mars” and “hath an opening
quality, and afterwards to bind and strengthen”. The root was recommended in the
treatment of yellow jaundice, obstruction
of the spleen, the melancholy humor, palsy, sciatica, and of bruises. The leaves were
advised for women “that have not their
courses” and for the treatment of freckles and
other discolorations of the skin.
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F31v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Alfalfa. Amédée Masclef, Atlas des plantes de France (1891).

Photo source: Alfalfa. Philmarin - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: ?
Cipher: 			po)Dair Sheedy
Transliteration:			
Po)deur Rmdé
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:		
?Lucerne / Alfalfa

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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//
Paragraph
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Word

Cipher

31v
//
p1 l1 w1

?
po)Dair
Sheedy

Transliteration

Po)deur
Rmdé

Middle English

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Native to

?

?
Lucerne
//

Alfalfa
(Medicago sativa)
//
Blålusern

Be a deure remede
Be an excellent cure
Podagra remede
Podagra cure
Bí o the eure rende
Be from the fortune/destiny traveled
Deure: hard, tough + excellent, costly,
beloved, pleasing

?
? Jacobs ladder
? licroice
?Aegopodium podagraria
?Solanum pyracanthos

Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in the
D = Difference Beinecke MS 408
S = Symbolic text

Løvetann og
lakris brukt mot
Color:
podagra
Flower/Petals: //
Style:
Be a deure
Receptacle:
remede ok éthen
Pedicel:
akinde
Stem:
Be an excellent
Leaves:
cure and ease
Root:
aching
Be limode gob
Be enlightened
seed

Remede: relief from distress, remedy,
medical cure
Rinde: bark of a tree or othe plant, strip
of bast, epidermal layer of a plant, husk,
shell,
TH: Doworte :solatum nigrum (black
nightshade)
Pad-pipe: Equisetum
Poivre long/noir: piper longum/nigrum
Reinette: filapenia ulmaria

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F32r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Clematis vitalba, plate 1 in: A. Masclef: Atlas des plantes de
France Paris (1891).

Photo source: Clematis vitalba. BerndH, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: The plant name ends “wode”. Half Wode is the ME vernacular name for Clematis Vitalba. It is possible to make ropes of this
plant, the name might therfore be tawe-wode.
Cipher: 			Daiiody		
Transliteration:			
dewodé
Middle English:			
Tawe-wode
Translation: 			
Rope-wode. MEC: half wode = Clematis Vitalba
English/botanical name:
Old man’s beard / Clematis vitalba

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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//
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//
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Cipher

D aii ody

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

d ewodé

Old man’s beard
traveler’s joy
//
Clematis vitalba
The heu-wóde
//
The dye woad
Tusk clematis
//
The æw of thé
The divine law of prosper- A native plant in the UK,
common throughout England
ity
south of a line from the River
Mersey and the River Humber.
MEC:
Wode-clete: Arctium lappa Commonly occurs in southern,
Eastern and northern Wales.
Wode-mente: Mentha
pulegium
Wode-sauge: Teucrium
scorodonia
Half wode: Calamintha
nepeta, Clematis vitalba
Tou/tawe-wode
Rope-wode

Similarity is
good.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Clematis vitalba was
used to make rope
during the Stone Age
in Switzerland. In
Slovenia, the stems
of the plant were used
for weaving baskets
for onions and also for
binding crops. It was
particularly useful for
binding sheaves of
grain because mice do
not gnaw on it. In Italy,
the sprouts are harvested to make omelets
(called “vitalbini”
in Tuscany, “visoni”
in Veneto).

TH:
Wode-Wort or Woad =
Isatis tinctoria
Wode-wistle: agopodium
podagraria

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F32v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Hesperocodon hederaceus. Wahlenbergia hederacea vol. 12 - plate 62 in:
Jacob Sturm: Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Hesperocodon hederaceus. By Aroche - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: Identified by “bellor” in paragraph 2 which could mean bell-flower or bell-herb + leaves with ivy-shapes. The herb name
seems to be “ewn”. Ew is ME for Ivy.
Cipher: 			aiinom				
Transliteration:			ewno(rd)
Middle English:			
Eu/ew(e-wort
Translation: 			
Ivy-wort. MEC: eu/ew(e = a kind of Ivy.
English/botanical name:		
Ivy-leaved bellflower / Hesperocodon hederaceus (syn. Wahlenbergia hederacea)

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

32v
p1 l1 w2

Cheod aiin

Liod ewn

p1 l1 w4

D aiinom

d ewnord

Middle English

?
?-wen
The wén-wort
The fair-wort
The ew(n-wort
The Ivy-herb
The h)ewn ard
The Heaven abode

p2 l1 w2

cPhor

(bl)or

Bell flóur)/wr(t
Bell-flower /herb

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Ivy-leaved bellflower
//
Hesperocodon hederaceus
(syn. Wahlenbergia hederacea)
//
Europe. Commonly found in
Southern England, and
Wales, but also in North
West England, Western Scotland, Ireland.

Similarity is very
good, except the
pedicel.

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Pedicel: D, it is
not erect.
Receptacle: Leaves: L
Root: L

Wén: beautiful, fair
MEC:
Eu/ew = The yew tree
or its wood; a kind of
ivy.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F33r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Mandrake, cropped scan from 15th century manuscript Tacuinum
Sanitatis.

Photo source: Mandrake. H. Zell - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: Identified by the human headed root in the illustration. Mandrakes was often depicted with a human figured root.
Cipher: 			tShdas Shdar				
Transliteration:			
k-rdes rder
Middle English:			K-Wrethes wrether
Translation: 			K-creator´s enrager
English/botanical name:		
Mandrake / Mandragora ?officinarum

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
33r
//
p1 l1 w1
p1 l1 w2

Cipher

tShdas Shdar

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name Illustration

k-rdes Rder

K-Wrethes wrether Mandrake
k-creator´s angry
//
one/?enrager
Mandragora
?officinarum
//
K-rithes rider
Mandrake
K rivulet´s rider
//
In a broader circumscription,
all the plants
native to the
regions around
the Mediterranean Sea are
placed in M. officinarum

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

The shape of the
root resemble a human head. The flower is a bit strange
and the curliness of
the leaves are not
drawn.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L?
Style: Pedicel: ?
Receptacle: Leaves: D
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke
MS 408 text

In the past, mandrake was
often made into amulets which
were believed to bring good
fortune and cure sterility.
In one superstition, people
who pull up this root will be
condemned to hell, and the
mandrake root would scream
as it was pulled from the
ground, killing anyone who
heard it. Therefore, in the past,
people have tied the roots to
the bodies of animals and then
used these animals to pull the
roots from the soil
//
“K creator´s angry one, wrinkled, belled, stained/discolored go shaped”
“God air, enlightenment,
miraculous power, stream to
earth, come hinder its high
loud noise by shouting.”

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F33v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Anthriscus cerefolium. Amédée Masclef - Atlas des plantes de
France (1891).

Photo source: Anthriscus cerefolium. Stefan.lefnaer - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: “Ker” as in Cer-foil, ME vernacular name for Chervil.
Cipher: 			tar		
Transliteration:		
ker
Middle English:			Cer-foil
Translation: 			
Chervil. MEC: Cer-foil = Chervil
English/botanical name:		
Chervil / Anthriscus cerefolium

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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//
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Cipher

tar

Transliteration

Middle English

ker

Kér
Chervil

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Chervil
//
Anthriscus cerefolium
K-eir
//
K-air
Kjørvel
//
MEC:
Native to the CauCer-foil = Chercasus but was
vil (Anthriscus
spread by the
cerfolium)
Romans through
Cer-lange =
most of Europe,
heart´s tongue fern where it is now
(Phyllitis scolnaturalized.
opendrium)
TH: kerwort =
acantus mollisspinosus.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408
text

Similarity is not so
good. The forms might
be simplified, these
kinds of forms are
simplified throughout
the manuscript. The
flowers are shaped in
the same way as some
other “good” herbs,
and looks like the
shape in the upper left
corner of the rosette
map.

The name chervil is from Anglo-Norman, from Lain chaerephylla or choere
phyllum, ultimately from Ancient Gree
k χαιρέφυλλον(chairephyllon), meaning
«leaves of joy”.

Color: D, symbolic
Flower/Petals: L/D,
symbolizes and simplified.
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: D. Simplified.
Symbolic?
Root: L

Chervil has had various uses in folk
medicine. It was claimed to be useful as
a digestive aid, for lowering high blood
pressure, and, infused with vinegar, for
curing hiccups. Besides its digestive
properties, it is used as a mild stimulant.

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

Chervil is used, particularly in France,
to season poultry, seafood, young
spring vegetables (such as carrots),
soups, and sauces. More delicate than
parsley, it has a faint taste of licorice or aniseed
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F44r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Succisa pratensis. Album de flora, Pl. [61] Argenta, Vicente Martin
de (1923).

Photo source: Succisa pratensis. Stefan.lefnaer - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: “Lioiplé” could be read lio-eppel, meaning lion-ball or lion-apple. Devil´s bit has a ball-shaped flower. Lion was a word
used for the Devil.
Cipher: 			cheoepchy
Transliteration:			
lioiplé
Middle English:			
Lio-eppel
Translation: 			
Lion-ball/apple. MEC: Lion is used figuratively for the Devil.
English/botanical name:		
Devil´s-bit / Succisa pratensis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Word
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//
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Cipher

Cheoepchy

Transliteration

Middle English

lioiplé

Lion-eppel
Lion-ball/apple
Lio ibé lé
Lion(Devil) be peace
Leo i be-lé
Heaven in good-peace

Lion was used figuratively for the Devil. Lion is
also a symbol for Christ.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Devil´s-bit
Devil´s-bit-scabious
//
Succisa pratensis
//
Blåknapp
//
Common throughout most of the British Isles,[9] western
and central Europe,
extending eastwards into
central Asia

Similarity is good,
But the leaves and
root look different.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Receptacle: L
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Leaves: D
Root: S. The root
has a lion-shape

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Used to treat
scabies, and other
afflictions of the
skin including sores
caused by the bubonic plague.
The short black root
was in folk tales bitten off by the devil,
angry at the plant’s
ability to cure these
ailments.

Eppel: apple or any kind
of fruit, sphere or ball,
orb.
TH: Devil´s bite = Succisa pratensis, Leontodon
autumnalis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F44v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Baxter, W., British phaenogamous botany. Brit. Phaen. Bot. vol. 6.
(1834-1843).

Photo source: Cyclamen hederifolium. Meneerke bloem - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “sldé” could be read slide which is close to slite a vernacular name for Cyclamen.
Cipher: 			schdy		
Transliteration:			
sldé
Middle English:			Slite
Translation: 			
Cyclamen. TH and MEC: Slite was used for Cyclamen
English/botanical name:		
Cyclamen / Cyclamen ?hedrefolium

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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?
schdy

Transliteration

Middle English

sldé

Slite
Cyclamen

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Alpine/European/purple Cyclamen
//
Cyclamen
?hedrifolium
?purpurascens
//
Alpefiol
//
Central Europe, northern
Italy, and Slovenia

H)is lithe
His/her light

?
Teasel
//
Dipsacus sativus

Tésel: Dipsacus sativus
Slite: The European cyclamen (Cyclamen).

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Flowers are different. Leaves more
rounded. Root like
two lions.

The root and underground stem (rhizome) are used as
medicine.

Color: D
Flower/Petals: D
Style: Receptacle: D
Pedicel: L
Stem: D
Leaves: L?
Root: S

Despite serious
safety concerns,
people take cyclamen by mouth for
“nervous emotional
states” and problems
with digestion.
Women take it for
menstrual disorders.

TH: Slite = Cyclamen hedrifolium, Conopodium majus
Teselwort = lupinus (?albus)

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F35r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Helleborus viridis. Schiffner, V.F., Monographia Hellebororum
[Nova Acta Leop. 56(1)] (1890).

Photo source: H. Zell - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “clo” is close to clowe found in the ME name used for Helleborus niger and other plants.
Cipher: 			cThoo r choly Shy				
Transliteration:			
Clo o r lohé Ré
Middle English:			
Clow o er laghe wre
Translation: 			
Claw of ? herb / Hellebore. MEC: Clowe-thunge is used for Helleborus niger
English/botanical name:
Hellebore / Helleborus ?viridis ?niger
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
35r
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

cThoo r choly Shy

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Transliteration

Middle English

Clo o r lohé Ré

Clow ?o er laghe
wre
Claw of pleasant hill
herb

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Native to

Hellebore
//
Helleborus
?niger
?album
? viridis
Clo o er loghe ré
Cliff of her/its/pleas- ? foetidus
//
ant/ lake river
Julerose
//
Viridis was grown
in gardens in Great
Britain and natuMEC:
ralized.
Clowe-thunge: A
type of buttercup,
either meadow Ranunculus acris or
bulbous Ranunculus
bulbosus; (b) the
plant white hellbore Veratrum
album or black
hellbore Helleborus
niger.

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in the BeD = Difference inecke MS 408 text
S = Symbolic

Similarity is
good.
Color: D
Flower/Petals:
L
Style: L
Receptacle: L
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Leaves: D. S?
Root: L. S?

H. viridis has been
grown in gardens since
medieval times, and was
recorded in the wild in
Great Britain by 1562.
The whole plant is poisonous.
Helleborus niger:
The leaves, root, and
underground stem
(rhizome) are used to
make medicine. Be
careful not to confuse
black hellebore with
white hellebore. Despite
serious safety concerns,
people take black hellebore for nausea, worms,
kidney infections, colds,
and constipation.
White Hellebore used as
poison.
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F35v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Quercus robur. Prof. Dr. Otto Wilhelm Thomé Flora von Deutschland, Österreich und der Schweiz (1885).

Photo source: Quercus robur. FoeNyx, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “éké” close to aike, the ME vernacular name for oak.
Cipher: 			yty			
Transliteration:			
éké
Middle English:			
Aike
Translation: 			Oak
English/botanical name:		
British oak / Quercus robur

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
35v
//
p1 l1 w8

Cipher

yty

Transliteration

Middle English

éké

Aike
Oak
Éké
In/with K-stream
É kei
With key

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

British oak
common oak, pedunculate oak, European
oak or English oak
//
Quercus robur
//
Eik
//
Most of Europe west of
the Caucasus

Drawn as a tree?
The nuts are on
separate branches.
Ornamental drawing?

About the herb
//
Description in the
Beinecke MS 408
text

Color: L
Flower/Petals: D
Style: Pedicel: L/D
Receptacle: Leaves: L,
Root: L

MEC:
Ók/aik/aike: The British oak
(Quercus robur), also, the
evergreen or holm oak (Quercus ilex)
TH:
oak = Quercus

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F36r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Citrullus colocynthis. Franz Eugen Köhler, Köhler’s Medizinal-Pflanzen (1897).

Photo source: Citrullus colocynthis. H. Zell - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “gor” similar to gór, the ME name for gourd.
Cipher: 			Qor				
Transliteration:			gor
Middle English:			
Gór
Translation: 			Gourd
English/botanical name:
Wild gourd / Citrullus colocynthis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
36r
//
P1 l1 w3

Cipher

Qor

Transliteration

Middle English

gor

Górd
Gourd
Gard
Care/control/
protection

MEC: gór =
gourd

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Wild gourd
colocynth, bitter apple, bitter cucumber, desert gourd, egusi, vine of
Sodom.
//
Citrullus colocynthis
//
Kolokvint
//
The vine grows in dry
places with rocks and
sand, often near the
ocean. They are native to
the Mediterranean basin
and Asia.

Similarity is good
Color: D, yellow
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: L
Leaves: L, simplified
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408
text

Small bitter fruits. It is cultivated
in a small scale only and has been
exported since the 14th century.
The fruit has been used to make a
laxative and diuretic. Colocynth
has been widely used in traditional
medicine for centuries.
“By blocked, gourd be supposed
necessary for so woeful situation,
stomach will get rid of concretion.
The fortune ore, high airy stream,
let sink, go sink, controlled, like
sunken the stream, will pull out. Go
K Heaven, K will cure, do well in
about days.”

TH: Gourd =
Citrullus colocynthis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F36v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Potentilla erectad. Amédée Masclef - Atlas des plantes de France.
(1891).

Photo source: Potentilla erectad. Robert Flogaus-Faust - Own work, CC BY 4.0

Identification word: “foro(rd)” which could be read far-word, close to váre-wurt, the ME name for Tormentil.
Cipher: 			forom			
Transliteration:			foro(rd)
Middle English:			
Váre-wurt
Translation: 			
Tormentil. MEC: váre-wort = Tormentil
English/botanical name:		
Tormentil / Potentilla erecta

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

36v
//
p1 l1 w3

?
forom

Transliteration

Middle English

foro(rd)

Váre-wurt
Tormentil
Fei or-ord
possessed of magical
powers/fairy gold/mercy/
ore-earth/character

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to
?

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Tormentil
Septfoil,
erect cinquefoil
//
Potentilla
?erecta
?reptans
//
Tepperot
//
It grows wild predominantly in Europe and
western Asia.

Similarity good
Color: L
Flower/Petals: D,
strongly simplified?
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: L, simplified
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

The plant is used in
herbal medicine as
an astringent because
of its tannin content.
Used as a red dye
for leather known
as tormentil red, can
be extracted from the
root of the common
tormentil along
with the triterpene
alcohol tormentiol.

MEC: váre-wurt = Tormentil

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F37r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Centaurium erythraea (as syn. Erythraea centaurium) plate 219 in: A.
Masclef: Atlas des plantes de France Paris (1891).

Photo source: Centaurium erythraea. Hans Hillewaert, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “flor” could be read fil-wr which is close to ME filwort used for Common centaury.
Cipher: 				o fchor
Transliteration:				
o flor
Middle English:				
A fil-wr / filwort (?felwort)
Translation: 				
A common centaury. TH: filwort (?felwort) Centaurium erythraea
English/botanical name:			
Common centaury / Centaurium erythraea
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//
Paragraph
Line
Word
37r
//
p1 l1 w4

Cipher

fchor

Transliteration

Middle English

flor

Fil-wr / filwort (?felwort) Common centaury
Common centaury
Centaury, European
centaury, Broad-leaved
Fei-lor
centaury, Seaside cenPossessed of magical
taury, Lesser centaury,
powers/fairy knowledge/
Bitter herb, Bitterteaching
bloom, Bitter clover,
Christ’s ladder, Feverwort, Filwort
//
Centaurium erythraea
//
Skjermgylden
Hodegylden
//
TH: filwort (?felwort) =
Europe, western Asia
Centaurium erythraea,
Centaury, Christ´s Ladder,
Feverwort.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

Similarity is
good.
Color: L
Flower/Petals:
L, siplified
Style: Receptacle: Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Leaves: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke
MS 408 text

The European centaury is used
as a medical herb in many
parts of Europe. The herb,
mainly prepared as tisane,
is thought to possess medical properties beneficial for
patients with gastric and liver diseases.
//
K o píl ogh reume go kore o
fil-wr:
K of pool/tidal stream hill
realm go cure/heal/
deliver/redeem/relieve
through filwort
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F37v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Salvia sclarea vol. 11 - plate 50 in: Jacob Sturm: Deutschlands Flora in
Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Salvia sclarea. H. Zell - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “Rode” is used for many herbs. Identified by illustration: Root and flower color did not match others of the “rode”-plants.
Cipher: 			Shody		
Transliteration:			rode
Middle English:			
Rode
Translation: 			
Clary / Straight shoot. TH: Rodewort = Salvia sclarea and other plants not similar in shape to the illustration
English/botanical name:		
Clary / Salvia ?sclarea
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//
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Word
37v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

Shody

Transliteration

Middle English

Rodé

Rode
Clary
Rode
Wisdom

TH:
Rode-wort =
Calendula officinalis.
Rode-flower =
marrubium
vulgare, ballota
nigra, Lamium
album.
Rodewort = salvia sclarea
Rud = ajuga
reptans

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Clary
sage
//
Salvia ?sclarea
?pratensis
?verticillata
?viridis
//
(?Muskat)salvie
//
Northern Mediterranean Basin

Looks like a human root.

?
Bugle (Ajuga reptans)
S. pratensis, map:

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

S. pratensis was not recorded from the
wild until 1699, but was known to Elizabethan gardeners.
Color: L
s. Viridis was introduced to cultivation in
Flower/Petals: L Britain by 1596 and was recorded from
Style: the wild by 1859.
Receptacle: S. verticillata was introduced into cultivaPedicel: D
tion in Britain by 1594, and was recorded
Stem: L
from the wild by 1857.
Leaves: L, but not S. sclarea: Nicholas Culpeper in his Comso runded.
plete Herbal (1653), who referred to the
Root: S?
plant as “clear-eye”. It was used as an
ingredient in wine and beer production. In
16th-century Germany elderflower infused
clary was added to Rhine wines to make a
more potent varietal known as Muscatel.
The distilled essential oil is used widely
in perfumes and as a muscatel flavoring
for vermouths, wines, and liqueurs. It
is also used in aromatherapy. It has also
been used to induce labour and throughout
labour to bring on contractions.
//
The text describes that it is long.

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne
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F38r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University.

Photo source: Gymnocarpium dryopteri. Flora Batava of Afbeeldingen en Beschrijving
van Nederlandsche Gewassen, XII. Deel. (1865), vol. 12, illustrator Christiaan Sepp,
author Jan Kops (1885).

Photo source: Gymnocarpium dryopteri. Walter Siegmund - Own work,
CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “k” which could be read kei found in ME fern neames, and “over” as in overfern used for Thelypteris Dryopteris, now called
Gymnocarpium Dryopteris.
Cipher: 			tolor		
Transliteration:			
kohor
Middle English:			?Kei-over
Translation: 			
ME: Wóde-kei / TH: overfern = Thelypteris Dryopteris or Polypodium vulgare
English/botanical name:		
? Oak fern / Gymnocarpium dryopteri (former Thelypteris Dryopteris )

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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//
Paragraph
Line
Word
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//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

tolor

Transliteration

Middle English

kohor

Kei-over
?Fern-over

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Native to

K ogh or
K hill mercy/gold/ore
MEC: wóde-kei = Fern, prob. common
polypody (Polypodium vulgare) or oak fern
(Thelypteris dryopteris)

TH: Thelypteris Dryopteris
= okeferne, overfarn

TH: oakfern = Polypodum vulgare (also
everfern, raiele, radiol), Thelyptris
Dryopteris (both also called overfarn,
hocfern, polopodie, wodeke), Pteridium
aquilium.

?
Western oakfern
common oak fern
oak fern
northern oak fern
//
Gymnocarpium
dryopteris
//
Fugletegl
//
North America and
Eurasia

Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in the
D = Difference Beinecke MS 408
S = Symbolic text

Similarity is
not so good
good. The fern
has no flowers
as in the illustraion.

Used as medicinal
plant, especially
against intestinal
worm.

Color: L
Flower/Petals:
D
Style: Receptacle: Pedicel: Stem: L
Leaves: D,
Simplified?
Root: ?

Thelypteris Dryopteris is now Gymnocarpium Dryopteris. Genus Gymnocarpium

(formerly Thelypteris), family Woodsiaceae: two species, in particular G.
dryopteris.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F38v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University.

Photo source: Arctium lappa (as syn. Arctium majus) vol. 14 - plate 15 in: Jacob Sturm:
Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Arctium lappa. Christian Fischer, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “lop” which could be read lap, close to the ME vernacular plant name lappe, Arctium lappa.
Cipher: 			ok chop		
Transliteration:			ot-lappe
Middle English:			
Áte-lappe
Translation: 			
Food-burdock. TH: Lappe = Greater Burdock
English/botanical name:		
Greater Burdock / Arctium lappa

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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//
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Line
Word
38v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

ok chop

Transliteration

Middle English

Ot lop

Áte-lappe
Food-burdock
At lóp
To leap/take a step
in the hierarchy

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Greater burdock
edible burdock, lappa,
beggar’s buttons, horny
burr, happy major
//
Arctium lappa
//
Storborre
//
Eurasia

Similarity is quite
good.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: Simplified.
Style: Receptacle: Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Leaves: L
Root: L

TH: lobbe = portulaca oleracea,
tussilago farfara,
Lappe = Arctium
lappa, gallium
apparine

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS
408 text

It was used in Europe during
the Middle Ages as a vegetable, but
now it is rarely used except in Italy and Portugal, where it is known
as bardana or “garduna”.
The root was traditionally used
in Britain as a flavoring in the
herbal drink dandelion and burdock, which is still commercially
produced.
mature flower stalks may also be
harvested in late spring, before
flowers appear. The taste resembles that of artichoke, a burdock
relative.
Dried burdock roots (Bardanae
radix) are used in folk medicine
as a diuretic, diaphoretic, and
a blood purifying agent.
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F39r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Genista sagittalis. Flora Batava of Afbeelding en Beschrijving
van Nederlandsche Gewassen, XVII. Deel. (1877), vol 17, Jan Kops, , F. W. van
Eeden (1885).

Photo source: Genista sagittalis. Franz Xaver - Self-photographed, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “kid” similar to ME kíd meaning “bundle of twigs” or “broom”. Search for plants + brooms: Genista sagittalis most alike.
Cipher: 			tedo chShd		
Transliteration:			Kido lRd
Middle English:			
Kid lítel red
Translation: 			
Broom/brush little reed
English/botanical name:		
? Arrow-jointed broom / Genista sagittalis
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Foil
Cipher
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
39r
//
p1 l1 w1

tedo chShd

Transliteration

Middle English

Kido lRd

Kid lítel red
Broom/brush reed

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Native to

Kithe of lé-rithe
Kingdom of
peace-justice

?
A kind of
Chamaecytisus
Cytisus
Genista

Looks most like
arrow-jointed broom
Kid: Bundle of twigs, winged broom
brushwood, a faggot. //
Red: Any of various Genista sagittalis
//
varieties of reed
plant. sugar cane Sac- native to central and southcharum officianarum; ern Europe, Ukraine, and
Anatolia
?also, some other
plant yielding a sweet
substance. ? Bamboo.
L: little?
Cytisus nigricans
the common
TH: Red, Small-:
broom or Scotch broom,
Ruta graveolens,
is a deciduous legumiThalictrum flavum/
nous shrub native to westminus (yellow).
ern and central Europe.
Reed: Phragmites
In Britain and Ireland,
Communis, Calamus, the standard name is broom
Arundo.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in the Beinecke
D = DifferMS 408 text
ence
S = Symbolic

Similarity is
quite good.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: D
Style: Receptacle: D
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Leaves: ?
Root: ?

A plant used to make brooms?
Common referred to as
brooms in Europe:
Chamaecytisus
Cytisus
Genista
Cytisus nigricans
the common broom or
Scotch broom, is a deciduous
leguminous shrub native
to western and central Europe. In Britain and Ireland,
the standard name is broom.
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F39v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

39v
//

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

About the herb
//
Description in the MS
408 text

Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne
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F40r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Euphrasia officinalis. Millspaugh, Charles Frederick, Plate 115,
American medicinal plants (1887).

Photo source: Euphrasia officinalis. Danny Steven S. - Own work, CC
BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “io” is close to ME ie or eye, as in Eye-Bright or i-wort, vernacular names for Euphrasia officinalis.
Cipher: 			eodar				
Transliteration:			ioder
Middle English:			
Ie-dére
Translation: 			Eye-dear. TH: Eye-Bright= Euphrasia officinalis. MEC: I-wort = Euphrasia officinalis
English/botanical name:		
European eyebright /

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
40r
//
p1 l1 w2

Cipher

Eodar

Transliteration

ioder

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
European eyebright
//
Euphrasia officinalis
//
Øyentrøst
//
Europe

?
ie-dére
Eye-dear/pleasing/joyous
Yóth-eir
Youth-air
Jó ther
Move there

MEC:
í-wort = A plant; prob. the
common pimpernel Anagallis
arvensis; ?the common European eyebright Euphrasia
officinalis.

Overall impression:
Similarity good, but
the flower is drawn
in a strange way.
Color: D, white.
Flower/Petals: D/L
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: D
Leaves: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Herbalists use
eyebright as
a poultice with or
without concurrent
administration of a
tea for the redness,
swelling, and
visual disturbances
caused by blepharitis, and conjunctivitis. The herb is
also used for eyestrain and to relieve
inflammation caused
by colds, coughs, sinus infections, sore
throats, and hay fever.

TH: Eye-Bright =
Euphrasia
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F40v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Sempervivum tectorum. Johann Georg Sturm (Painter: Jacob Sturm) Fig. from book Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Sempervivum tectorum. Bouba - by Bouba, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “lik er” could be read lík ere, meaning leek ear as in the plant name roof housleek, also called earwort.
Cipher: 			chet ar				
Transliteration:			lik er
Middle English:			
Lík ére
Translation: 			
Leek ear. TH: Hous-leek/erwort = Sempervivum tectorum
English/botanical name:		
Roof houseleek (earwort) / Sempervivum tectorum
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
40v
//
under-text w2

Cipher

chet ar

Transliteration

Middle English

lik er

Lík ére
Leek ear
Lík eir
Pleasure/will air

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Roof houseleek
Earwort
//
Sempervivum tectorum
//
Takløk
//
Mountains of southern
Europe, cultivated in the
whole of Europe for its
appearance and a

Similarity good, but
the flower is exaggerated and symbolized. Se similarities
with circle 1 in the
rosette map.

MEC: Hóuse-leek =
Roof houseleek, Sempervivum tectorum

Color: L/D
Flower/Petals: D,
strongly exaggerated and symbolized
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

S. tectorum has been
grown in gardens
since at least 1200
(Harvey, 1981), and
was often planted on
porches and roofs as
a supposed protection
against fire, lightning
and thunderbolts. It
was known in the
wild by 1629.
//
“ Houseleek advised
for lightening”
or
“Merciful leek ear of
lightening advised/
taught”

TH: Housleek = Sempervivum tectorum,
also called erwort, seingrene, jubarbe.
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F41r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Euphorbia amygdaloides. Curtis, J., British entomology, vol.1
(1837).

Photo source: By Robert Flogaus-Faust - Own work, CC BY 4.0

Identification word: “tidehmé” is close to Tithymal, Euphorbia lathyrus/esula. Illustration looks more like Euphorbia heliscopia.
Cipher: 			kedaleey		
Transliteration:			
tidehmé
Middle English:			Tithymal
Translation: 			Spurge. TH: Tithymal = Euphorbia lathyrus/esula
English/botanical name:
(?sun) spurge / Euphorbia (?heliscopia)
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
41r
//
p1 l1 w2

Cipher

kedaleey

Transliteration

Middle English

tidehmé

Tithymal
Spurge
Tíde egh mei
Tide high is strong/helps

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
(?wood) spurge
//
Euphorbia (?amygdaloides)
//
(?dun)vortemelk
//
Most of Europe, northern Africa, and eastward
through most of Asia

TH: Tithymal = Euphorbia lathyrus/esula,
anthemis cotula

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

Tithymal is recorded used for Euphorbia lathyrus/
esula. The illustration looks more
like other kinds of
Euphorbia, like E.
amygdalides.

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

It is highly poisonous.
Active ingredients are
extracted from it for
use in pharmaceutical
industry.

Color: L
Flower/Petals: ?
Style: Receptacle: Pedicel:
Stem: L
Leaves: ?
Root: L
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F41v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Achillea millefolium. Prof. Dr. Otto Wilhelm Thomé Flora von
Deutschland, Österreich und der Schweiz (1885).

Photo source: Achillea millefolium. Georg Slickers, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “mir” found in Mirefilon, one of the Latin names used for Achillea millefolium in the Middle Ages.
Cipher: 			Eerodal			
Transliteration:			mrodeh
Middle English:			Miro-thegh
Translation: 			
Mir(efilon-stem. TH: Achillea millefolium = Mirefilon (Latin name)
English/botanical name:
Yarrow / Achillea millefolium

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
41v
//
Heading w1

Cipher

Eerodal

Transliteration

Middle English

mrodeh

Miro-thegh
Mirefilon-stem
Ner o the egh
Near to the high/divine

Mire: Mars, bog
Marw: marrow
Thegh: thigh, the main
stem of a plant.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Yarrow
common yarrow
milfoil
//
Achillea millefolium
//
Ryllik
//
Temperate regions
of the Northern
Hemisphere in Asia
and Europe and North
America.

The root does not
look like Achillea
Millefolium?

TH: merlynge/meraloigne
= artemisa maritima.
Achillea millefolium =
Mirefilon (Middle age
latin name) + vernacular name: Nose-Bleed,
millefoyl, 3arowe, yarg,
nesegresse.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

Color: D
Flower/Petals: L
Style:
Receptacle:
Leaves: L, but
the palm shape is
wrong.
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke
MS 408 text

Yarrow can be used for
dying wool, the color may
be green to yellow. Considered as
an especially useful companion plant, attracting beneficial insects and repelling
some pests.
The leaves have a delicate
grassy flavor, with a slight
aniseed taste. Useful for
tea, in salads, chopped in
cooking as a herb.
In the Middle Ages, yarrow
was part of a herbal mixture known as gruit used in
the flavoring of beer prior to
the use of hops. The flowers
and leaves are used in making some liquors and bitters.
Was used as in traditional
medicine, possibly due to
its astringent effects.
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F42r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Arum maculatum. vol. 1 - plate 63 in: Jacob Sturm: Deutschlands
Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Arum maculatum Olivier Pichard - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: Found by searching for herbs with spear-shaped leaves in addition to the word “oreun” which could be read arum in the

headline under the 1st paragraph.

Cipher: 			dorain
Transliteration:			doreun
Middle English:			
The arum. Medieval Latin in English manuscripts Aron was used for Arum maculatum.
Translation: 			Arum
English/botanical name:		
Arum / Arum maculatum

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

42r
//
p1 l1 w3

cThachShy

(kl)elRé

Clyll – wre (wort)
?-herb

undertext w 1

dorain

doreun

The Arum (?Aron)
The arum
The arum
The gold
The or-rum
The mercy/gold/orespace/room
TH: Clyll also called
scilium, Anglice clyl.
Unknown which
plant. London, B.L.
Sloane 3149 ff.
2r-13r, a slim volume
of medical texts. The
copy seems to date
from the middle of
the 15th century.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Arum
adder’s root, Adam
and Eve, wild arum,
arum lily, bobbins,
cows and bulls,
cuckoopint, cuckoo-plant, devils
and angels, friar’s
cowl, jack in the
pulpit, lords-andladies, naked boys,
snakeshead, starchroot, wake-robin
//
Arum maculatum
//
Flekkmunkehette
//
Most of Europe, as
well as Turkey and
the Caucasus

The similarity of
the spear-shaped
green leaf is very
good. The flower
or berries are not
drawn. The red leaf
is unknown.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: _
Style: Receptacle: Leaves: L
Pedicel: Stem: L
Root: L/D

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke
MS 408 text

Clyll seems to be another
name for Arum.
The plant’s root was used
to make laundry starch.
//
Sho ofaiin cThachShy
Ro afóunde Clyll-wort
Peace/wheel of fortune
found/discovered/learned
Clyll-herb

TH: Middle age
latin name for Aron =
Arum

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F42v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Phyteuma spicatum, plate 201 in: A. Masclef: Atlas des plantes de France
Paris (1891).

Photo source: Phyteuma spicatum .Angela Duyster - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “blo(cl)o” could be read bel-o-cló, meaning “bell of claw”, which is familiar with the modern English name Spiked devil´s
claw.
Cipher: 			pcho cTho			
Transliteration:			Blo Klo
Middle English:			
Bel o cló / pile o cló / pél o cló
Translation: 			
Bell of claw / pricle/peel of claw / hide/cloak/stave of claw
English/botanical name:		
Spiked devil´s claw / Phyteuma spicatum

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
42v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

pcho cTho

Transliteration

Middle English

Blo Klo

Bel o cló
Bell of claw
Píl o cló
Arrow/prickle/pile/
peel of claw
Pil o cló
Pool of cliff

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Spiked devil´s claw
//
Phyteuma spicatum
(bell flower family)
//
Vadderot
//
Much of Europe.

The similarity is good, the
flower is clearly a spiky
one.
Color: D. White
Flower/Petals: L. S?
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

The leaves, roots, and
flowers are edible,
and can be eaten
raw. Flowers before
blooming can for instance be prepared by
steaming or boiling
briefly, then seasoned.

Belle/bel: bell
Claue/Cló: claw
Réme: Cream, eccl.
Concecrated oil,
chrism

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F43r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Anthriscus sylvestris. Prof. Dr. Otto Wilhelm Thomé Flora von
Deutschland, Österreich und der Schweiz (1885).

Photo source: Anthriscus sylvestris. Rasbak - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “Kerod” could be read ker-wode, which is the ME name for asparagus, Asparagus officinalis.
Cipher: 			tarodaiin
Transliteration:		
kerodwn
Middle English:		
Wode-cer(foil) / wood-chervil
Translation:
Aspargus. TH: Wood-chervil = Asparagus officinalis
English/botanical name:
Aspargus / Asparagus officinalis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
43r
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

tarodaiin

Transliteration

Middle English

Kerodewn

Ker wood wén
?Cervil Aspargus fair

See 33v
tar = Chervil

K-eir o the hewn
K- air of the Heaven

TH: Cherl = Citrullus
lanatus

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Aspargus
Garden asparagus
sparrow grass

Has the right
colors, and the
characteristic
root. Flowers are
drawn too big.

//

Asparagus officinalis
? subsp. prostratus
//
Aspargis
//

MEC: Wen-wurt = the
European daisy (Bellis perennis), A plant
reputed to cure hemorrhoids; esp. the lesser
celandine (Ranunculus
ficaria)
TH: Wood-chervil:
Anthriscus sylvestris,
Asparagus officinalis.
Kerwrt: Meum athamanticum.
Cer-foil = Chervil, Anthriscus cerefolium.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke
MS 408 text

Its young shoots are used as
a spring vegetable.

By 1469, asparagus was
cultivated in French monasteries. Asparagus appears to
Color: L
have been little noticed in
Flower/Petals: L, England until 1538, and in
but fewer petals.
Germany until 1542
Style: A. officinalis subsp. offiReceptacle: L, but
cinalis was cultivated in
fewer tooths.
Britain in Roman times.
Pedicel: D
Stem: L
Leaves: D, likely
simplified.
Root: L
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F43v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Betonica officinalis. Kräuterbuch. Unsere Heilpflanzen in Wort und Bild
Friedrich Losc, (1914).

Photo source: Betonica officinalis. I, Rolf Engstrand; licenca: CC BY 2.5

Identification word: “seuré” could be read soure as in Sourwort, the vernacular name used for common hedgenettle, Betonica.
Cipher: 			pdsairy		
Transliteration:			
bdseuré
Middle English:			Bed-soure
Translation: 			
Garden plot Sour. TH: sourwort is used for Common hedgenettle
English/botanical name:		
Common hedgenettle / Betonica officinalis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

43v
//
p1 l1 w1

?
pdsairy

Transliteration

pdseuré

Middle English

?
Bet-Soure
Bet(onica)Be the Sour(-wre)
Be the Sour(herb)
Pith seure
essence/strength/value
safe/sound/true/strong

TH: (Brone) Sourwort =
Betonica officinalis (also
called: betony, botoyne,
beteyn

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Common hedgenettle
betony, purple betony, wood betony, bishopwort, bishop’s wort
//
Betonica officinalis
(Stachys officinalis)
//
Legebetone
//
Most of Europe, western Asia and North
Africa. In the British
Isles it is common
in England and Wales,
but rare in Ireland and
northern Scotland.

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

Similarity of the
plant o the right is
quite good.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L,
simplified
Style: Receptacle: Pedicel: _
Stem: L
Leaves: L?
Root: not so big

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Pliny (25, 8, 46, § 84)
calls the plant
both betonica
and vettonica,
claiming that the
Vettones used it as
an herbal medicine.
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F44r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Tanacetum vulgare (as syn. Chamaemelum tanacetum) vol. 13 - plate 47 in:
Jacob Sturm: Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Tanacetum vulgare. MurielBendel - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: “toms” which could be read tans, the ME vernacular name for Tanacetum.
Cipher: 			koees			
Transliteration:			tams
Middle English:			
Tans
Translation: 			
Tans. MEC: Tans = plant of the genus Tanacetum, usually common Tansy
English/botanical name:		
(?Common) Tansey / Tanacetum (?vulgare)
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
44r
//
p1 l1 w3

Cipher

koees

Transliteration

Middle English

Toms

Tans
Tansey

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Tansy
Common tansy,
Bitter buttons, Golden
buttons, Yellow buttons,
To mis
Bachelors buttons, HindTo soothe
heel, Parsley fern / Ginger
plant.
//
Tanacetum (?vulgare)
(=chrysanthemum vulgare)
//
Reinfann
MEC: Tans = A
plant of the genus //
Tanacetum, usu. native to temperate
Common tansy
Europe and Asia
(T. vulgare/Chrysanthemum vulgare), or a similar
plant, cudweed
(?erroneosly)

Similarity is
good. Teh leaves
are made ornamental.
Color: D. White
Flower/Petals:
D, symbolic.
Style: Receptacle: Leaves: L, simplified?
Pedicel: D
Stem: D
Root: L

TH: Tansy =
chrysanthemum
vulgare

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS
408 text

In the sixteenth century it was
considered to be “necessary for a
garden” in Britain.
Tansy was used to treat intestinal
worms, rheumatism, digestive
problems, fevers, sores, and
to bring out measles. During
the Middle Ages and later, high
doses were used to induce abortions. Contradictorily, tansy was
also used to help women conceive
and to prevent miscarriages. I
The herbalist John Gerard (c.
1545–1612) noted that tansy
was well known as “pleasant in
taste”, and he recommends tansy
sweetmeats as “an especial thing
against the gout, if every day
for a certain space a reasonable
quantitie thereof be eaten fasting.”
In Yorkshire, tansy and caraway seeds were traditionally used
in biscuits served at funerals
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F44v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Silene vulgaris. Bilder ur Nordens Flora, Carl Axel Magnus Lindman,
between (1917 and 1926)

Photo source: Silene vulgaris. Rasbak - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: Identified by illustration + “ko” also found in the names for Silene vulgaris as crow or cow (TH). Leveas are different.
Cipher: 			to 			
Transliteration:			
ko
Middle English:			
Kó / Cóu
Translation: 			
Craw / cow. TH: cow-ratyll = Silene vilgaris
English/botanical name:		
Bladder campion / Silene vulgaris
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

44v
//
p1 l1 w8

?
to

Transliteration

Ko

Middle English

?
Kó / Cou
Craw (jackdaw) / Cow

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Bladder campion
maidenstears
//
Silene vulgaris
//
Engsmelle
//
Europe

Similarity of the
flower is very good,
but the leaves are
different.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Receptacle: L
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Leaves: D
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Edible. The young
shoots and the leaves
may be used as food
in some countries
of the Mediterranean region.[6] The
tender leaves may be
eaten raw in salads.
The older leaves
are usually eaten
boiled or fried, sauteed with garlic as
well as in omelets.

TH: Silene vulgaris = rede/
wyt crowratyl, cou-ratyll,
meysterwort, glaunde, kowrakke, feld bleddyr
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F45r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Pedicularis palustris. Bilder ur Nordens Flora, Carl Axel Magnus
Lindman (between 1917 and 1926).

Photo source: Pedicularis palustris. MurielBendel - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: ”Retle” which is close to rattle associated with two plants with similarity to the illustration: Pedicularis palustris and Teucrium chamaedrys. Only Pedicularis palustris has a bulbed root.
Cipher: 			ShaCKhy		
Transliteration:			
Re(tl)é
Middle English:			Rattle
Translation: 			
Marsh lousewort. TH associates Rattle with Pedicularis palustris and other plants
English/botanical name		
Marsh lousewort / Pedicularis palustris
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
45r
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

ShaCThy

Transliteration

Middle English

Re(tl)é

Rattle
Louswort
Riʒtli
Truly/justly/righteously

TH: Rattle = Pedicularis
palustris, teucrium chamaedrys

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Marsh lousewort
?common louswort
//
Pedicularis palustris
?Pedicularis sylvatica
//
Myrklegg
//
Central and Northern
Europe. In the British
Isles it occurs on damp
acidic soils in Scotland,
Ireland, Wales, northern
and southwestern England, and in scattered
locations elsewhere in
England

?
Teucrium chamaedrys

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

The similarity is
not so good, but it
might be stylized
and simplified.
Teucrium chamaedrys has only
root threads. Pedicularis palustris
has a lumpy root.

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Poisonous. Used for
abortion, vomiting,
and by heart problems. Used against
lice.

Color: L
Flower/Petals: L, if
simplified.
Style: Receptacle: Leaves: L, if simplified
Pedicel: Stem: Root: L
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F45v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Hylotelephium telephium. Prof. Dr. Thomé’s Flora von Deutschland,
Österreich und der Schweiz, in Wort und Bild, für Schule und Haus (1888).

Photo source: Hylotelephium telephium. Bernd Haynold - Self-photographed, CC
BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “oreré” could be read hare-ére, which in ME means Hylotelephium telephium.
Cipher: 			orary			
Transliteration:			
Oreré
Middle English:			
Hare-ère
Translation: 			Hare-ear. TH: Hare-ear = Hylotelephium telephium
English/botanical name:		
Orpine / Hylotelephium telephium (Sedum thelephium)

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
45v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

orary

Transliteration

Middle English

Oreré

Hare-ère
Hare-ear / Sedum
thelephium
Or-eire
Mercy/Gold/oreair

TH:
Hare-ear: Sedum
thelephium

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Orpine
livelong, frog’s-stomach, harping
Johnny, life-everlasting, live-forever, midsummer-men, Orphan John and witch’s
moneybag
//
Hylotelephium telephium
(Sedum thelepium)
//
Smørbukk
//
Eurasia

Similarity is quite
good.
The root and stem
drawn to symbolize the
love-divination?
Color: L
Flower/Petals: Simplified and bigger.
Style: Receptacle: Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Leaves: L
Root:

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke
MS 408 text

The very young leaves can
be eaten raw, and both the
young leaves and firm tubers
can be cooked has been used
medicinally, being used by
the Romans to treat wounds,
and in later times to treat
internal ulcers.
For love-divination: They
were hung in a room, where
a girl was to be married to
a boy. If the stems grew
together, this ‘sign’ would
mean that the marriage
would be blessed and she
would be happy. Alternatively, if they grew apart, the
marriage prospects looked
bad and if a stem died, this
would portent death.
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F46r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Ficaria verna (as syn. Ranunculus ficaria) vol. 9 - plate 05 in: Jacob
Sturm: Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Ficaria verna. 4028mdk09 - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word:
Cipher: 			pcheocPhy			
Transliteration:			plio(pl)é
Middle English:			pile-bel
Translation: 			
pile-bell. MEC: Pile-wort = Ficaria verna
English/botanical name:		
? Pile-wort / Ficaria verna
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
46r
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

Transliteration

pcheocPhy plio(pl)é

See f2v:
lake-bell,
white water-

Middle English

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Native to

Be laie-bel
Be lake-bell
Pile-bel
Pile-bell
Be laie-pile
Be lake-pile

?
Pile-wort
Lesser celandine
//
Ficaria verna
(Ranunculus ficaria)
//
Vårkål
//
Europe and west Asia.
Grows in damp grounds.

Blithe-pile
bliss-pool

lily: Cheopchor

See 48v:
pile-dill, dill
pcheodchy

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

MEC:
Pile-wort = lesser celandine
(Ranunculus ficaria)
TH: Both Nuphar lutea and
Nymphea alba = edokke,
hedoc, waterlilie, watterams,
crocen, lelie de ew.
Ranunculus ficaria = medeflour, melise, medeflour, wolwfote, watur-folefote, coltfote,
gallice pee de peleyn, dun
hove vel wowell vel feldhove,
horsho.

?
Yellow water-lily
//
Nuphar lutea
//
Gul nøkkerose
//

Northern temperate and
some subtropical regions
of Europe, northwest Africa,
western Asia, North America,
and Cuba.

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in the
D = Difference Beinecke MS 408
S = Symbolic text

The leaf is
different. The
herb extends
like a carpet on
the ground.
The petals, and
how the leaves
are placed on
the stem, looks
most like Ficaria verna.
Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:

Has root tubers that
can become new
plants.
With flowers appearing March through
May in the UK, its
appearance across
the landscape is regarded by many as a
harbinger of spring.
Nuphar:
Used as a food
source and in medicinal practices
from prehistoric
times with potential
research and medical
applications going
forward
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F46v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Glebionis segetum (as syn. Chrysanthemum leucanthemum) plate
10 in: C.A.M Lindman: Bilder ur Nordens Flora first edition: (1901-1905) supp.
edition (1917-1926).

Photo source: Glebionis segetum. Tigerente - Own work, CC BY 2.5

Identification word: “pode” could be read bothe, close to bothun/bodewin which is a vernacular plant name for Corn marigold, Glebionis segetum.
Cipher: 			pody
Transliteration:			pode
Middle English:			
bóde
Translation: 			
Messenger / Corn marigold. TH: Bodewine = Chrysanthemum segetum
English/botanical name:		
Corn marigold / Glebionis segetum (Chrysanthemum segetum)

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
46v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

pody lShed

Transliteration

Middle English

Pode hRidé

Bode
Corn marigold

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Native to

Bode (bothun) h rid
Messenger in wisdom/duty

Corn marigold
corn daisy
//
Glebionis segetum
(Chrysanthemum segetum)
//
Gullkrage
//
Eastern Mediterranean
region, naturalized in
in western and northern Europe as well as
China and parts of North
America.

Bóde: messenger + commandment (of God), command + body + prayer.
Ríthe: Rivulet + that which
is morally right, justice, law,
judgement, rightful ownership, duty, obligation, truth,
right, divine service.
Rid: free (from hell, death),
clear, prepeare, complete
?
+ advice, teaching, judgement, lot, fortune, something Calendula officinalis?
advisable or helpful, wisdom,
prudence, speech, statement.
TH: Bodwine = Chrysantemum segetum (Glebionis
segetum), also called goldesbothun

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in the BeD = Differinecke MS 408 text
ence
S = Symbolic

Similarity is
quite good.
The shape of
the root looks
like a symbol
for Virgin
Mary.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Receptacle: L
Pedicel: D,
symbolic?
Stem: L
Leaves: L
Root: D, symbolic?

The corn marigold
appears to have been a
serious weed during the
13th century in Scotland,
as suggested by a law
of Alexander II which
states that if a farmer allows so much as a single
plant to produce seed in
amongst his crops, then
he will be fined a sheep.
Folk records of the use
of marigolds probably
refer to garden plant
Calendula officinalis.
A decoction drunk
as a cure for measels
in Wicklow has been
attributed to the wild
plant. The garden plant
used in similar drinked
in Norfolk, Mongommeryshire.
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F47r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Laurus nobilis. Flora von Deutschland, Österreich und der Schweiz,
(1885).

Photo source: Laurus nobilis. Giancarlodessi, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “Leur” close to laur meaning laurel.
Cipher: 			chair			
Transliteration:			leur
Middle English:			
Laur
Translation: 			
Laur = Laurel tree
English/botanical name:		
Laurel / Laurus nobilis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

47r
p1 l1 w1

Middle English

¨
pchair

pleur

Be laur
Be Laurel
Pil-eure
Pool-fortune/destiny

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Native to
Laurel
bay tree, bay laurel, sweet bay, true
laurel, Grecian laurel
//
Laurus nobilis
//
Laurbær

MEC: Laur =Laurel tree,
bay tree ( Laurus nobilis)
TH: Laurel = Daphne laureola

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in the Beinecke
D = DifferMS 408 text
ence
S = Symbolic

Looks more
like a salad.
But the shape
of the leaves
is similar.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: Style: Receptacle: Leaves: L
Pedicel: D
Stem: Root: L

Aromatic leaves,
In herbal medicine, aqueous extracts of bay laurel
have been used as an astringent and salve for
open wounds. A folk
remedy for rashes caused
by poison ivy, poison
oak, and stinging nettle is a poultice soaked
in boiled bay leaves. The
Roman naturalist Pliny
the Elder listed a variety
of conditions which laurel
oil was supposed to treat:
paralysis, spasms, sciatica,
bruises, headaches, catarrhs,
ear infections, and rheumatism.
This species, very popular
in gardens for its aromatic
leaves, has been cultivated
in British gardens since at
least 995 (Harvey, 1981)
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F47v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

47v
Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F48r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

48r
Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F48v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Anethum graveolens. Prof. Dr. Otto Wilhelm Thomé Flora von
Deutschland, Österreich und der Schweiz (1885).

Photo source: Anethum graveolens. Tepeyac - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “dlé” which might be read dile, meaning dill.
Cipher: 			pcheodchy			
Transliteration:			pliodlé
Middle English:		
pile-dile
Translation: 			
pile-dill. TH = Dill = Anethum graveolens. MEC: Dile = Anethum graveolens.
English/botanical name:		
Dill / Anethum graveolens

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
48v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

pcheodchy

Transliteration

Middle English

pliodlé

Píle-dile
Prickle/pile-dill
Blithe-dile
Bliss-dile
Blithe the lé
Bliss the peace/Heaven

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Dill
//
Anethum graveolens
//
Dill
//
Eurasia
?pimpinella anisum
?meum athamanticum
?peucedanum palustre

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Color: L
Flower/Petals: D,
simplified?
Style: D
Receptacle: Leaves: D, drawn
bolder than reality?
Pedicel: D
Stem: L
Root: L

MEC: dile= The plant
dill (Anethum graveolens)
TH: Dill = Anethum
graveolens or pimpinella anisum. Men =
Anethum graveolens,
meum athamanticum, ?
peucedanum palustre.
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F49r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Convolvulus arvensis. Bulliard, P., Herbier de la France (17801798.

Photo source: Convolvulus arvensis. H. Zell - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “blor” might be read bel-wort or bel-flóur + Illustration: A climbing plant?
Cipher: 			Shorpchor
Transliteration:			Rorplor
Middle English:			
Rar-bell-wr
Translation: 			Raise-bell-herb
English/botanical name:		
? (?Field) bindeed / Convulensis (?arvensis)
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
49r
//
p1 l1 w1 7

Cipher

Shorpchor

Transliteration

Middle English

Rorplor

Rear-bell-wr
Raise-bell-herb

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Native to
?
(?Field) bindweed
//
Convolvulus (?arvensis)
//
Europe and Asia

Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in the Beinecke
D = Difference MS 408 text
S = Symbolic

Color: D
Flower/Petals:
L, petals are
not similar
Style: Receptacle: L
Leaves: Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Root: L, big

Convolvulus arvensis:
Climbing creeping. Romans
called it volucrum majus... “a
Rar pil ore
large worm that wraps itself in
Airy pool ore
vines.
Rear bi lor
Bryonica diocia:
raise by lord/knowledge/
Poisonous. The European
teaching
?
white bryony, Bryonia alba L.,
Red bryony
is a relatively little known
white bryony
plant in the history of folk
TH: Bellis perennis =
English mandrake
medicine and folk botany in
symphytum officinale, Symladies’ seal
eastern and northern Europe.
phytum tuberosum,
//
However, in 1792, the botanist
Climbing plants
Bryonica dioica
Carl Fredrik Hoffberg wrote
TH: Bryonica diocia, ?
//
enthusiastically about Bryonia
clematis vitalba = wilde nepe/ Central and Southalba, which was then either
Color: D
vyne =
ern Europe
Flower/Petals: naturalised or planted in Sweden. A deep hole cut into the
L, petals are
?Convolvulus arvensis: wodroots after they had been cut
not similar.
bynde, memithe, wild celidStyle: ony, wodeberd, gotysberd,
off evenly at ground level was
Receptacle: L filled with juice after a day
bynde de urse, berbynde,
Leaves: corrigialeonfortrede, quicor so. This juice cured oedePedicel: L
chin, centinody, wild lilie, lili
ma and was employed in the
Stem: L
savage, wild celedony, ere
treatment of intestinal worms,
Root: L, big
tereste, anglice heyhove.
convulsions and headaches.
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F49v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: MAva sylvestris. Flora Batava, Volume 1, Christiaan Sepp (1800).

Photo source: Malva sylvestris. Meneerke bloem - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: ”l(fli)é” as in eorme-leaf used for Malva Sylvestris + Illustration
Cipher: 			chcFcey			
Transliteration:			
L(fli)é
Middle English:			
Lifli
Translation: 			
Eorme-leaf is used for Mallow sylvestris
English/botanical name:		
Common Mallow / Malva sylvestris
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
49v
//
p1 l1 w5

Cipher

chcFcey

Transliteration

Middle English

?
L(fli)é

?
Some kind of
Lifli
Mallow / ? Life-giving Mallow
Lé-flie
Peace/Heaven-flight

MEC: eorme-leaf
is used for Mallow
sylvestris.
TH: ?Malva sylvestris
is called wild mallow
and holihok

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Similarity is
good. The root
is not alike,
Common Mallow but it might be
Cheeses
a seed that the
high mallow
herb grows out
tall mallow
of.
//
Malva sylvestris Color: D,
//
white/pink
Kattost
Flower/Petals:
//
L
Style: Europe
Receptacle: L
Leaves: L,
?
Althea officinalis simplified
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Root: D, symbolized?

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS
408 text

Mallow is edible, and was known
as nourishing and easily digested.
According to mythology, mallows
were the first gift sent to earth
by the gods to prove that they
had man’s best interests at heart.
Because they are “good” plants,
mallows are also supposed to repel
witches and break up the “wicked
gatherings that be engendered in a
man’s body”. The symbolic meaning of this plant is forgiveness,
blessing, loyalty, charitableness,
controlling passion, spiritual vision.
It appeared in Christian art from the
very beginning.
//
Downwards with numbers:
“1,2,3,4,5. Add the sequence of
the numbers into a number for the
benefit of the wealth.”
“to raise Spirit, pool of the law
mallow let go to salvation, let go to
God, peace foster”
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F50r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Sanguisorba minor. Otto Wilhelm Thomé - Prof. Dr. Otto Wilhelm
Thomé Flora von Deutschland, Österreich und der Schweiz (1885).

Photo source: Sanguisorba minor. Stefan.lefnaer - Own work, CC BY-SA
3.0

Identification word: “ltle” which could be read litle as the ME litle burnet, Sanguisorba minor.
Cipher: 			chcKhy							? Sheor
Transliteration:			l(tl)e								rior
Middle English:			
Litle								Wr-or
Translation: 			
Small burnet . MEC: Litle burnet = Sanguisorba minor		
Herb-gold. TH: gold-wort = Sanguisorba
English/botanical name:		
(?Small) burnet / Sanguisorba (?minor)

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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254

Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
50r
//
p1 l1 w1

under-text w2

Cipher

Sheor

chcKhy

Transliteration

Middle English

rior

Ri-or
Herb-gold
(Burnet was also called goldwort)

l(tl)e

Rí-or // rivare
River ore/gold/mercy // river
Litle
Little
MEC: litle burnet = little burnet.
TH: Sanguisorba minor/ Pimpinella Sanguisorba/ Sanguisorba
officinalis = burnet, sprungwort,
spignel, medwe-burnet.
Pimpinella Sanguisorba/ Sanguisorba officinalis= goldwort,
pimpernole, selfhede, houderugresse, flewort, hervestplante,
saint mari golde, saywort, waywort, morecrop.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Some kind of burnet
(?Small) burnet
garden burnet
salad burnet
burnet
//
Sanguisorba ?minor
(Poterium sanguisorba)
?officinalis
//
Pimpernell
//
Western, central and
southern Europe

The flower is
exaggerated and
symbolized.
The plant is
drawn small
Color: D
Flower/Petals:
D
Style: Receptacle: L
Leaves: D/L,
ornamental
edges.
Pedicel: D
Stem: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the
Beinecke MS 408
text

Small burnet is
tasteful and is used
in drinks and food. It
has in the past been
used medicinally in
Europe to control
bleeding. Small
burnet has the same
medicinal qualities
as medicinal burnet (Sanguisorba
officinalis) which
was used as a tea to
relieve diarrhea in
the past.

Gold-wort = potentilla anserina, sedum telepinum, calendula officinalis,
sanguisorba officinalis.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F50v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Lathyrus Japonicus. Smith, J.E., English botany, or coloured
figures of British plants, ed. 3, vol. 3 (1864).

Photo source: Lathyrus Japonicus. Matti Virtala - Own work, CC0

Identification word: “hder” which could be read hether a vernacular ME name for Lathyrus.
Cipher: 			ldar
Transliteration:			hder
Middle English:			Hether
Translation: 			
Peavines or vetchlings. TH: Hether = Lathyrus
English/botanical name:		
?Peavines or vetchlings / Lathyrus ?Japonicus

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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256

Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

50v
//
p1 l1 w1

?
tchy

Transliteration

Middle English

klé

Calei
Caley pea
K-lé
K-peace/Heaven

p1 l1 w3

ldar

hder

Hether
Latyrus
Héd-eir
Valuable/holy order/care air

TH: Heather = Lathyrus

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Peavines or vetchlings
?Caley pea
//
Lathyrus ?japonicus
?Hirustrus
?Lathyrus
?Latifolius
?linofilus
?Grandiflourus
?Niger
?Paulustris
//
Erteknapp
//
Temperate parts of
Europe, Asia, North and
South America.

The plant is drawn
low. The leaves do
not look like Lathyrus.

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:

Lathyrus hirsutus is in
modern English also called
Caley pea

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F51r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

51r
Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F50v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Symphtum tuberosum. English botany.
Sowerby, James; Boswell, John T. (John Thomas); Lankester, Mrs. (Phebe);
Sowerby, James de Carle; Salter, John William; Sowerby, John E. (John
Edward) (1867).

Photo source: Symphtum tuberosum. Benjamin Zwittnig - CC BY 2.5

Identification word: “rodé” could be read rude, a ME name that might have been used for tuberous comfrey.
Cipher: 			
Transliteration:		
Middle English:		
Translation: 		
English/botanical name:

Shody		
rode
rude
Tuberous comfrey. TH: Rude = ?Symphytum tuberosum
Tuberous comfrey / Symphytum tuberosum

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
51v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

Shody

Transliteration

Middle English

rode

Rude
Tuberous comfrey
Ro-thé
Peace/Wheel of Fortune-prosperity

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Tuberous comfrey
//
Symphytum tuberosum
//
Knollvalurt
//
Throughout Europe. In
Great Britain it is naturally less common in the
south, and distribution
maps show the species to
be common in Scotland
and present, but uncommon, throughout much of
England and Wales

Similarity is
good.

TH:
Goat´s Beard = Tragopogon pratensis
Rude = ?Symphytum tuberosum,
tuberous comfrey.
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Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Receptacle: D
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Leaves: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke
MS 408 text

Vernacular common names
such as ‘knitbone’ reveal
the healing role that tuberous comfrey and the various
hybrid comfreys have played
in herbal medicine throughout
the ages. In these traditional
cures, the recipes make use of
the leaves & roots, the former
being used to speed up the
healing of minor abrasions
through their being applied
directly to the damaged skin
under a compress.
In spring the fresh young
leaves may be used as an herb
in cooked recipes
the root makes a palatable
and non-acidic alternative to
coffee.
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F52r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Nigella Sativa (left), Nigella damascena (right). Köhler, F.E., Köhler’s
Medizinal Pflanzen (1883-1914), vol 3. (1898).

Photo source: Nigella damascena. JLPC - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0d

Identification word: “kd” could be read gith. G is only written at the beginning of words in front of o, as in qo, otherwise g is written l (h) or a
few time k.
Cipher: 			td		
Transliteration:			
kd
Middle English:			Gith
Translation: 			
Love-in-a-mist. TH: Gith = nigella
English/botanical name:
Love-in-a-mist / Nigella damascena
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
52r
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

?
tdokchcFhy

Transliteration

kdotl(fl)é

See
49v
ChcFHhy
Liflé = (?Common) Mallow

Middle English

?
Gith áthel flé
Nigella precious ?seed
Kith of the léflí
Kingdom of the beloved/
preacious

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Love-in-a-mist
ragged lady
devil in the bush
//
Nigella damascena
?N. sativa
//
southern Europe (but adventive in more northern
countries of Europe),
north Africa and southwest Asia.

TH: Gith = ?Nigella

Similarity of the
leaves are not so
good. Are they seed
capsules?
Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

An enduring garden
favorite which has
been cultivated in
Britain since at least
1570.
Archaeological evidence about
the earliest cultivation
of N. sativa dates
back three millennia,
with N. sativa seeds
found in several sites
from ancient Egypt,
including Tutankhamun’s tomb.

Cut-leaf geranium =
Geranium dissectum
Flé-wort: One of several
medicinal plants: fleawort, ?vervain. …
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F52v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Peucedanum officinale. Bonelli, G., Hortus Romanus juxta, vol.
5, Systema Tournefortianum (1772-1793).

Photo source: Peucedanum officinale. Salicyna - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0d

Identification word: The last part of “(pl)ewun”, “wun” could be read wom, which is close to worm as in ME worm-seed, Hog´s fennel.
Cipher: 			cPhaiiin		
Transliteration:			
(pl)ewun
Middle English:			
Pile-worm
Translation: 			
Pile-worm: TH: Worm-seed = peucedanum officinale.
English/botanical name:		
Hog´s fennel / Peucedanum officinale

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
52v
//
p1 l1 w3

Cipher

cPhaiiin

Transliteration

Middle English

(pl)ewun

Pile-worm
Pile-worm

See also f48v
pcheodchy
pile-dile as
the name for
dill. Note the
same thin
leaves.

Bilowen
(To) love

TH:
Worm-seed = peucedanum
officinale.
Wormwood = artemisa absinthym/maritima/pontica

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Hog’s fennel
sulphurweed
//
Peucedanum officinale
//
Central Europe and
Southern Europe. It is
also native to the UK,
but it is a rare plant
there, occurring only
in certain localities
in the counties of Essex and Kent. It was
formerly also found near
the town of Shorehamby-Sea in the county
of West Sussex, but has
long been extinct there.

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Similarity is
not so good.

Peucedanum officinale has been known as
a medicinal plant in
Britain since at least
Color: L
the 17th century and
Flower/Petals: features in the herbStyle: als of Nicholas CulReceptacle: peper
Pedicel: Culpepper records the
Stem: L
additional common
Leaves: L, if simplinames hoar strange,
fied and ornamented
hoar strong, (compare
Root: L
German “Haarstrang”,
meaning hog’s
tail) brimstonewort and sulphurwort.
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F53r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University.

Photo source: Ilex aquifolium. Miller, P., Figures of the most beautiful, useful and
uncommon plants, described in the gardeners’ dictionary, Vol1 (1755-1760).

Photo source: Ilex aquifolium. H. Zell - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “doh deun” might be read thah thun, which is close to ME theve-thorn, The Holly.
Cipher: 			Dol dain 			
Transliteration:			doh deun
Middle English:			
Theve thurn / ? Dagger thurn
Translation: 			
The Holly / ? Spiky thorn. MEC: Theve-thorn = Ilex aquifolium
English/botanical name:		
The Holly / Ilex aquifolium
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
53r
//
p1 l1 w3

Cipher

Dol dain

Transliteration

Middle English

doh deun

Theve thurn / dagge thurn
Theve thorn / spiky thorn
The ogh dum
The hill judgment/justice/
advice
Thogh dun
Thought/knowledge/the Divine mind hill

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

The Holly
//
Ilex aquifolium
//
Kristtorn
//
Western and southern
Europe, northwest
Africa, and southwest
Asia.

Similarity is there,
but the tree is drawn
like a flower. The
flower is exaggerated and symbolized.

MEC: Theve-thorn = The
Holly
TH: Thevethorn = no plants
that looks like the illustration.
Ilex aquifolium
= hulver, grete holyn
Dagge: Ornamental points
or incisions on the edges of a
garment +
A dagger, or some other
pointed implement.
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Color: L
Flower/Petals: L,
exaggerated
Style: Receptacle: L
Leaves: L thorned
ornamental edges.
Pedicel: D
Stem: D, looks like
a flower
Root: S

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Before the introduction of turnips, Ilex
aquifolium was
cultivated for use
as winter fodder for
cattle and sheep.
Ilex aquifolium was
once among the
traditional woods for
Great Highland bagpipes before tastes
turned to imported
dense tropical woods
such as cocuswood,
ebony, and African
blackwood.
//
Jagged, indeed
clawed, ? The Holly
is. Indeed of K peace
(K Ro) glorious let
grant a prosperity…”
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F53v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:
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268

Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

53v
Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:
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F54r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

54r
Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:
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F54v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Digitalis purpurea, vol. 10 - plate 33 in: Jacob Sturm: Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Digitalis purpurea. I, Jörg Hempel, CC BY-SA 3.0 de

Identification word: “blmeun” could be read bel-món, and translated to bell-Devil. The leaves are different.
Cipher: 			cPheeain				
Transliteration:			
(bl)meun
Middle English:			
Bel-món
Translation: 			Bell-Devil
English/botanical name:		
Foxglove / Digitalis purpurea
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

Bel-lither / Be lither
Bell-deadly /Be deadly
Belmón
Bell-evil/devil
Belneunes
Bell-injurous

54v
//
p1 l1 w1

pCheodar

bleoder/leother

p1 l1 w6

cPheeain

(bl)meun

MEC: Mone-wort = ? moonwort, Botrychium lunaria

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Foxglove
//
Digitalis purpurea
//
Revebjelle
//
Europe

TH: Digitalis purpurea
= celerata, gallice devee, fowglove, darnell, clofwort, glofwort, glosworte, voxesglove,
gansole, gauntele, horstayle,
coltistayle, horsegres.
Lither/(error)leother:
Wicked, deceitful, sinful,
evil, false, dangerous, deadly,
harmful, painful
Bel: bell
Món: evil, wickedness, the
Devil, false + moon
Neunes: something injurious

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Similarity is quite
good, but the
root and leaves
are different. The
description of the
plant in the text
seems to fit foxglove.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Receptacle: Leaves: D, the
spikes near the
pedicel a symbol
for poison? Check
other poisonous
plants.
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Root: D

About the herb
//
Description in the
Beinecke MS 408
text

Due to the presence
of the cardiac glycoside digitoxin, the
leaves, flowers and
seeds of this plant
are all poisonous to
humans and some
animals and can be
fatal if ingested
//

be deadly, leap
high, be fearful
when cultivate,
these go harm,
bell-evil/Devil/
moon (?Foxglove)
is high. The lion
(Devil)//moon –
bloom, its ear,
spotted white, go
fade spot bleached.
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F55r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:
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274

Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

55r

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne
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F55v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Salix viminalis. Johann Georg Sturm (Painter: Jacob Sturm) - Fig. from
book Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796)

Photo source: Salix viminalis. Willow - Own work, CC BY 2.5

Identification word: “oideun” could be read withun, close to within an (chifly) early ME word for Salix viminalis.
Cipher: 			oedain
Transliteration:			oideun
Middle English:			
Withy / withun
Translation: 			
Willow. TH : Withy = salix viminalis
English/botanical name:		
Basket willow / Salix viminalis
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
55v
//
p1 l1 w2

Cipher

oedain

Transliteration

Middle English

oideun

Wiðen
Willow
O èden
A/from Paradise
Widuen
Pl. Widow/ Eccl. A widowed person, usu. a woman, who remains unmarried as an act of devotion,
esp. one who has vowed to
live chastely and do good
works

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Basket willow
common osier
osier
//
Salix viminalis
//
Europe, Western Asia,
Himalayas

Similarity is not
so good, but the
leaves are directed
upwards, the stem is
brown as bark. The
“flower” is strange.

MEC: with(e, chiefly early: wiðen, witthene, withþene, withthin
= A tree of the genus
Salix, a willow

Color: D
Flower/Petals: D
Style: Receptacle: Pedicel: D
Stem: L
Leaves: L
Root:

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Along with other
related willows,
the flexible twigs
(called withies) are
commonly used
in basketry, giving
rise to its alternative
common name of
“basket willow”

TH : Withy = salix viminalis
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F56r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Lilium martagon. Illustration by Fitch, Henry James Elwes A Monograph of the Genus Lilium, Tab. 23, (1877).

Photo source: Lilium martagon. Robert Flogaus-Faust - Own work, CC BY 4.0

Identification word: “lls” could be read lilis, menaing lilies. This is one of the few pages starting with o, and not a tall letter. “O” seems to be a
sacred or magical letter, as well as “k”.
These words are bound together by the first and last k.
Cipher: 			otchal chchsty
Transliteration:			
okleh llské
Middle English:			
Ok legh lili´s ?qui(t)/K
Translation: 			
moreover garden lilis ?white/?K
English/botanical name:		
(?martagon) lily / Lilium ?martagon
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

56r
//
p1 l1 w1-2 otchal
chchsty

Transliteration

Middle English

okleh

Ok legh lilys ?qui/?k
Moreover garden lilies ?white
Or
Moreover garden lily´s K/key

llské

the two first
words are
connected
with their K.

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Native to

O k-legh lé-lís-kéi
a k-Heaven tranquility-peace-key

MEC:
Lili = The plant of the Madonna
lily (Lilium candidum); other
species of the genus Lilium,
certain species of the genus Iris,
plants mentioned in the Bible.

?Martagon lily
?Madonna lily
//
Lilium
?martagon
?candidum
//
Krøll-lilje
//
Native to the Balkans and Middle
East, and naturalized in other parts
of Europe

TH: Lilium = argentine, leele,
lylye, lyly, liz, lilie.
Leh: meadow, natural glade
Legh: lie + Heaven, peace, salvation + ?garden
Kei: key
Whít/kuit/in names cui-: whith

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in the Beinecke
D = Difference MS 408 text
S = Symbolic

Similarity is
quite good.
The color is
closer to a
Martagon lily
than a Madonna lily.

L. martagon was introduced
into British gardens by 1596.
It was first recorded in the
wild in 1782.

The Latin name
Lilium is derived from
the Greek λείριον, leírion,
Color: D
generally assumed to refer
Flower/Petals:
to true, white lilies as exL
emplified by the Madonna
Style: lily. The word was borReceptacle: rowed from Coptic (dial.
Leaves: D,
some similari- Fayyumic) hleri, from
ty in that they standard hreri, from Demotic hrry, from Egypare long and
tian hrṛt “flower”. Meilthin.
let maintains that both the
Pedicel: L
Egyptian and the Greek word
Stem: L
are possible loans from an
Root: L
extinct, substratum language
of the Eastern Mediterranean.
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F56v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Lithospermum officinale. Johann Georg Sturm (Painter: Jacob Sturm) Fig. from book Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Lithospermum officinale. Willow - Own work, CC BY 2.5

Identification word: ? “liok” which is close to lich as in the MEvernacular plant name lichwale used for Lithospermum officinale.
Cipher: 			cheot			
Transliteration:			
liok
Middle English:			
Lichwale.
Translation: 			
Common gromwell. TH: Lichwale = Lithospermum officinale
English/botanical name:		
? Common gromwell / Lithospermum officinale
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
56v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

cheot

Transliteration

Middle English

liok

Lich
Common groomwell

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Common gromwell
European stoneseed
//
Lithospermum officinale
//
The plant is very widely
distributed throughout
Europe and Asia. It is
locally common in the
UK, where it is much
rarer in the north and
west of the country.

Li o k
Fire/light of k

TH: Lich-Holin = Ruscus
aculeatus
Lichwale = Lithospermum officinale
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About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Similarity is not so
good, but the plant
is drawn in a very
strange way.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: D
Style: Receptacle: Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Leaves: D
Root: L

281

F57r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Geranium phaeum. Flora Batava, Volume 5, illustrator Christiaan
Sepp, Jan Kops (1828).

Photo source: Geranium phaeum. Robert Flogaus-Faust - Own work, CC BY 4.0

Identification word: Identified by illustration: lobed leaves, bell flower, bulbed root. Crane´s-bill also has a large style as in the illustration.
Cipher: 			eeocKhey odain				
Transliteration:			
mot(tl)ié odeun
Middle English:			
Mótlé wode / níghtly wode.
Translation: 			
Parti-colored crane´s-bill /nocturnal crane´s-bill. TH: Woderove = Geranium L. ssp. esp robertianum
(?Dusky) crane´s-bill / Geranium (?phaeum)
English/botanical name:		
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
57r
//
p1 l1 w1
p1 l1 w2

Cipher

eeocKhey
odain

Transliteration

Middle English

Mo(tl)ié
odeun

Mótlé Wode/Od
Parti-colored crane´sbill
Nightlí Wode
Nocturnal crane´s bill
Natlí o doun
Quickly/fittingly from hill

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Dusky crane´s-bill
mourning widow
black widow
Irish name: Crobh odhar
//
Geranium ?phaeum
?Sylvaticum
?Sanguineum
?Pratense
?Columbinum
?Maculatum
//
Southern, central, and
western Europe

Similarity is good.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Receptacle: L
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Leaves: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

G. Sylvaticum is
called wood cranesbill, or Odin´s grace.
G. phaeum has been
known in the wild
since 1724 in Great
Britain.

TH wood-broom = anchusa arvensis
TH: Geranium L. ssp.
Esp robertianum =
wodrove
G. molle /colombinum =
mawort
Wodrove: Robertianum
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F57v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Sanicula europaea. Wernekinck, F., Icones plantarum sponte
nascentium in episcopatu Monasteriensi, vol 1. (1798).

Photo source: Sanicula europaea. Pipi69e - Own work, Public Domain

Identification word: okeu(rd) could be read as àche-wurt. Áche was used for any of the celery-like plants. Others celery-like plants are shown
before, Sanicle is not.
Cipher: 			otaim 		
Transliteration:			
okeu(rd)
Middle English:			
Áche-wurt
Translation: 			Apium-herb. TH: àche = Sanicula europeae + more
English/botanical name:		
? Sanicle / Sanicula europaea
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284

Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
65r
//
all

Cipher

otaim
dam
al am

Transliteration

Middle English

Okeu(rd)
De(rd)
Eh e(rd)

áchwurt
Apium (any of a group
of celery-like plants)
A cúred déred egh erd
A curing/attending
exalted divine nature

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Sanicle
/
Sanicula europaea
//
Europe
or
any Cellery-like plant
//
Apium

MEC: Áche = any of
a group of celery-like
plant

Similarity is very
good.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L,
stylized
Style: Receptacle: Pedicel: D
Stem: L
Leaves: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

It has traditionally
been a favored ingredient of many herbal
remedies
Said about Sanicle:
“he who has sanicle
and self-heal needs
neither physician nor
surgeon»
Used for healing
wounds and cleaning,
cure dysentery, ulcers
and kidney injuries,
bowel pain.

TH: áche =
Smyrnium olosatrtum
Apium graveolens
Sanicula europaea
Anthriscus sylvestris
Levisticum officinale
Ranunculus
(scleratum/flammula)
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F65v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Plantago indica. Flora Batava of Afbeelding en Beschrijving van Nederlandsche Gevassen, XVI. Deel., vol 16, Jan Kops (1881).

Photo source: Plantago indica. Stefan.lefnaer - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: “flé” which could be read flea as in fleawort, Plantago indica.
Cipher: 			cPhy fchecFhy		
Transliteration:			
(bl)é fli(fl)é
Middle English:			
Blé flíflé
Translation: 			
Dark fly flea / fleawort. TH/MEC: fle(a)-wort = Plantago indica
English/botanical name:		
Black/dark psyllium / Plantago indica (also called P. arenaria)
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
65v
//
p1 l1 w1-2

Cipher

cPhy fchecFhy

Transliteration

Middle English

(bl)é fli(fl)é

Blé flí-flé
Dark fly-flea

See f11r
cFhy
flé
was used for
Vervain.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Black psyllium
Dark psyllium
Fleawort, Flea-seed plant, branched
plantain and sand plantain
Pile fei-lie//
flíe
Pool anchant- Plantago indica (arenaria)
//
ed-Heaven/
Greinkjempe
peace/light//
flight
Parts of Africa, Europe,
Russia, and Asia.
Although P. arenaria was cultivated
in Britain in 1804, it arrived as a
MEC: fleghgrain impurity and was first recordwort/fle-wort ed in the wild around 1860.
= fleawort.
TH = fleawort= Plantago indica
Blè: color,
appearance +
dark, blackand-blue,
Fli: fly
Flé: flea
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Similarity is
very good, but it
has a large blue
flower that is
strange. Symbol?
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Pedicel: L
Receptacle: Leaves: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the
Beinecke MS 408
text

Psyllium is mainly
used as a dietary fiber to relieve symptoms of both constipation and
mild diarrhea, and
occasionally as
a food thickener.
“ Dark fleawort
that purgative seed
has. Rich lump,
spotted, purgative
seed that has husk.”
“thicken by mixing
and soak in water,
in food apply.”
“let relieve in cavity
state of distress.
Bowel relieves,
water excrement
you clear away out
of this.”
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F66v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Geranium molle. Johann Georg Sturm (Painter: Jacob Sturm) Figure from Deutschlands Flora in Abbildungen (1796).

Photo source: Geranium molle. Stefan.lefnaer - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: “dof”, the same as dof in the ME vernacular plant name dof(s-foot, Geranium Molle.
Cipher: 			okeodof
Transliteration:			otiodof
Middle English:			Etie-dof
Translation: 			
Edible dove. Dof(s fot = doves foot
English/botanical name:		
Doves foot / Geranium Molle
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
66v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

okeodof

Transliteration

Middle English

otiodof

Etie-dof
Edible dove
O Theo dof
A Theo dove

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Dovesfoot
Wild geranium
//
Geranium Molle
//
Lodnestorknebb
//
Mediterranean and
sub-Mediterranean areas, but has
naturalized in other
parts of Europe.

Similarity is not the
best. Shape might
be strongly simplified. The root looks
like a bird´s foot.
Color: D, purple
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Receptacle: L
Leaves: L, but simplified
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Nicholas Culpeper in his
herbal of 1652 suggested
a variety of uses for G.
ole, including the
treatment of internal
and external injuries.
A note was made that
the bruised leaf healed
external injuries faster.
A decoction in wine was
said to relieve gout and
other joint pains.

MEC:
dof(s fot) = Doves foot
TH:
Dovesfoot = geranium mole/
colombinum
Dof = dove
Ét = eating, food
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F87r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Centaurea nigra. Smith, J.E., English botany, or coloured figures of
British plants, ed. 3, vol. 5 (1866).

Photo source: Centaurea nigra. BerndH - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “nob” could be knap, as in knap-blithe, ME for knapweed. “kn” is written “n”, which shows that “kn” was probably pronounced in the same way as modern English.
Cipher: 				eeoCPheo			
Transliteration:				no(pl)io
Middle English:				Knop-blithe
Translation: 				Knapweed. MEC: knop-blithe = knapweed
English/botanical name:			
(?Common) Knapweed / Centaurea (?nigra)
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
87r
//
p1 l1 w2

Cipher

ShocPhor

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name

Ro(bl)or

Rad-bíl-wr / rad-bél-wr
Red-boil-wort / red-fine-wort

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

Ro-pil-or
Wheel of fortune/peace-pool- ore/gold/mercy
p2 l1 w1

SheodShy

p1 l1 w4

?eeoCPheo
or
?ceocPheo

Read-wre

Rad-wre
Red-wort

?no(pl)io

Knop-blithe / ? -bleo
Knap-bliss/black (dark)
?Lomp-blithe/?bleo
Lump-bliss/?dark

?lo(pl)io

Blithe: Joy, bliss, mercy.
MEC: Réd-wort= A medicinal herb; ?tormentil
(Potentilla tormentilla); ?the common madder
(Rubia tinctorum); ?red cabbage (Brassica
oleracea purpurea
+ raggede ~, ?= rag ~; rag ~, red ~, q.v.; renninge ~, a thistle or teasel of some sort, perh.
wild teasel Dipsacus silvestris or stemless
thistle Cirsium acaulon
MEC: Knop-blithe = knapweed
TH: Knapweed = centaurea scabiosa/nigra.
Knapwort = centaurea scabiosa/jacea/nigra
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(?Common)
Knapweed
lesser knapweed
black knapweed
//
Centaurea
?nigra
?jacea
//
Knoppurt
//
Europe

Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in
D = Difference the Beinecke
S = Symbolic
MS 408 text

Similarity is
quite good.
Leaves are
placed differently.

Related to
thistles.

Color: L
(purple) But all
purple flowers
are colored
blue.
Flower/Petals:
L but thinner
petals.
Style: Receptacle: L
Leaves: L
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Root: L
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F87v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Pistacia lentiscus. Köhler’s Medizinal-Pflanzen in naturgetreuen Abbildungen mit kurz erläuterndem Texte, 1890, Plate 130, Brandt, Wilhelm; Gürke,
M.; Köhler, F. E.; Pabst, G.; Schellenberg, G.; Vogtherr, Max.

Photo source: Pistacia lentiscus. By Alex Lomas - Flickr, CC BY 2.0

Identification word: “line” close to lind, a vernacular name for Pistacia lentiscus.
Cipher: 			cheey		
Transliteration:			line
Middle English:			
Lind
Translation: 			
Lentisk. TH: lind = Pistacia lentiscus
English/botanical name:		
Lentisk / Pistacia lentiscus
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
87v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

cheey

Transliteration

Middle English

line

Lind
Lentisk
(Pistacia lentiscus)

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
To the right:
Lentisk; mastic
//
Pistacia lentiscus
//
Mediterranean

Lime
Light of truth/ light of
divine nature/fire

TH: lind =
Pistacia lentiscus
Linarie = linaria vulgaris,
Lynen = linum usitatissimum (left)
Ling = sarothamnus
scoparius
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Color: L
Flower/Petals: D
Style: Receptacle: D
Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Leaves: L
Root: ?

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

The aromatic, ivory-coloured resin,
also known as mastic,
is harvested as a spice
from the cultivated
mastic trees grown in
the south of the Greek
island of Chios. Chios tears.
Apart from its medicinal properties and
cosmetic and culinary
uses, mastic gum
is also used in the
production of highgrade varnish.
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F90r1. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Centaurea scabiosa. Vol. 10, Flora Batava, Kops, J. (1849).

Photo source: Centaurea scabiosa. By Robert Flogaus-Faust - Own work, CC
BY 4.0.

Identification word: “eh” might be hey as in the ME varnacualr plant name Heyhove, Centaurea scabiosa.”h” is not written at the beginning of
words
Cipher: 			aleeol		
Transliteration:			ehmoh
Middle English:			
Hey-nag
Translation: 			
High horse. TH: Hayhove = cantaurea scabiosa
English/botanical name:		
Greater knapweed / Centaurea scabiosa

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
90r1
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

aleeol

Transliteration

Middle English

ehmoh

Egh-mog
High/eye-mug(wort)
Hay-nag
High horse/pony
Egh mágh
Divine woumb

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Greater knapweed
//
Centaurea scabiosa
//
Fagerknoppurt
//
Europe

The similarity is
quite good, but the
flower is not drawn

?
Mugwort
(Artemisia vulgaris)
MEC: Mog-wort =
Mugwort Artemisia vulgaris or wormwood Artemisia
absinthium
TH: Muge = affiodilla= Asperula odorata
Muge de bois = hypericum
perforatum
Mugweed: Artemisa vulgaris
Heyhove: centaurea scabiosa, glaucium corniculatum

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Color: L
Flower/Petals: D
Style: Receptacle: L
Pedicel: L
Stem: ?
Leaves: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Traditionally, it has
been used as one of
the flavoring and bittering agents of gruit ales, a type of nonhopped, fermented
grain beverage.
The dried leaves
are often smoked or
drunk as a tea to promote lucid dreaming.

Similarity of the
leaves are good, the
small buds might
be exaggerated and
simplified.
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Photo source: AnRo0002 - Own work, CC0

F90r2. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University.

Photo source: Lindman, C.A.M., Bilder ur Nordens Flora. Bilder Nordens Fl.,
vol. 2 (1922)

Photo source: Salicyna - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Identification word: “k o iehls” might be read Cy-wales, Cy as in Cywort used to Pimpinella saxifraga, also called sedwale.
Cipher: 			t o ealchs		
Transliteration:			
k o iehls
Middle English:			
Cy-wales
Translation: 			
Burnet-root. TH: Pimpinella saxifrage = Cywort / sedwale. Wáles is also a word for root.
English/botanical name:		
Burnet saxifrage / Pimpinella saxifraga

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
90r 2
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

t o ealchs

Transliteration

Middle English

k o iehls

Cy-wales
burnet-root

Botanical name
English
//
Latin
//
Native to

K o i egh lis
K o ?-peace

Wáles: a root of a medical
plant or herb
TH: Coing = cydonia oblonga,

malus sylvestris

Cow-Rattle = brassica oleracea, silene alba,
Cywort = pimpinella saxifraga, stellaria media (also called
ey3ewort, sedwale, heywort,
weywort, yworte.
Wale-wort= verbascum Thapsus, Euphorbia (also called
else, esule
Rattle = mercuralis perennis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

?
burnet-saxifrage
solidstem burnet saxifrage,
lesser burnet
//
Pimpinella saxifraga
//
British Isles and
temperate Europe
and Western Asia
The plant makes up a
large part of the turf in
some of southern England’s chalk downs.
?
Kohlrabi/turnip: leaves
ar wrong

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

Illustration

About the herb
//
L = Similarity Description in the BeD = Difference inecke MS 408 text
S = Symbolic

Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:

It is highly nutritious for
sheep and cattle, and in
the past was cultivated on
calcareous soils for fodder.
John Gerard’s
Herball (1597) commends
the plant’s properties, and
states that it is: “A speciall
helpe to defend the heart
from noysome vapours
and from the infection of
the Plague or Pestilence,
and all other contagious
diseases for which purpose
it is of great effect, the
juice thereof being taken in
some drink...it is a capital
wound herb for all sorts of
wounds, both of the head
and body, either inward
or outward, used either in
juice or decoction of the
herb, or by the powder of
the herb or root.
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F90r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Lawsonia inermis. Vol. 10 (1849) Kops, J., Flora Batava (1800-1934).

Photo source: Lawsonia inermis. Robert Flogaus-Faust - Own work, CC BY 4.0

Identification word: “blde” is close to blite which is ME for Lawsonia inermis, which has some of the characteristics of the illustration.
Cipher: 			cPhdaShy				
Transliteration:			
(pl)deRé
Middle English:			
Blite-wre
Translation: 			Hina. TH: Blite is used for Hina, Lawsonia inermis
English/botanical name:		
Hina / Lawsonia inermis

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
90r
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

cPhdaShy

Transliteration

Middle English

(pl)deRé

Blite-wre
Lawsonia inermis
Blithe-ré
Bliss-river

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Hina
henna tree,
mignonette tree
Egyptian privet
//
Lawsonia inermis
//
northern Africa, Asia and
northern Australia

Color: L
Flower/Petals:
L, but looks
smaller than the
drawing.
Style: L, but
fewer than the
drawing
Receptacle: L
Pedicel: L
Stem: D, not
grawn as a bush
or tree
Leaves: L
Root: ?

MEC: Blite = an herb, the
garden beet.

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

It is the source of the
dye henna used to
dye skin, hair and
fingernails, as well as
fabrics including
silk, wool and leather.
Medicinal properties
for the cure of renal
lithiases, jaundice,
wound healing;
prevent skin inflammation. The barkis traditionally used
in treatment of
jaundice and enlargement of the spleen, renal
calculus, leprosy and
obstinate skin diseases.

TH: Bledewort = Capsella
bursa-pastoris (leaves are
placed wrong).
Blite = Lawsonia inermis
Bleta = not alike.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Photo source: Urtica diocia. Frank Vincentz - Own work, CC
BY-SA 3.0

F90v1. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Urtica diocia. Zsoldos Márton. Public domain.

Photo source: Urtica diocia. Frank Vincentz - Own work, CC
BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: Identified by tillustration: leaves and flowers + name: The name lio´s lóther could be translated to “Devil´s harmer”, menaing this is a harmful plant.
Cipher: 				Cheos Chodar
Transliteration:				lios loder
Middle English:				
Lios lóther
Translation: 				Lion´s/Devil´s ?harmer/porter
English/botanical name:			
?Common nettle / Urtica diocia

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

90v1
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

Cheos
Chodar

Transliteration

Middle English

Lios
Loder

Leos loder/lóther
Lions (Devils) porter/
harmer
Leos lader
Heavens ladder/porter/
guardian/ruler
Root looking like a lion.
Lader: carrier, poerter,
guide, guardian, ladder/
ruler
Lother: more wicked/unpleasant/horrible/evil
Lodder: beggar, outcast
Lóth: injury, harm, something hateful, misfortune
Lóthen: Be hateful or distasteful, hostile
Lóthli: Angrily, frightfully
/ horrible, hostile, angry.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Common nettle
Stinging nettle
//
Urtica dioica
//
Brennesle
//
Europe, much of
temperate Asia and
western North Africa,
it is now found
worldwide, including
New Zealand and
North America.

Distribution in Great
Britain is not mapped.

Similarity is quite
good, the small
flowers are exaggerated in size.
Color: L (purple).
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Receptacle: Leaves: L
Pedicel: D
Stem: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Shakespeare’s Hotspur
urges that “out of this
nettle, danger, we pluck
this flower, safety”
Used for Food, against
rheumatism, and to
make textiles.
As Old English stiðe,
nettle is one of the
nine plants invoked
in the pagan Anglo-Saxon Nine Herbs
Charm, recorded in
10th century traditional
medicine. Nettle was
believed to be a galactagogue – a substance
that promotes lactation

TH: Urtica diotica = nettlelsede, netel

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F93r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Tacanetum balsamita. Curtis, W., Botanical Magazine (1800-1948)
vol. 129 (1903).

Photo source: Tacanetum balsamita. Joan Simon from Barcelona, España - Tanacetum balsamita, CC BY-SA 2.0

Identification word: “odroh” which could be read wode-ruh, close to wode-ruff, Costmary.
Cipher: 			o dShol				
Transliteration:			o dRoh
Middle English:			
Wode-ruff
Translation: 			
Chrysantemum balsamita. TH: ?Wode-ruff or wuderove is a vernacular name used for Chrysanthemum balsamita.
English/botanical name:		
Costmary / Tanacetum balsamita (Chrysanthemum balsamita)

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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302

Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
93r
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

k o dShol

Transliteration

t o dRoh

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Wode-ruff
Costmary
chrysantemum balsamita Alecost
balsam herb
Tei of the Ruach
bible leaf
Connection of the Spirit mint geranium
//
Tanacetum balsamita
MEC: wode-fennel =
(Chrysantemum balsamita)
Foeniculum vulgare
//
Wode-hove = Alium
Originated in the Mediterraursinum. Wode-lek = Ali- nean. Was widely grown since
um ursinum, Veratrum
the medieval times in herb
album.
gardens until the late 19th and
Wode-rue = Thalictrum
early 20th centuries for medical purposes
flavium.

Similarity is good,
but the flower is
drawn very large in
size.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Receptacle: L
Pedicel: D
Stem: L
Leaves: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the
Beinecke MS 408
text

It is associated with
the Virgin Mary,
most probably because it is sometimes
used to treat women’s diseases.

TH: toad´s-fennel =
Smyrnium olusatrum.
Raf = Armoracia rusticana. Wode-ruff = Thalictrum flavium, Asperola
odorata, Asphodelus ramosus, Chrysantemum
balsamita (also called :
?woderove, coste.

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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F93v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University.

Photo source: Fraxinus excelsior plate 534 in: Otto Wilhelm Thomé: Flora von
Deutschland, Österreich u.d. Schweiz, Gera (1885).

Photo source: Fraxinus excelsior, Nefronus - Own work, CC0

Identification word: “as” is close to the ME vernacular plant name asse, meaning ash.
Cipher: 			osSheody		
Transliteration:			
osRiodé
Middle English:			Asse-reode
Translation: 			Ash-shoot
English/botanical name:		
Ash / Fraximus exelsior
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
93v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

osSheody

Transliteration

Middle English

osRiodé

Asse-reode
Ash-shoot
As reade
as advice/teaching

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

Ash
//
Fraxinus excelsior
//
Mainland Europe
and the British Isles

Similarity is not
at all obvious, but
looking at the ashshoots the illustration makes sense.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: L
Style: Receptacle: Pedicel: Stem: D
Leaves: L
Root: ?

MEC: asshe, ash, asse,
ais: Fraxinus excelsior
Reode: Red, ruddy
Rod(de: Straight shoot,
young shoots, offshoot,
stick og wood,
TH: weasel-tongue =
Fraxinus excelsior (also
pigle, aysh-keyes, asshstiche)
Hog´s-meat = conopodium majus. Rude = thalictrum flavium

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

On the Isle of Bute in
Scotland, lovers
reportedly used to eat
leaves of an ash tree
known as the «Dreaming
Tree» that grew near
the church of St Blane,
and the pleasant dreams
they then experienced
revealed their actual
spouses and intended
fates
In the 13th-century Edda and other writing
relating to Norse mythology, the vast ash tree Yggdrasil («the steed (gallows) of Odin”), watered
by three magical springs,
serves as axis mundi, sustaining the nine
worlds of the cosmos in
its roots and branches.
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F94r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

94r
Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:
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F94v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Aster amellus. Curtis, W., et al., Botanical Magazine
(Curtis) (1787-1800)Bot. Mag. vol. 6 (1793).

Photo source: Aster amellus. By Stefan.lefnaer - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: “ride” which could be a variation of the ME plant name red, which is used for Calendula officinalis and Aster.
Cipher: 			Shedy				
Transliteration:			
ridé
Middle English:			red
Translation: 			TH: Red = Calenduala officinalis or Aster
English/botanical name:
? Pot marigold or European Michaelmas daisy / Calendula officinalis /Aster Amellus
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
94v
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

Shedy

Transliteration

Middle English

Ridé

Redé
Reddish/rosy
Red
pot marigold
Rithe
Justice/truth/rivulet

p2 l1 w1

chedaiin

lidewn

See f
wen used
for daisy

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

Lithe-wen

TH: Red = Calendula
officinalis,
Aster (esp ssp amellus) = ?lunari, ?moneherbe, ?sterwort
Lithe-wort =
Lithospermum officinale.

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Blue/purple pot marigold
//
Violet Calendula officinalis
Or
European Michaelmas
daisy
//
Aster Amellus
//
This plant is present on the
European mountains from
the Pyrenees and the Alps to
the Carpathians. Outside Europe it is located in western
Asia (Turkey), the Caucasus, Siberia, South Asia (Uttarakhand, India) and Central
Asia (Kazakhstan).
or:
Lithospermum ?purpurocaeruleum

© 2021 Siv Bugge Vatne

Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Pot marigold florets
are edible. They are
often used to add color to salads or added
to dishes as a garnish
and in lieu of saffron. The leaves are
edible but are often
not palatable. They
have a history of use
as a potherb and in
salads. The plant is
also used to make tea.
Marigold leaves
can also be made
into a poultice that
is believed to help
scratches and shallow
cuts to heal faster,
and to help prevent
infection. It has also
been used in eye
drops.
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F95r1. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

95r1

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:
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F95r2. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

95r2
//
p1 l1 w1

Shedy

Ridé

?
Rithe

p1 l1 w3

chdy

Ldé

Lithe

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:

TH:
Lithe-wort = Lithospermum
officinale
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F95v2. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.
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314

Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

95v2

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:
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F95v1. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
95v1
//
p1 l1 w1

Cipher

Lteedy

Transliteration

hkmdé

Middle English

?
hek-meade
high-

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
chrysanthemum parthenium

Hic-mithe
High/divine miraculous power/might/the Almighty/miracle
p1 l1 w4

oekShy

oitRé

wit-wre

About the herb
//
Description in the
Beinecke MS 408
text

Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:

TH: mead-fole´s-foot = no

plant similar.
Mead-mint = no plants
similar.

Mead-rattle = teucrium
chamaedrys, pedicularis
palustris
Hollyhock = anthemis cotula/
rosea, acantus mollis, malva
sylvestris.
white thorn: crataegus monogyna,
whitewort: chrysanthemum
parthenium,

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

?
lupine
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F96r. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source:

Photo source:

Identification word:
Cipher: 					
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word

Cipher

Transliteration

Middle English

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

96r

Cracking the Voynich Cipher. Version 1.

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Color:
Flower/Petals:
Style:
Receptacle:
Pedicel:
Stem:
Leaves:
Root:
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F96v. Photo source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Photo source: Prof. Dr.Thomé’s Flora von Deutschland, Österreich und derSchweiz,
in Wort und Bild, für Schule und Haus, Pl. 136, 1903.

Photo source: By Skhirtla - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

Identification word: ? Identified by illustration

		
Cipher:
Transliteration:			
Middle English:			
Translation: 			
English/botanical name:		

Sheos Sheeor

arosom			

rios rmor		
eroso(rd)
Reos ren-wr		
Ere-urs-wort
Dropped runner		
Bindweed-herb
? Black bindweed / Dioscorea communis (Tamus communis)
Photo source: Dodoens [Dodonaeus ], R., Stirpium historiae pemptades sex,
sive libri XXX (1583)
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Foil
//
Paragraph
Line
Word
96v
//
p1 l1 w1-2

p1 l1 w 6

Cipher

Sheos
Sheeor
arosom

Transliteration

Middle English

Rios
Remor

Reos ren-wr
Fall/drop running herb

oper é s
eroso(rd)

ere-urs-wort
bindweed-herb

Botanical name

Illustration

English
//
Latin
//
Native to

L = Similarity
D = Difference
S = Symbolic

?
Black bryony
Black bindweed
Lady´s seal
//
Dioscorea communis
(Tamus communis)
//
Yamsrot
//
Southern and central Europe, northwest Africa
and western Asia, from
Ireland in North.

eir o sórt
air of fortune/fate

MEC:
Ber: a wind favorable for
sailing.
TH: Rein = Melissa officinalis, Filipnedula ulmaria.
Convolvulus arvensis (bindweed) = bynde de urse, anglice berbynde, ere terestre.
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Likeness is good.
The large root
differs it from other
alternatives.
Color: L
Flower/Petals: Fruit: L
Style: Receptacle: Pedicel: L
Stem: L
Leaves: L
Root: L

About the herb
//
Description in the Beinecke MS 408 text

Typical plant of the
forest understory,
from the sea to the
mountains, usually in
dense woods, but it
can also be found in
meadows and hedges
The root is used
to make medicine.
Causes vomiting.
Also applied directly to the skin (used
topically) for bruises,
strains, torn muscles,
gout, and arthritis-like pain. When
cooked, young shoots
are commonly eaten
in southern France,
Spain, Portugal, Italy
and Croatia.
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